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Abstract 

Thermochemical energy storage is an important technology to increase the share 

of renewable energy use in buildings. It has advantages over sensible and latent 

heat storage in terms of energy density and the ability of seasonal storage. 

The main aim of the study is to investigate a thermochemical reactor for 

residential building applications. The research conducted in the thesis includes 

an extensive literature review, reactor theoretical study, experimental testing and 

numerical simulation of the reactor. The study has proposed a three-phase 

thermochemical reactor, which innovates in trapezoidal containers, side gaps and 

added fins, featuring air and water outlet in discharging. Experimental testing has 

shown that integration of fins improves the reactor performance in both charging 

and discharging. Comparing to the reactor without fins, in charging it presents a 

significant increase in the thermochemical material temperature and nearly 10 °C 

increase in the outlet air temperature in discharging. It also achieves a higher 

water temperature lift ranging from 1.8 °C to 4 °C. 

The study has developed and validated a numerical reactor model to investigate 

the reactor performance under varying operation and configuration conditions. In 

charging, the critical parameters to the charging performance are charging 

temperature, air mass flow rate, reactor bed porosity and charging duration. Their 

effect to achieve an optimal charging performance has been investigated. In 

discharging, a smaller particle diameter and inlet relative humidity at around 40% 

are desirable. Additionally, the varying reactor geometrical parameters to the 

reactor performance have been obtained. The reactor with a smaller air travel 

path shows superior charging and discharging performance. According to the 

results, the study provides a decision-making tool for achieving a three-phase 

reactor design with superior performance. 
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, length m 
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equation 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Research Background 

Growth in the world’s population, technological developments, robust global 

economy and higher heating along with cooling needs have led to a sharp 

increase in worldwide energy consumption. According to the International Energy 

Agency (IEA), global energy consumption has nearly doubled the average growth 

rate since 2010 (IEA 2019). Under the current and planned policies, the IEA (2018) 

estimates that the global energy demand will grow by 25% in 2040. The 

increasing growth of energy consumption, especially for fossil fuels, has been 

causing severe challenges of global climate, posing a risk of human health, 

ecosystem and the economy. For instance, air pollution, the major public health 

crisis, is closely linked to energy use. Coal is responsible for about 60% of global 

SO2 emissions, causing acid rain and respiratory illness (IEA 2016). 

In response to mitigating climate change, countries around the world have set 

sustainability targets. Under the United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change, 193 nations provided Nationally Determined Contributions 

(NDCs) to achieve reductions in greenhouse gas emissions by 2017. Within this 

context, 101 nations explicitly mentioned the building sector and 49 countries 

committed to applying renewable energy sources in buildings (UN Environment 

and International Energy Agency 2017). The EU’s 2030 climate and energy 

framework aims to achieve at least 40% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions 

from the 1990 levels (Comissão Europeia 2019). In the UK, the Climate Change 

Act has set a legally binding target to cut the greenhouse gas emissions by at 

least 100% by 2050 of the 1990 levels (Committee on Climate Change 2019, 

Climate Change Act 2008). In China, the government aims to reduce CO2 

emissions by 65% based on the 2005 level (Xunzhang et al. 2017). 

Buildings contribute significantly to global emissions. It is essential to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions from buildings. In 2015, fossil fuels supplied 82% of 
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final energy consumption in buildings (UN Environment and International Energy 

Agency 2017). By 2018, buildings and construction account for 36% of global 

final energy consumption and 39% of CO2 emissions. In the EU, buildings take 

up about 40% of energy consumption and 36% of CO2 emissions (European 

Commission 2019). The operation and maintenance of buildings can take up 

about 40% of global energy consumption, as reported by the Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (Chenari et al. 2016, IPCC 2013). It shows that the 

space heating takes 32% of the total energy use in residential buildings (Ürge-

Vorsatz et al. 2015). Domestic hot water accounts for about 24% and 12% energy 

use in residential buildings and commercial buildings, respectively. According to 

the IEA (2017) space heating, water heating and cooking account for 46% of 

global energy consumption. Only 10% of the energy was produced by renewables. 

Renewables such as biomass, solar thermal and geothermal are considered as 

being the key technologies for heating and cooling in building application. A 

substantial increase in the share of renewables should take place to address 

building energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. Along with other 

technologies, solar heating technologies have been of significant importance. 

According to the International Renewable Energy Agency (2018), solar thermal 

systems would increase with a total collector area projected to be 10 times higher 

by 2050, from around 600 million m2 to over 6000 million m2. Between 2010 to 

2050, solar collectors for space heating and hot water can increase by an average 

7.1% annually and reach an installed capacity of 500 GW to meet the annual 

energy demand in the buildings sector at around 8.9 EJ by 2050 (International 

Energy Agency 2012). Solar energy, as a sustainable and clean source of energy, 

is one of the most promising renewable energy resources. In the domestic sector, 

the energy consumed in space heating/cooling and domestic hot water accounts 

for over 50% of its total energy consumption (Parameshwaran et al. 2012). As a 

diurnal cyclic resource, solar energy can be stored and utilised efficiently with 

energy storage technologies. Within this context, related technologies in 

supporting the development of solar heating in buildings play an influential role. 

Energy storage, especially thermal energy storage, is one of the critical 
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technologies requiring research and development. Because of the dynamic 

nature of solar energy, there is a mismatch between the energy generation of the 

solar energy source and the demand of buildings, being one barrier in improving 

the share of solar thermal systems (Garg et al. 2012). Thermal energy storage is 

to store the energy from the side of generation and provides supply when the 

demand is high, improving the share of solar energy in buildings. Although large 

scale sensible heat storage using water has already been applied, such as district 

heating systems, the volume requirement makes it difficult to expand the 

application in residential use. Therefore, development of a novel, compact and 

cost-effective solar thermal energy storage technology is crucial for the 

development of solar thermal systems to achieve the greenhouse emission goals. 

1.2 Energy storage technologies and thermochemical energy storage 

There are a variety of energy storage systems including electricity storage, heat 

storage and mechanical energy storage, as shown in Figure 1 - 1 (Dincer and 

Rosen 2011, Gil et al. 2010, Gondre 2017). Regarding thermal energy storage, 

there are three types of technologies including sensible heat storage, latent heat 

storage and thermochemical energy storage. For sensible heat storage, thermal 

energy is stored through the temperature change of a storage medium such as 

water. For latent heat storage, thermal energy is stored in phase change 

materials as latent heat. The solid-liquid transition is the most used phase change 

approach (Kuznik et al. 2011). For thermochemical energy storage, however, 

energy is stored by a reversible physical or chemical sorption mechanism. 
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Figure 1 - 1 Classification of energy storage technologies (Dincer and Rosen 

2011, Gil et al. 2010, Gondre 2017) 

Table 1 - 1 illustrates the differences in the three types of thermal energy storage 

methods. Thermochemical energy storage stands out in the high energy storage 

density. Depending on the materials, it offers 2 to 10 times higher energy storage 

densities compared to sensible heat storage and latent heat storage, respectively 

(Casey et al. 2014). The relatively high energy density of thermochemical energy 

storage materials is because of the high energetic processes involved in the 

destruction and reformation of chemical bonds (Garg et al. 2012). The high 

volumetric energy density permits more compactness of the related systems, 

giving it an advantage in building application where space is a premium 

consideration. Additionally, in the energy storage period, thermochemical energy 

storage materials can be stored at ambient temperature for a theoretically 

unlimited time with little thermal loss to the environment. 
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Table 1 - 1 Main advantages and disadvantages of thermal energy storage technologies (Gil et al. 2010, Pardo et al. 2014) 

Sensible heat storage Latent heat storage Thermochemical energy 

storage 

Temperature range • 50 - 95 °C (water tank) • 50 - 60 °C (paraffin) • 20 - 800 °C or higher 

• 10 - 80 °C • 30 - 50 °C (salt hydrate) 

(aquifer/ground storage) • Over 100 °C (inorganic 

• 300 - 400 °C (concrete) eutectics, organic materials, 

molten salt, etc.) 

Volumetric energy density ~ 50 kWh/m3 (Low) ~ 100 kWh/m3 (Medium) ~ 500 kWh/m3 (High) 

Gravimetric energy density ~ 0.02 - 0.03 kWh/kg (Low) ~ 0.05 - 0.1 kWh/kg (Medium) ~ 0.5 - 1 kWh/kg (High) 

Temperature of the Charging temperature Charging temperature Ambient temperature 

materials in storage period 

Storage length Limited Limited Theoretically unlimited 

Transport Short distance Short distance Theoretically unlimited 

Technical complexity Simple Medium Complex 



 

  

       

  

         

          

        

            

           

          

            

        

        

         

          

 

      

      

       

       

          

        

            

        

        

        

           

   

 

           

         

         

         

       

1.3 Opportunities and challenges of thermochemical energy storage in 

residential buildings 

Using thermal energy storage in residential buildings is key to reducing fossil fuel 

consumption. Currently, the development is facing a few issues which can be 

tackled by applying the thermochemical energy storage technique (Kuznik et al. 

2015, Eames et al. 2014, Lizana et al. 2017). Sensible heat storage leads to large 

volume requirements due to the low energy density. There is limited time of heat 

availability for both sensible and latent heat storage. The stored heat is released 

in a short time due to heat loss. The volume requirements and short term 

availability make the integration of the systems to buildings difficult, while 

increasing the initial costs. Additionally, gas boilers provide heat rapidly in 

residential buildings including space heating and domestic hot water, making the 

end users have limited experience of the benefits from heat storage systems. 

Thermochemical energy storage is a promising thermal energy storage 

technology for residential applications. It has gained increasing attention in 

residential buildings for high energy storage density and long term storage 

potential. The advantages are significant to residential applications since they 

lead to a number of opportunities including seasonal heat storage, conversion of 

excess heat from renewable sources such as solar PVs, waste heat storage and 

integration of off-peak electricity (Pinel et al. 2011, Li et al. 2016). Additionally, 

since the technology involves destruction and reformation of chemical bonds, 

there are numerous material pairs available with output temperature ranging from 

40 ºC to 70 ºC, matching to the space heating and domestic hot water 

applications in residential buildings (Abedin and Rosen 2012, Pardo et al. 2014, 

Dincer and Rosen 2011). 

Thermochemical materials can be found in gas, liquid and solid phases. A large 

share of relevant studies in building application employs the solid-gas material 

pair (Clark et al. 2020, Scapino et al. 2017). Because gas-gas and gas-liquid pairs 

involve pressurisation and depressurisation of a system, this poses safety risks 

for long term applications and increases the complexity of the system (Kuznik et 
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al. 2018). Besides, water vapour can be used as the gas pair which is widely 

accessible in built environments. Furthermore, for the solid pair, there are a 

number of materials suitable for different temperatures and applications in 

building including chemical reaction, solid adsorption and composites (Jarimi et 

al. 2019). Therefore, this study focuses on the solid-gas pairs. 

Since thermochemical energy storage is a relatively new technique for residential 

application, there are some challenges requiring further research and 

development including the materials, systems design and reactor. Within this 

context, the thermochemical reactor is a critical component. It is where the energy 

storage and release take place. This study focuses on the thermochemical 

reactor and related performance. Currently, the hurdles for the thermochemical 

reactor are reduced heat and mass transfer, pressure drop, cost, etc. (Solé et al. 

2015a, Zeng et al. 2019). For instance, according to an experimental test of a 

solar heating system using thermochemical energy storage, the output heating 

power is about 2.5 kW with the designed output of 40 kW (Mauran et al. 2008). 

Limited mass transfer and a relatively high pressure drop are caused by the 

difficulty in providing a uniform heat transfer fluid through the thermochemical 

material (Aydin et al. 2016). According to an experiment of a thermochemical 

system with 0.017 m3 sorption material, the pressure drop of the entire system is 

about 220 Pa (Zondag et al. 2013). Gartler et al. (2004) developed a seasonal 

solar energy storage system using the technology for domestic hot water and 

heating of a single-family house in Austria. The authors reported that to reach the 

theoretical storage capacity would require a too large reactor setup to be 

economically feasible. 
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1.4 Aim and objectives 

The project aims to develop a thermochemical reactor applied to residential 

buildings. The aim is accomplished by completing the following objectives: 

1. Conduct an extensive literature review on thermochemical energy storage 

reactors and materials; 

2. Determine suitable thermochemical energy storage materials for residential 

application in solar thermal energy storage; 

3. Propose a novel thermochemical reactor with an improvement in heat and 

mass transfer; 

4. Investigate the reactor performance in charging and discharging processes; 

and 

5. Evaluate the reactor performance under critical parameters and 

configurations. 

1.5 Research methodology 

• Approach to objective 1 – Comprehensive literature review on the 

thermochemical reactor and materials 

This approach is designed to provide a state-of-the-art thermochemical energy 

storage reactor in building application and to present the opportunities in the 

reactor development. The steps leading towards this include (1) presenting the 

fundamental principles of the thermochemical energy storage technique; (2) 

reviewing the current status and characteristics of thermochemical materials for 

building application; and (3) reviewing the development status and the related 

thermochemical reactors and systems. 

• Approach to objective 2 – The selection of suitable thermochemical material 

This approach is to select suitable thermochemical materials for the study with 

rationales and also provide guidance for material selection. It includes the 

following approaches: (1) review the material characteristics in thermochemical 

energy storage applications based on material types and reaction mechanisms. 

The material characteristics include but are not limited to the theoretical energy 
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storage density, reaction pairs, reaction temperature, cost, etc.; (2) highlight 

issues and advantages of the materials; and (3) propose a material selection 

framework and identify the suitable material for the study. 

• Approach to objective 3 – Design of a novel thermochemical energy storage 

reactor 

This approach is to design and develop a novel thermochemical energy storage 

reactor that tackles the drawbacks of current reactors in the literature. The steps 

to achieve this are (1) conducting a theoretical study of a thermochemical reactor 

and presenting its heat and mass transfer processes; (2) designing the reactor 

with improvements in heat and mass transfer and completing the reactor sketch 

drawings; and (3) building a numerical model of the reactor for numerical 

simulation. 

• Approach to objective 4 – Design, construction and testing of the 

thermochemical reactor 

The approach is to evaluate the performance of the reactor. The steps in the 

approach include (1) designing and building an experimental test rig of the 

thermochemical reactor; and (2) conducting charging and discharging tests to 

investigate the operational characteristics under the laboratory conditions. 

• Approach to objective 5 – Investigate the thermochemical reactor with the 

validated numerical model 

The approach is to evaluate the thermochemical reactor performance with a 

validated numerical model and also contribute to achieving a reactor with 

desirable performance. The steps in the approach include (1) validating the 

numerical model to illustrate the accuracy of the model; (2) conducting a 

parametric study of the reactor to represent how the critical parameters affect the 

reactor in charging and discharging; and (3) proposing schemes, steps and 

considerations for a designer in designing a thermochemical reactor to achieve 

the desirable performance. 
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1.6 Thesis Structure 

The thesis contains 7 chapters presented in Figure 1 - 2. 

Figure 1 - 2 Flow chart of the thesis structure 

Following chapter 1 which introduced the research background, chapter 2 

presents a comprehensive literature review of the thermochemical energy 

storage, especially on the reactor and material. It presents the development of 

thermochemical reactors and materials to interpret the opportunities for further 

research and development. It proposes a thermochemical material selection 

scheme and selects a suitable thermochemical material for this study. Objectives 

1 and 2 are completed in the chapter. Chapters 3 and 4 complete objective 3. 

Chapter 3 presents the theoretical study of a thermochemical reactor. Chapter 4 

proposes a three-phase thermochemical reactor and conducts numerical 

modelling of the reactor. For objective 4, chapter 5 details the laboratory testing 

of the proposed thermochemical reactor. It illustrates the construction of the 

experimental rig and presents the experimental testing of the reactor. For 
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objective 5, chapter 6 presents the reactor performance investigation using the 

validated numerical modelling. It investigates the reactor configurations and 

operational parameters on the reactor performance. It provides a reactor design 

scheme with steps for a designer to achieve a reactor with key considerations. 

Chapter 7 gives conclusions of the study and provides further works and 

recommendations in the field. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW ON THERMOCHEMICAL 
ENERGY STORAGE IN BUILDING APPLICATION 

2.1 Overview 

Researchers have been conducting a wide range of research and development 

on thermochemical energy storage for its significant potential in building 

application. This chapter carries out a comprehensive literature review of the 

technology, especially for the thermochemical reactor and materials. It also 

identifies research gaps and suggests future research opportunities. The major 

work and approaches in this chapter are given as follows. 

• Demonstrate the fundamental principles of thermochemical energy storage. 

• Illustrate a comprehensive literature review on thermochemical energy 

storage reactor in building application. 

• Present the current development status of thermochemical energy storage 

materials. 

• Identify the thermochemical material for this study with rationales. 

2.2 Fundamentals of thermochemical energy storage 

2.2.1 Classification and basic terminology 

Thermochemical energy storage can be divided as thermochemical without 

sorption, chemical adsorption and chemical absorption. Figure 2 - 1 shows the 

relationship between chemical storage and sorption storage (Aveyard and 

Haydon 1973, Ding and Riffat 2013). The expressions ‘chemical storage’, 

‘thermochemical storage’ and ‘sorption storage’ differ in some studies (Boer et al. 

2004, Iammak, Wongsuwan and Kiatsiriroj 2004, Kuznik and Johannes 2014, 

Mugnier and Goetz 2001). 
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Figure 2 - 1 A classification of chemical storage and sorption storage (Aveyard 
and Haydon 1973, Ding and Riffat 2013) 

Table 2 - 1 summaries the definition of terms used in studies of thermochemical 

energy storage (Hauer 2007, Wang et al. 2009, Srivastava and Eames 1998, 

N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2009). 

Table 2 - 1 Definition of different thermochemical terms (Hauer 2007, Wang et 
al. 2009, Srivastava and Eames 1998, N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2009) 

Term Definition 

Sorption A phenomenon of fixation or capture of a gas or a vapour 

(sorbate) by a substance in condensed state (sorbent) 

Sorbate Substance in the adsorbed/absorbed state 

Sorbent Solid material on which adsorption/absorption occurs 

Adsorption A surface phenomenon: an attachment of a liquid or gas to 

the surface of another substance 

Absorption A liquid or gas enters a solid or liquid 

Adsorptive Adsorbate substance in the fluid phase 

The term ‘sorption’ is the phenomenon to capture a gas or a vapour (sorbate) by 

a substance in solid or liquid state (sorbent) (Hauer 2007). Sorption can include 

both adsorption and absorption (Ding and Riffat 2013). In terms of adsorption, it 
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is usually used to describe the phenomenon of binding of a gas on a surface of a 

solid or porous material (Poulopoulos and Inglezakis 2006). Figure 2 - 2 shows 

the process schematically (Letcher 2016). During the charging step, heat is 

added to the sample. This breaks the binding forces and removes the adsorbates 

from the inner surface by raising them to a higher energy level. The adsorption 

step is to add adsorbates to the adsorbent and release the adsorption energy 

(Paksoy 2007). 

Figure 2 - 2 Schematic presentation of adsorption and desorption (Letcher 
2016) 

According to the cohesive force between the two phases, adsorption can be 

divided into two types: physical adsorption (physisorption) and chemical 

adsorption (chemisorption). Physisorption is the behaviour of atoms on weakly 

attracting surfaces of bulk liquids and solids (Dash 1975). It occurs at the surface 

of the adsorbent. A thin layer of atoms or molecules will be formed on the 

adsorbent surface, while leaving the adsorbent structure unaltered. In this 

process, no expansion occurs and it requires no activation energy (Scapino et al. 

2017). The forces involved are intermolecular forces (Van der Waal forces) and 

hydrogen bonding, The Van der Waal forces are the same forces for the 

imperfection of gases and condensation of vapours. The interaction is 
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characterised by low heat of adsorption, less than 40 kJ/mol (Otterstedt and 

Brandreth 1998). 

These interactions contrast with the stronger bonding in chemical adsorption. 

Covalent forces lead to the formation of chemical compounds. Specifically, due 

to the surface valency requirements, the sharing of electrons and atoms of the 

adsorbent and adsorbate is involved. A form of chemical bonding occurs with the 

heat of adsorption between 40 kJ/mol to 400 kJ/mol (Wang et al. 2009, Srivastava 

and Eames 1998, Otterstedt and Brandreth 1998). Chemical adsorption requires 

an activation energy. It requires a certain temperature. It usually leads to a 

change in the adsorbent surface. However, some chemical adsorption processes 

could be irreversible (Poulopoulos and Inglezakis 2006). It is worth mentioning 

that both physical and chemical adsorption can simultaneously take place and a 

clear interpretation of data is often complicated. 

In terms of absorption, it is a phenomenon in which the molecules of absorbate 

penetrate the surface layer and enter the structure of the bulk solid or liquid. It 

occurs at the sorbent molecule level and alters the composition and 

morphological structure of the absorbent (Nic et al. 2014). Therefore, a material 

expansion occurs in absorption and it requires higher activation energy than 

adsorption. The energy is mainly the covalent forces of atoms and molecules. 

Absorbates can be gases or liquids, leading to a difference of the binding energy 

released as heat of reaction (Scapino et al. 2017). If the absorbents are gases, 

all binding energy is released as the heat of reaction. If the absorbents are liquids, 

however, part of the binding energy is to break the bonds within the liquid, leaving 

only part of it as heat of reaction. When the absorbent is a liquid and the 

absorbate is a gas, in literature, the process is named liquid gas absorption or 

liquid absorption. The most used liquid absorption pairs are LiBr/H2O (Zhai et al. 

2011, Siddiqui and Said 2014) and H2O/ammonia (Hassan and Mohamad 2012). 
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2.2.2 Principles of operation 

The mechanism of the thermochemical energy storage can be described as the 

following reversible equation and Figure 2 - 3 (Yu et al. 2017, Abedin and Rosen 

2012). 

! + #$%& ⇋ ( + ) 

A thermochemical energy storage cycle includes three main processes, charging, 

storing and discharging. In a charging process, thermal energy is absorbed from 

a heat source in an endothermic reaction which breaks the binding force of the 

substance C. Thermochemical material dissociates into two substances, A and 

B. In the storage process, the substances A and B are stored separately. The 

substances are stored at ambient temperatures with theoretically no thermal 

losses, expect for the cooling of the materials after the charging process. The 

energy is stored based on the chemical potential with the mass fraction of A and 

B. When it requires to release the energy, in a discharging process, substance A 

reacts with substance B. The exothermic reaction releases the heat and forms 

substance C. 

Figure 2 - 3 Processes of thermochemical energy storage (Abedin and Rosen 
2012) 

In sensible and latent heat storage systems, heat is transferred directly to the 

storage medium, i.e. direct heat storage media (Hauer 2007). The capacity of 
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thermal energy storage is at a temperature of the heat source depending on the 

capacity of the entropy uptake. The energy density is limited by the entropy 

storage capacity of the material (Gartler et al. 2004). Thermochemical energy 

storage is a reversible physic-chemical reaction to store heat indirectly (Hauer 

2007). During the charging step, heat from the heat source is used to overcome 

the bonding between the working fluid molecules and the molecules of 

thermochemical energy storage material. The gaseous product is then released 

to the environment or condensed. The associated entropy of the gaseous product 

is released to the environment. Thus, the energy and entropy flow are separated 

in the storage process. During the discharging process, the entropy is taken up 

from the environment or the condenser to combine again energy and entropy flow 

(Bales et al. 2005). This leads to the high thermal energy storage capacity 

because the entropy is separated from the storage media and released to the 

environment (Gartler et al. 2004, Bales et al. 2005). 

2.2.3 Reversible reaction and equilibrium in thermochemical energy 

storage 

When a reversible reaction reaches equilibrium, the rate of the forward reaction 

equals the rate of the reverse reaction. There is no observable change in this 

phase but both directions of reaction are occurring (Jim Clark 2002). The balance 

point, i.e. the position of equilibrium, can be affected by adjusting: 

• The concentration of the reacting substances if solutions are involved; 

• The pressure of reacting gases; and 

• The temperature. 

According to Le Chatelier’s principle (Jenkins 2008), if applying a change to a 

system at equilibrium, the system adjusts the position of equilibrium to counteract 

the change as much as possible. In such case, the position of equilibrium shifts 

to counteract the change in concentration, pressure and temperature (Burton 

2000). In terms of concentration, the increasing of reactant concentration causes 

the position of equilibrium to move to the product side. Similarly, decreasing the 

product concentration leads the equilibrium to move to the same side. In terms of 
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pressure, increasing the pressure moves the equilibrium to the side of the 

equation with fewer gas molecules as this reduces the pressure. Decreasing the 

pressure moves the equilibrium to the side of the equation with more gas 

molecules as this increases the pressure. In terms of temperature, heating the 

reversible reaction at equilibrium shifts the reaction to the direction of the 

endothermic reaction. In turn, cooling a reversible reaction at equilibrium shifts 

the reaction to the direction of the exothermic reaction. 

2.2.4 The scale and representation 

For thermochemical storage with water vapour and solid sorbent, how to treat the 

air flow through the reactor is mainly a question of distance. Adsorption is in 

molecular level which can be treated as macroscopic or microscopic scale. As 

illustrated in Figure 2 - 4, when the distance is at the adsorbent bed scale, mass 

transfer occurs to the space between the adsorbent particles. The large distance 

leads to complications with numerous channels and cavities in the problem 

(Donald A. and Adrian 2013). When the distance is short, for instance at the 

microscale scale (molecular level), the configuration of pore structure may be 

irregular and complex. The microscopic level description of heat and mass 

transfer is not practical in view of the effort for mathematical formulation (Civan 

et al. 2011). Within this limit, a macroscopic volume is defined that the volume 

length is much larger than the pore scale of microparticles, but significantly 

smaller than the scale of the reactor (Donald A. and Adrian 2013). The 

macroscopic volume is named as representative elementary volume. It can be 

considered as all averaged geometrical characteristics and applying global 

measurements such as permeability and conductivity to study equilibrium states 

in the porous medium (Brown et al. 2000), since the equilibrium is based on the 

statistical balance of momentum at a large number of molecules (Daïan 2014a). 

In this project, a macroscopic scale will be applied, and heat and mass transfer 

accounted in a macroscopic way. 
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Figure 2 - 4 Relative size illustration of the reactor, the representative 
elementary volume and microparticles 

2.2.5 Heat and mass transfer in the macroscopic scale 

Heat and mass transfer occurs between adsorbent particles and also inside 

particles. As shown in Figure 2 - 5, when air flows through the adsorbent bed, it 

travels between the adsorbent particles and also penetrates into a particle. For 

fluid molecules to be adsorbed, they pass through the fluid film and particle skin 

and move into the micropores where the molecules are adsorbed (Thomas and 

Crittenden 1998). 

Figure 2 - 5 Details of heat and mass transfer in the solid adsorbent (Thomas 
and Crittenden 1998) 

With respect to a charging process, heat transfers from the air flow to the particles 

due to temperature difference. The convective heat transfer coefficient between 

air and adsorbent particle can be defined as ℎ!,# . The rise of adsorbent 
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temperature has created a relatively higher internal energy so the adsorbed 

moisture becomes relatively more active to desorb from the adsorbent. The 

equilibrium between the solid adsorbent and ambient environment has been 

pushed to the side determined by the air flow conditions. Since the vapour 

pressure of adsorbent exceeds that of air flow, the moisture of the adsorbent 

desorbs from the adsorbent particles and joins the air flow. 

For a discharging process, the release of charged energy from the adsorbent 

requires a supply of moisture. Air, with added moisture from the humidification 

device, flows through the adsorbent in the discharging process. Due to the vapour 

pressure difference between air and adsorbent, the moisture travels from the air 

across the adsorbent particle surface to its pores. The process of moisture 

transfer increases the water uptake of adsorbent as well as initiating the 

exothermic reaction. The charged energy releases from the adsorbent. This 

energy heats up the hydrated adsorbent and increases its temperature. 

Meanwhile, the adsorbent loses heat to the air flow due to the temperature 

difference between the two substances. 

2.3 Thermochemical energy storage reactors in buildings 

2.3.1 Reactor types 

Thermochemical reactor can be classified into several categories. According to 

Trambouze and Euzen (2004), the main objectives of the classification are 

volume, type, operating mode and flow pattern of working fluids. In terms of the 

operating mode, the reactor can be classified as continuous, semi-batch and 

batch reactor. Batch reactors work in non-steady state conditions while 

continuous reactors work in steady state conditions (Su et al. 2014). Based on 

the flow pattern of working fluids, the reactors can also be classified as counter 

current, concurrent and crosscurrent reactor. In literature, the most used 

classification is based on the status of sorbent, namely fixed bed, moving bed 

and fluidised bed reactor. Table 2 - 2 lists the reactor types along with the 

advantages and challenges. 
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Table 2 - 2 The comparison of thermochemical reactors based on the material 

status (Solé et al. 2015a, Zondag et al. 2013) 
Reactor type Pictures Advantages Challenges 

Fluidised bed • The risk of 
hotspots and 
thermal 

• 

• 

Complex in 
modelling 
Erosion of 

• 
instability 
High heat 
transfer 

internal 
components 

coefficients 

Fixed bed • Simple for 
design and 
modelling 

• Low heat and 
mass transfer in 
large diameter 
fixed bed 

• High pressure 
drop 

Moving bed • Direct heat 
transfer 
between 
sorbate and 
sorbent 

• Complex in 
hydrodynamics 

In a fixed bed reactor, the material must be regenerated when the full conversion 

of the material has been achieved. The fixed bed reactor is simple in design and 

manufacture, and besides low heat and mass transfer, it can also lead to varying 

thermal power output with increasing conversion of the material (Mette et al. 

2011). For the moving bed and fluidised bed reactor, the thermochemical material 

runs from one side to the other, providing a stationary reaction process. However, 

the challenge is to ensure a uniform material flow. The mass flows of the material 

and the working fluid/air should be adjusted with each other (Mette et al. 2011). 

For the operation pressure, the reactor can be classified into closed and open 

reactors. An open reactor operates in the ambient pressure. A closed reactor is 

isolated from the ambient pressure. The working fluid circulates in the closed loop 

with the condensation/evaporation in the condenser/evaporator. Table 2 - 3 gives 

a comparison between the open and closed reactors. 
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Table 2 - 3 Advantages and challenges of open and closed thermochemical reactors (Edem N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2014, Michel et 
al. 2014b) 

Advantages Challenges 

22 

Open reactor 

Closed reactor 

• Operate under atmospheric pressure; 
• No sorbate is stored, being favourable for 
storage density; 

• In some cases, one flow acts as heat transfer 
fluid and reactive gas; no internal heat 
exchanger is needed; and 

• Through forced circulation, the flow rate can be 
adjusted for the desired temperature output. 

• No mass exchanger with the environment; 
• The pressure and the mass transfer can be 
better controlled; and 

• It can be used as a sorption heat pump for 
cooling and heating with a range of pressure 
(Chua et al. 2010). 

• Usually a fan is needed for gas circulation; 
• A humidifier is needed in most cases; 
• Only water can be used as the reaction gas due to 
safety and cost concerns; and 

• In a fixed bed reactor, the size of the storage system 
results in relatively high pressure drop and relatively 
high flow rate is needed due to the low thermal 
capacity of the gas. 

• A heat exchanger is usually needed and generates 
technological constraints for evaporator/condenser 
design; 

• The sorbate should be stored within the system; 
• To maintain a good mass transfer within the reactor, 
vacuum condition is created at about 1000 Pa; but it 
is difficult to managing vacuum in large reactors 
(N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2009); and 

• A heat source is needed at the discharging step (a 
geothermal source for example). 



 

 
 

 

       
           

           

         

           

        

         

         

        

          

         

        

         

 

2.3.2 Selected studies on open thermochemical reactors 
Michel et al. (2016, 2014a) have conducted experimental tests on a segmented 

reactor as shown in Figure 2 - 6(a). To increase the energy density of the 

adsorption bed and create air paths, rectangular modules have been stacked in 

parallel. Both the top and bottom of each module are supported by perforated 

sheets so that the air flow can contact the thermochemical materials. Key 

parameters and the changes of reactive bed during charging and discharging 

processes have been investigated by the authors. The study has found that an 

increase in bed density and energy storage density can significantly reduce bed 

permeability (Michel et al. 2016). This shows that a high bed density, as a key 

parameter, can lead to a high energy storage density but reduces bed porosity 

and slows mass transfer. Bed permeability also decreases within a discharging 

process because of the change in the porous bed texture. 
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Figure 2 - 6 Overview of the open reactors in the selected studies 



 

 
 

 

            

              

             

        

            

           

            

          

          

        

            

           

          

            

           

        

           

       

       

 

           

          

          

        

        

         

           

           

             

          

       

        

De Boer et al. (2014) have developed a laboratory prototype of a two segmented 

reactor as shown in Figure 2 - 6(b). There is a valve at each segment air inlet to 

switch the air flow on and off to control the charging or discharging of the 

segments. An air-to-air heat exchanger has been integrated into the air flow 

channel to preheat the intake air. According to the experiment’s tests, in 

discharging, the intake air can be preheated to 40 °C. The preheated air flow then 

contributes to the output air reaching up to 70 °C, showing the importance of 

intake air temperature to reach a desirable output air temperature level. Moreover, 

the experimental data has revealed relatively low energy efficiency in a cycle of 

reactor charging, storage and discharging. The thermal storage efficiency is 15% 

with 117 MJ heat input in charging, but only 17 MJ delivered to air in discharging. 

Statistically, in terms of total heat input to the reactor system, in charging, 52% of 

the input heat has been lost to the environment, excluding the sensible heat 

accumulated in the reactor. During the storage, 16% of the input heat has been 

lost to the environment as the reactor cools down. In discharging, 17% of the 

input heat has been used to heat thermochemical material and reactor facilities, 

ultimately being transferred to the environment. Overall, the data has emphasised 

the significance of charging efficiency optimisation and reactor heat loss 

reduction in a whole energy storage cycle. 

Rebecca et al. (2016) have developed and tested a segmented reactor as shown 

in Figure 2 - 6(c). Using zeolite 13X as the thermochemical material, the reactor 

configuration allows the material to be separated into 4 sub-sectors. Additionally, 

each sub-sector is vertically divided into 6 layers. The layers contain the 

thermochemical material and form gaps among any two layers as an air flow path. 

In this configuration, the segmentation and air flow control enable the reactor 

segments to be charged and discharged separately. To control the air flow path, 

sliders have been assembled at exits of the air flow path. By using the slider, air 

path exit opening can be opened and closed, adjusting the air flow path through 

required material layers. Reported by the authors, in the charging experiment, the 

temperature of some material locations are lower than other locations (Henner et 

al. 2014). This can result from non-uniform air flow distribution along the material 
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layers. According to the simulations, when discharging the two closing material 

layers, the upper side layer would reach complete discharging while discharging 

of the lower side layer is not yet complete. This shows that the adsorption front 

has moved faster than the lower layer. The non-uniform air flow can reduce the 

output air temperature since the lower side material layer cannot be hydrated as 

the condition of the upper side. Therefore, by optimising the segment and layer 

geometry, it can achieve a better air flow distribution and uniform charging or 

discharging in the material layers. 

Aydin et al. (2016) developed a modular thermochemical reactor with internal air 

input as shown in Figure 2 - 6(d). A pipe shaped reactor comprises an internal 

perforated diffuser pipe and thermochemical material is filled between the diffuser 

pipe and the reactor wall. Different from other reactors where the air flow path 

starts from one side of the material, the internal diffuser pipe enables air diffuses 

through its holes to the material. Using this configuration, the authors have 

reported a relatively high adsorption and desorption rate at over 10 g/min in 

experimental tests. Additionally, the authors have integrated the reactor into 

concentrated solar collectors as shown in Figure 2 - 7. In a charging process, 

rather than heating the intake air, the thermochemical material is heated with the 

concentrated solar collectors. Intake air flow through the material is to extract the 

evaporated water from the material. In a discharging process, intake ambient air 

is humidified by a water spray nozzle and then travels through the reactor via the 

internal perforated pipe. The output heated air is then supplied to the end user. 

According to the experimental tests of a test room in Cyprus (floor area at 12.4 

m2), the integrated reactor and collect system can provide sufficient heat at 2.85 

kWh with 0.013 m3 of vermiculite CaCl2 to meet the heat load. However, the issue 

of charging has been found in decline of the material. As reported, 60% drying 

ratio is achieved in charging processes using solar energy. Further improvement 

in reactor pipe and solar collector dimensions have been called to achieve a 

higher material temperature in charging. 
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Figure 2 - 7 illustration of reactor in a concentrated solar collector in discharging 

Tatsidjodoung et al. (2016) have investigated a thermochemical energy storage 

system with two segmented reactors as shown in Figure 2 - 6(e). Each reactor 

segment is a sandwich configuration with an upper region, a central region and a 

lower region. Air diffusers have been applied at the upper and lower regions to 

allow uniform distribution of the air flow. The thermochemical material zeolite 13X 

is located in the central region, which is supported by an oval shaped perforated 

grating. The two segments are connected by air ducts, which allows the segments 

to be charged and discharged in sequence and parallel mode. According to the 

experimental tests, the authors have reported an average temperature lift of 38 

°C at each segment outlet for about 8 hours in a discharging phase. The output 

air temperature is significantly influenced by the intake air humidity. 

Gaeini et al. (2018) designed and tested a four segmented reactor for seasonal 

heat storage and hot tap water production at a household scale. The 

thermochemical material zeolite 13X has been used in 4 parallel adsorption sub-

systems. Each sub-system is comprised of a reactor core (Figure 2 - 6(f)), a 

bubble column as a humidification facility and an electric heater to lift the intake 

air temperature. This configuration allows the authors the control of the charging 

and discharging sequence of the segmented reactor. According to the study, 

each reactor segment achieves a maximum power of 0.9 kW (43 kg Zeolite per 
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segment). Air output from one segment is directed into an air-to-water heat 

exchanger to produce hot tap water. The results have shown that one reactor can 

heat 100 litre water up to 75 °C when using a heat exchanger to recover the heat 

from the output air. 

Despite the material bulk structure, moving bed reactors have been investigated 

by some researchers. Wyttenbach et al. (2018) have developed a circular moving 

bed thermochemical reactor for seasonal storage in buildings (see Figure 2 - 6(g)). 

The study has integrated a vibrating sieve into the reactor to move the solid 

material constantly, increasing turbulence in the air flow. The thermochemical 

material is a composite developed from a silica gel matrix impregnated with 43 

wt% CaCl2. According to the experimental tests, the reactor has achieved an 

average 356 W heating power with air temperature lift at around 6 °C. The energy 

density is 200.4 Wh per kg of the hydrated solid composite. However, the authors 

have highlighted the issue of reducing the electrical consumption of the reactor. 

The vibration unit has taken electrical consumption for about 70 W and air 

circulation for 10 W. 

Zettl et al. (2014) have developed and tested a rotating reactor as show in Figure 

2 - 8. Driven by a motor, the reactor and its contained material zeolite 4A can 

maintain rotation while air is travelling through the reactor. Air travels through a 

fixed pipe in pipe configuration through the material. The main feature of the 

reactor is that the whole material can contribute to the adsorption and desorption 

processes because of the rotation movement, while in fixed bed reactors, a 

sorption front is normally formed. The authors reported that, in discharging, the 

material can reach 60 °C with intake saturated air at 20 °C. The maximum thermal 

power peaks at 30 W/kg with the average figure from 13 W/kg to 20 W/kg. 

Additionally, the control of reaction temperature and thermal power in discharging 

can be achieved by adjusting the humidity supply. However, the reactor requires 

air flow pressure at 500 Pa to 700 Pa. Also, fan noise has been reported by the 

authors. 
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Figure 2 - 8 Rotating bed with pipe in pipe construction (Zettl et al. 2014) 

Jiao et al. (2010) have reported a cross-flow rotating bed for a liquid and gas 

system (NaOH and CO2). As depicted in Figure 2 - 9, the liquid enters the reactor 

from the bottom and gas enters from the left side. The liquid is distributed from 

the reactor centre. The distributor irrigates the liquid to the porous plates packed 

in the reactor. When the motor rotates the plates, liquid flows along the radial 

direction and spreads the plates because of centrifugal force. It is then collected 

at the reactor walls and leaves the reactor. Corrugated and smooth plates have 

been used and compared in experimental tests. The authors reported that, under 

similar measurement conditions, the gas pressure drop of the cross flow reactor 

(10 Pa to 260 Pa) is substantially lower than counter current flow reactor (100 Pa 

to 5000 Pa). Additionally, corrugated plate configuration has shown a better 

performance than the smooth plates with the volumetric mass transfer coefficient 

improved by around 25%. This is because of the improved wettability of the 

corrugated plate. 
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Figure 2 - 9 Cross flow rotating bed packed with corrugated porous plate or 
smooth porous plate (Jiao et al. 2010) 

A reactor with external thermochemical material storage and supply has been 

developed and experimentally tested (Mette et al. 2014a). As shown in Figure 2 

- 10, a thermochemical material reservoir is separated from the reaction chamber. 

To achieve a relatively homogenous air distribution, a cross flow section 

(0.53*0.53 m2) has been used at the entrance and exit of the air flow path. In 

discharging, hydrated thermochemical material is supplied to the reaction 

chamber by gravity. Then, humid air flows through the reactor and supplies 

moisture to the thermochemical material. The air is heated by the material in the 

exothermic reaction. The air then flows through an air to liquid heat exchanger 

where the air transfers heat to the liquid, thermal oil. In this process, the heat of 

adsorption is transported to the air and then to the thermal oil. In terms of the 

thermochemical material, in a charging process, however, the air flow direction is 

reversed. When air flows through the air to the oil heat exchanger, it is heated by 

the circulated thermal oil, which has been heated by an electric heater. The 

heated air then regenerates the material in the regeneration chamber. To support 

the material transportation, a vacuum exhauster with an electrical power of 1600 

W has been used. According to the experimental tests, a thermal power of about 

500 W has been transferred to the thermal oil which is 60% of the thermal power 
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released by the thermochemical material. Due to the uninsulated reactor, about 

37% of the released heat is lost to the environment. 

Figure 2 - 10 View of an external thermochemical reactor (Mette et al. 2014a) 

Additionally, some studies have been focusing on specialising the structure and 

texture of thermochemical material instead of using conventional thermochemical 

material as beads or granules. This has been motivated by maintaining a 

relatively high reactor material density and reducing air flow pressure drop. 

Gantenbein et al. (2008) have developed a structured zeolite bulk as reactor core 

in experimental tests (see Figure 2 - 11(a)). The shaped body contains a number 

of small and straight channels, leading to the advantages of reducing pressure 

drop and better adsorption properties. The authors have reported that the 

structured zeolite bulk can achieve material energy storage density at 160 

kWh/m3 and provide thermal output power from 14 W/kg to 21 W/kg, depending 

on the intake air humidity and reactor's insulation. Janchen et al. (2015) have 

tested the thermochemical performance of a honeycomb structured zeolite 

reactor (see Figure 2 - 11(b)). According to the simulation analysis, it has been 

found that compared with a zeolite granule reactor, the structured reactor can 

provide a more homogeneously distributed moisture concentration in the outlet 

air stream. Additionally, according to a discharging experiment, the structured 
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zeolite reactor shows a significant impact on dynamic adsorption properties. 

Compared to a zeolite granule reactor, the developed honeycomb reactor can 

speed up adsorbent temperature increase by nearly 50%. In addition to the tested 

honeycomb zeolite reactor, the authors have developed different shapes of 

textured zeolite like cylinder and multi-channel ones as shown in Figure 2 - 11(c) 

(Schumann et al. 2014). 

Figure 2 - 11 Developed thermochemical material textures in recent studies 
(Gantenbein et al. 2008, Janchen et al. 2015, Schumann et al. 2014) 

Table 2 - 4 shows an overview of the status of open thermochemical reactors 

applied in buildings. It summarises the materials, methodologies, performance 

and related issues. According to the review, the characteristics in the open 

thermochemical reactor in building application can be listed as follows. 

• Researchers have made efforts to maximise energy storage density and 

maintain heat and mass transfer in compact reactors. The utilised heat and 

mass transfer methods are: (1) separate thermochemical material into 

modular stacks supported by a perforated sheet; (2) apply binders and 

diffusers; (3) change texture of thermochemical material such as creating air 

gaps; (4) induce air flow into thermochemical material; and (4) maintain 

continuous movement of thermochemical material grains. 

• Perforated gratings have been used in most of the studies. It aims to support 

the solid thermochemical beads or granules to stay in the reactor and ensure 

the continuity of the air flow through the reactor and materials. When using a 

perforated grating, the size of the holes is smaller than the size of the 
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thermochemical material. The general grating shapes are rectangular (Michel 

et al. 2016) and oval (Tatsidjodoung et al. 2016). 

• Regarding the air flow used in charging and discharging, reactor 

segmentation can help reduce pressure drop. Blowing an air stream through 

an entire storage section causes a relatively high pressure drop. 

• Thermochemical energy storage systems usually operate under transient 

conditions like solar energy applications. Reactor segmentation features 

flexibility in both charging and discharging operations. For example, in 

discharging, only a part of the whole reactor may need to be discharged, 

leading to reduced heat losses. The entire reactor does not have to be heated 

in discharging. The flexibility also provides the potential of a fast response to 

changing energy demand, such as dynamic heating demand in buildings. 

Additionally, reactor segments can be controlled to discharge in sequence or 

in parallel according to the end user heating demand. 

• Heat loss and air leakage during charging and discharging cannot be ignored 

(Rebecca et al. 2016, Mette et al. 2012). De Boer et al. (2014) have reported 

52% heat from heat source had been lost for convection and air leakage. 

Similarly, in discharging, Weber et al. (2014) have stated 54% heat lost for 

pipe and duct connections, improper insulation and outlet air flow in charging. 

• Evaluation of charging and discharging cycles especially short-term charging 

and discharging has been missing in some studies (Tatsidjodoung et al. 2016, 

Janchen et al. 2015, Casey et al. 2015, 2017). Through testing charging and 

discharging cycles, evaluations can be made in thermochemical material’s 

cyclability and reactor’s performance over the cycles. Investigating the 

performance of short-term cycles is also of significance, since in practice 

thermochemical material may not reach complete dehydration. 
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Table 2 - 4 Selected studies of open reactors for building applications 
Studies Heat and mass transfer Materials Storage Charging Output Total input energy 

enhancement method energy temperature power sources in operation 

density (°C) (W/kg) 

(kWh/m3) 

(Reichl et al. • Create movement of Zeolite 4A and Na- 96 180 20 Motor and fan at 100 W 

2016, Zettl et material MSX(50 kg spheres, 

al. 2014) diameter 1.6 - 2.5 

mm) 

(Jiao et al. • Rotate reactor material NaOH/CO2 pair - - - Motor 

2010) • Cross flow of air and 

liquid inlet 

(Kerskes et al. • External reactor to Zeolite 13X - 180 34 Vacuum and fan 

2012, Mette et supply thermochemical 
al. 2014a) material 

• Cross flow of air and 

material supply 

(Rebecca et al. • Reactor segmentation Zeolite 13X 163 165 9 Fan 

2016, Henner • Air flow path switch 
et al. 2014) 

(Michel et al. • Reactor segmentation SrBr2/ H2O, (400 kg 80 Fan 

2016, 2014a) hydrated salt) 
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(Johannes et 

al. 2015, 

Tatsidjodoung 

et al. 2016) 

(De Boer et al. 

2014) 

(Aydin et al. 

2016, Casey et 

al. 2017) 

(Gantenbein et 

al. 2008) 

(Janchen et al. 

2015) 

• 

• 

Reactor segmentation 

Air diffuser for uniform 

intake air distribution 

Zeolite 13X - 120 and 

180 

28 Fan 

• Reactor segmentation Zeolite 13X - 150 10 Fan 

• 

• 

Reactor segmentation 

Internal air diffusion 

Vermiculite CaCl2 290 80 -

• 

• 

Multichannel material 

bulk 

Multichannel material 

bulk 

Zeolite 4A 

Zeolite 4A 

160 

-

150 

120 - 180 

21 

-

Fan 



 

 
 

 

       

       

        

        

          

 

         

            

             

        

      

       

          

            

          

            

        

       

        

 

 

2.3.3 Selected studies on closed thermochemical reactors 

This section reviews the selected studies of closed thermochemical reactors. 

Reactor designs, performance in experiment and reported issues have been 

presented. Followed by the review, discussions of the closed reaction studies 

have been conducted with the comparison of open reactors. 

Gantenbein et al. (2008) have developed a closed adsorption reactor using silica 

gel for a single-family house in Austria. A pilot plant has been built and tested, as 

shown in Figure 2 - 12. The reactor features a compact design with an adsorber, 

evaporator, and heat exchanger in one container (350 litres). Rather than 

connecting evaporator and adsorber through ducts or pipes, the one container 

design allows a relatively short vapour path from the evaporator/condenser to the 

adsorber, reducing pressure losses. In terms of the experimental tests, however, 

the main issue is the low energy storage density of silica gel, requiring a large 

volume and being expensive for energy storage purposes. To overcome the issue, 

zeolite 13X has been used in the study (Helden et al. 2014). By using zeolite 13X, 

the volumetric energy density of the material is 77 kWh/m3 and the maximum 

output power is 1.08 kW. The authors have reported that the evaporator 

performance has a significant impact on the system, which requires further 

investigation. 
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Figure 2 - 12 Prototype of a closed silica gel/H2O reactor (Gantenbein et al. 
2008) 

Mauran et al. (2008) have developed and tested a closed thermochemical reactor 

with SrBr2/natural graphite composite. The reactor is a modular concept stacking 

of heat exchanger plate (5 - 6 mm thick), thermochemical materials (12 mm thick), 

and gas diffusers (5 - 6 mm thick), as shown in Figure 2 - 13. The reactor has a 

volume of 1 m3. According to experiment, the reactor achieves 60 kWh heating 

(at 70 - 80 °C) and 40 kWh cooling (at 18 °C). The limitations are the transfer of 

vapour through the composite and the limited conductive heat transfer between 

the thermochemical material and the wall of the heat exchanger, lowering the 

heating and cooling powers of the prototype. The conductive heat transfer 

coefficient has been measured at 5 - 30 W/(m2·K) but was expected at over 500 

W/(m2·K). 
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Figure 2 - 13 Cross section of a module in the reactor (Mauran et al. 2008) 

To enhance water vapour transfer, investigations have been made on a heat 

exchanger with glued on zeolite spheres (Cuypers et al. 2012). Showing in Figure 

2 - 14, the reactor consists of a 400-mm long heat exchanger with a water 

accessible cross section at 40 mm2. Adsorption experiments of the reactor have 

suggested that the energy output reached 60% of the theoretical value. The 

maximum specific output power is 0.6 kW/kg. Focusing on the water vapour 

transfer to the zeolite, apart from the mass resistance of zeolite layers, rate of 

evaporation has also been reported as a crucial factor for fast adsorption and 

sufficient subsequent mass transfer. 

Figure 2 - 14 (a) Reactor with zeolite glued heat exchanger; (b) schematic of 
copper layer, zeolite and thermally conducting glue (Cuypers et al. 2012) 

In another study, Richter et al. (2016) have proposed a tube bundle heat 

exchanger as a closed reactor. There are 31 tubes with a length of 400 mm and 

a diameter of 9 mm. Thermochemical material CaCl2 (700 g) is filled inside the 

tubes (Figure 2 - 15). A thinner air channel (diameter of 1 mm) is embedded in 
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each tube. The air channel is rolled from a wire mesh filter with the mesh size at 

100 µm. Water vapour is supplied from the top of the tube bundle. This 

arrangement allows a long and thin thermochemical material bed and aims to 

maintain good permeability of material to the water vapour along the tube. 

However, because of the characteristics of CaCl2, after 3 cycles of charging and 

discharging experiments, agglomerates form, limiting the distribution of 

absorption heat. 

Figure 2 - 15 (a) Tube bundle exchanger; (b) air channels: (c) tube bundle filled 
with CaCl2 and inserted air channels (Richter et al. 2016) 

To tackle agglomeration problems and enhance water vapour and heat transfer, 

a honeycomb structured exchanger has been developed and tested (Fopah-Lele 

et al. 2016b). The heat exchanger consists of a bundle tube and a honeycomb 

bed structure (Figure 2 - 16). The bundle tube contains heat transfer fluid and the 

honeycomb structure contains thermochemical material. The two parts are 

welded and a thermal conductive adhesive has been applied between the two 

parts. Additionally, a diffusive mesh has been bolted on the honeycomb surface 

to maintain the material being fixed. The thermochemical material is 1 kg SrBr2. 

According to 13 charging and discharging experiment cycles, thermal capacity of 

65 kWh and energy storage density of 213 kWh/m3 have been achieved. 

Discharging temperature from 30 °C to 52 °C has been recorded with water 
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vapour pressure ranging from 10 mbar to 20 mbar. However, issues noted by the 

authors are corrosion to the exchanger material aluminium and the salt loss from 

the honeycomb structure during charging/discharging cycles because of reactor 

position and orientation. 

Figure 2 - 16 The honeycomb structure reactor with bundle tubes (Fopah-Lele 
et al. 2016b) 

Similar to open reactor, for closed reactor studies, to achieve desirable energy 

storage performance the target is to maintain vapour transmission and not 

sacrifice the energy storage density of the reactor. In a closed reactor, besides 

reactor geometry, experimental conditions in reactors can be more accurately 

controlled. It provides opportunities of wider thermochemical material selections, 

minimising the related material issues, and improving charging and discharging 

performance with desired temperature and pressure. Salt hydrates are with 

relatively higher theoretical energy storage density than adsorption materials 

such as zeolites. However, material issues should be addressed such as multi-

step reactions, overhydration and producing toxic products. In closed reactor 

studies, these issues can be solved by adjusting and maintaining charging and 

discharging temperature and pressure (Fopah-Lele et al. 2016b, Richter et al. 

2016). Additionally, charging can be chosen at low vapour pressure (2 - 3 kPa) 

to decrease the required charging temperature; In reverse, to discharge at a 

higher temperature, higher pressures can be applied (about 100 kPa). 
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Furthermore, in discharging, rate of evaporation can also be adjusted and 

increased with a higher evaporation temperature. This leads to sufficient water 

vapour supply, a larger pressure difference between the evaporator and reactor, 

and higher temperature in discharging. 

2.3.4 Potential opportunities in the reactor development 

The literature review on the thermochemical reactor helps to identify the 

opportunities for developing a better thermochemical reactor. 

2.3.4.1 Reactor structure optimisation 

In the reviewed studies, perforated mesh has been placed at the bottom of a 

reactor to support thermochemical materials, as shown in Figure 2 - 6. The mesh 

opening size ranges from 1 mm to 5 mm depending on the size of the 

thermochemical material. In addition to the mesh, for the reactor structure 

strength, supporting structures such as metallic mesh is used since the density 

of the thermochemical material is over 500 kg/m3. The perforate mesh and 

supporting structures have created a tiny air travel path, increasing flow 

resistance, and deteriorating system efficiency. Improvements shall be made on 

the reactor structure with the optimisation goals listed as follows. 

• Ensure relatively large air flow opening area to reduce flow resistance; 

• Provide robust support of the thermochemical material; and 

• Maximise material compactness and reduce reactor volume. 

2.3.4.2 Heat and mass transfer enhancement 

The performance of a thermochemical energy storage system is closely linked to 

the heat and mass transfer performance of its reactor. In literature, thermal 

conductivity of thermochemical material is relatively low. When the heat transfer 

is reduced, relatively more energy and time is used in a charging process. 

Similarly, in discharging, this leads to relatively large heat loss and less energy is 

transferred to end users. Additionally, for mass transfer, when reactors operate 

under ambient pressure, the density of water vapour or reactant gas is relatively 

low, limiting the mass transfer inside the reactor, especially for a large dimension 

reactor. Poor mass transfer can lead to small adsorbed or desorbed quantities, 
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decreasing the reactor kinetics and making the charging and discharging process 

ineffective. To promote heat and mass transfer inside the reactor, efforts should 

be made in reactor structure, packing configuration, material particle shapes and 

the movement of the materials. 

2.3.4.3 Improving the reactor flexibility 

Improvements can be made in a reactor to cope with various application demands. 

Reactor design should be simple and easy to scale depending on the application 

scenarios. Some recent reactor designs in literature have focused on the 

segmentation for flexibility in charging and discharging (see Figure 2 - 6). 

However, complexity has been increased in the air travel path and system 

components. Additionally, in discharging, most of the studies have been using air 

as the energy supply media. The advantage of the process is simple and effective. 

However, in some studies, the heat loss takes up about 20% of the energy stored 

(van Alebeek et al. 2018). It comes from the sensible heat loss during a 

discharging process and between charging and discharging. The reactor has to 

be isolated from the air flow between charging and discharging, leaving part of 

the input energy from charging lost to the environment. Some applications also 

require heated water supply from the reactor. Some studies have used air-to-

water heat exchanger to extract heat from the reactor outlet air to heat the water 

stream (Gaeini et al. 2018, De Boer et al. 2014). Other studies have applied a 

heat exchanger inside of the reactor, but the studies are currently limited to closed 

systems (Schreiber et al. 2015, Fopah-Lele et al. 2016a). The applications led to 

the development opportunity of extracting the discharging energy from inside the 

reactor. 

2.4 Thermochemical energy storage materials in building applications 

Thermochemical energy storage materials are involved with several fields and 

disciplines. The focus of this section is to assist in material selection, 

characterisation and enhancement. With regards to the building applications, in 

literature, the main requirements of the materials are listed as follows (van Essen 

et al. 2009b, Pardo et al. 2014, Kuznik et al. 2015): 
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• High energy storage density; 

• High affinity for the sorbent by the sorbate; 

• Reachable temperature reaction by a solar collector; 

• Stable after several hydration/dehydration reactions; 

• Easy to handle with low environmental impact, non-toxic and non-flammable 

of the material, non-corrosive at storage or reaction; 

• Low cost of the material; and 

• Moderate operating pressure range with no excessive pressure conditions 

and especially no vacuum requirement. 

Considering these criteria, a suitable thermochemical material should be able to 

store a relatively large amount of energy and release energy efficiently when it is 

needed. Additionally, application background and climate conditions should be 

considered when selecting suitable thermochemical materials. Currently, there 

are numerous materials that can be used in thermochemical energy storage. 

However, for classification, the use of ‘chemical storage’, ‘chemical reaction’, 

‘sorption storage’ and ‘thermochemical storage’ differs from one study to 

another. One study (Abedin and Rosen 2012) reports the entire category as 

chemical energy storage and can be divided into sorption and thermochemical 

reactions. Salt hydrates have been considered in the chemical reaction group. 

However, (Tatsidjodoung et al. 2013) thermochemical materials have been 

classified into sorption phenomena materials and chemical reaction 

materials. Similarly, salt hydrates are classified as a group of chemical reaction 

materials. In another study (Yu et al. 2013), the entire category is called sorption 

thermal storage. It has been divided into liquid absorption, solid adsorption, 

chemical reaction and composite materials. Different types of classification have 

been made based on the mechanism of the sorption process. In this paper, as 

shown in Figure 2 - 17, thermochemical materials are divided into chemical 

reaction/solid absorption, solid adsorption, composites and liquid sorption 

thermochemical energy storage materials. 
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Figure 2 - 17 Classification of thermochemical energy storage (Scapino et al. 
2017, Yu et al. 2013) 

2.4.1 Chemical reaction/solid absorption materials 

This section reviews reported promising chemical reaction/solid absorption 

materials for building applications. Specific attention has been paid on the energy 

storage density, absorption/desorption temperature, cyclic stability and related 

issues in applications. Table 2 - 6 summarises the reviewed materials and 

remarks. 

2.4.1.1 Magnesium sulphate (MgSO4) 

Magnesium sulphate heptahydrate, MgSO4·7H2O, is gaining attention in 

thermochemical energy storage for buildings (Bales et al. 2008, Okhrimenko et 

al. 2017). Apart from being non-toxic and non-corrosive, it attracts researchers 

with relatively high theoretical energy storage density of 780 kWh/m3 when 

charging at 122 °C (Gantenbein et al. 2008). However, some issues have been 

reported including melting in dehydration at around 50 °C (Paulik et al. 1981, van 

Essen et al. 2009a, 2008). As a result, the melting limits the water uptake capacity 

of the material since it reduces the vapour transport. 

2.4.1.2 Magnesium chloride (MgCl2) 

Magnesium chloride hexahydrate, MgCl2·6H2O, has shown appealing 

characteristics in theoretical energy storage density at 694.4 kWh/m3 and up to 

85 °C temperature in hydration (van Essen et al. 2009b). Shown in Figure 2 - 18, 

the dehydration of MgCl2·6H2O starts at about 50 °C and forms monohydrate 
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MgCl2 at around 150 °C (Zondag et al. 2010). This shows that a relatively large 

mass change can be achieved with solar thermal collectors. 

Figure 2 - 18 Water loss during the dehydration at 1 °C/min (Zondag et al. 2010) 

However, the stability of the material in both low and high temperatures is 

problematic. Overhydration with the appearance of deliquescence has been 

found at the relative humidity between 22 - 33% and the temperature of 20 °C to 

100 °C (Ferchaud et al. 2012). It causes structural changes, blocking the vapour 

transport, and reducing hydration performance. Figure 2 - 19 shows the 

overhydration in closed and open reactor experiment (Zondag et al. 2010). 
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Figure 2 - 19 (a) Overhydration in a closed reactor; (b) formation of a hard layer 
due to overhydration in an open reactor (Zondag et al. 2010) 

Additionally, for the high temperature at 140 °C to 150 °C, decomposition of the 

material occurs, forming hydrogen chloride HCl vapours and non-reactive 

Mg3Cl2(OH)4·2H2O. The decomposition reaction can be given as the following 

equation. 

!"#$! ∙ 6'!( → 1⁄3 !""#$!((')# ∙ 2'!( + 4'!( + 4⁄3 '#$ 2.1 

This leads to safety issues and corrosion and the reduction of the energy storage 

capacity. 

2.4.1.3 Sodium sulphide (Na2S) 

Sodium sulphide Na2S is another material with a relatively high theoretical energy 

storage density at about 750 kWh/m3 (De Jong et al. 2014). There have been a 

few studies reporting the utilisation of Na2S for heat storage in buildings (De Boer 

et al. 2004, Ucar and Pounder 1982, Brunberg EA 1980). However, the material 

may produce toxic H2S gas during hydration (Trausel et al. 2014, Ucar and 

Pounder 1982). Also, Na2S is corrosive to carbon steel, aluminium and copper 

since it reacts with metals including carbon steel, copper, aluminium and zinc 

(Solé et al. 2015b). 
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2.4.1.4 Copper sulphate (CuSO4) 

The theoretical energy storage density from monohydrate (CuSO4·H2O) to 

pentahydrate (CuSO4·5H2O) is reaching 574 kWh/m3. Based on the hydration 

experiment, the material remains stable during hydration and dehydration cycles 

(Bertsch, F., Mette, B., Asenbeck, S., Kerskes, H. Müller-Steinhagen 2009). 

However, reaction kinetics reduction during hydration and dehydration cycles, 

and toxicity are the issues of CuSO4 (Bertsch, F., Mette, B., Asenbeck, S., 

Kerskes, H. Müller-Steinhagen 2009). Also, toxicity is a drawback of CuSO4 

(University of Nebraska 2012, Vrdoljak and Erfanifar 2016). 

2.4.1.5 Calcium chloride (CaCl2) 

The application of CaCl2 as thermochemical material has been reported in 

several literatures (van Essen et al. 2009a, Molenda et al. 2013, Zondag et al. 

2008). Main advantages are relatively high theoretical energy storage density, 

availability and environmental compatibility. The reported theoretical energy 

storage density can be reached at 750 kWh/m3 (Trausel et al. 2014, N’Tsoukpoe 

et al. 2014). However, only a part of the reported energy storage density can be 

used depending on temperature and pressure conditions. 

Table 2 - 5 summarises the stable crystalline structures of CaCl2 having 2, 4 or 6 

coordination water during a sorption stage with the related sorption temperature 

and enthalpy (Edem N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2015). There is a temperature gap of over 

120 °C between CaCl2·4H2O and CaCl2·2H2O. For the storage application at 

around 40 °C, CaCl2·4H2O and CaCl2·6H2O would occur in hydration. Within the 

sorption temperature range, however, CaCl2·4H2O and CaCl2·6H2O are liquid. As 

stated in the hydration experiments (Zondag et al. 2008, van Essen et al. 2009a), 

this can cause agglomeration and the presence of liquid during the hydration of 

CaCl2, consequently reducing bed porosity and rehydration performance. 
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Table 2 - 5 The relevant temperature and reaction enthalpy of CaCl2 and H2O 
reactions (Trausel et al. 2014, Edem N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2015, Molenda et al. 2013) 

CaCl2 and H2O sorption Desorption Reaction enthalpy 

temperature (°C) (kJ/mol) 

#2#$! · 6'!( ⇆ #2#$! · 4'!( + 2'!( 29.8 117 - 236 

#2#$! · 4'!( ⇆ #2#$! · 2'!( + 2'!( 45.3 118 - 124 

#2#$! · 2'!( ⇆ #2#$! · '!( + '!( 175 101 - 114 

#2#$! · '!( ⇆ #2#$! + '!( 200 70 

2.4.1.6 Lanthanum chloride (LaCl3) 

In a systematic evaluation of 125 salt hydration (N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2014), LaCl3 

has reported to be promising from the thermodynamic perspective. The hydration 

temperature under 12 mbar vapour pressure is 66 °C. An almost complete 

dehydration has been reached with the dehydration temperature at 73 °C under 

20 mbar vapour pressure (Donkers et al. 2017, N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2014). However, 

the main drawback is a relatively low energy storage density, at 133 kWh/m3 

(N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2014, Sahoo et al. 2014). Lanthanum is a rare earth metal, 

causing a high price of LaCl3 of up to £37/kg. 

2.4.1.7 Strontium bromide (SrBr2) 

SrBr2 has been investigated as a possible thermochemical material in several 

studies (Michel et al. 2014a, Mauran et al. 2008, Lahmidi et al. 2006, Michel et al. 

2012). The temperature of 80 °C is used to charge the material. The temperature 

lift ranging from 20 °C to 40 °C has been reported based on the experiment 

conditions. According to the measurements, compared with LaCl3 and MgSO4, 

the SrBr2 shows the highest theoretical energy storage density at 628 kWh/m3 

(N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2014). For the stability of SrBr2, 7 cycles in open systems 

(Michel et al. 2012, 2014a) and 13 - 14 cycles in a closed system have been 

successfully performed (Courbon et al. 2017). However, SrBr2 can cause eyes or 

skin irritation (Fopah-Lele and Tamba 2017). 
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Table 2 - 6 A summary of the reviewed material properties and remarks 

Hydrated Dehydrated Theoretical Desorption Cost (£/kg) Remarks References 

material material energy temperature (1 U.S. $ = 

density (°C) £ 0.76) 

(kWh/m3) 
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MgSO4·7H2O MgSO4 780 22 - 150 0.06 - 0.16 

MgCl2·7H2O MgCl2·2H2O 694 68 - 150 0.07 - 0.10 

CuSO4·5H2O CuSO4 574 28 - 150 0.59 - 1.78 

CaCl2·6H2O CaCl2 750 32 - 147 0.37 - 0.97 

• Melting was found at a low (Glasser 2014) 

temperature 48 - 52 °C. 

Slow kinetics occurs in 

hydration. 

• Deliquescence found at a 

low temperature 20 - 100 °C. 

Decomposition and 

formation of HCl gas 

reported at 140 - 150 °C. 

• Being toxic and reaction 

kinetics drop over cycles 

• Being toxic and (Glasser 2014, 

overhydration is likely to Druskea et al. 2014) 

occur. The temperature gap 

between CaCl2·4H2O and 

CaCl2·2H2O is over 120 °C. 
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Na2S·9H2O Na2S·2H2O 750 66 - 75 0.24 - 0.32 • Formation of toxic gas H2S (Donkers et al. 2017) 

in hydration. Severe 

corrosion of Na2S to carbon 

steel, aluminium and copper. 

SrBr2·6H2O SrBr2 628 45 - 52 0.76 - 1.53 • Hydration can be affected by (N’Tsoukpoe et al. 

agglomeration. SrBr2 can 2014) 

cause skin and eye irritation. 

LaCl3·7H2O LaCl3 133 66 - 73 0.75 - 37 • Low energy density (Donkers et al. 2017) 

compared to the other salt 

hydrates and relatively 

highly priced. 

CuCl2·2H2O CuCl2 483 53 3.05 - 3.64 • Being toxic. (National Library of 

Medicine 2015) 

KAl(SO4)2·12H2O KAl(SO4)2·3H2O 517 33 - 57 0.15 - 0.52 • Reaction kinetics limitation. (Marias et al. 2014) 



 

 
 

 

    

     
     

        

         

         

         

      

           

           

       

    

          

         

       

 

 
            

      

 

 

 

2.4.2 Solid adsorption materials 

2.4.2.1 Aluminophosphates (AIPOs) and silicoaluminophosphates (SAPOs) 
A recent development of thermochemical materials is aluminophosphates (AIPOs) 

and silicoaluminophosphates (SAPOs). AIPOs and SAPOs are solids that pose 

a neutral framework (Wright 2008). Some exhibit structural types close to zeolites 

such as zeolite A and Y. Thus, they have been considered as zeolite-like 

materials (Jänchen et al. 2005). Different from zeolites, they often show S-shape 

isotherms (Figure 2 - 20) (Henninger et al. 2012). The S-shape isotherm 

emphasises a sharp increase of the isotherm within a narrow relative pressure 

range. The driving force is that highly ordered water clusters can be formed in the 

pores (Ristić et al. 2012). The coordination of water molecules to aluminium 

atoms locally increases the aluminium coordination from four- to six-fold, 

therefore, making the material become more hydrophilic and leading to the 

sudden increase in the water uptake. Table 2 - 7 summarises the water uptake 

and adsorption heat of AIPOs and SAPOs. 

Figure 2 - 20 S-shape isotherm of SAPO-34 and the comparison with silica gel 
127B and zeolite 4ABF (Henninger et al. 2012) 
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Table 2 - 7 An overview of AIPOs and SAPOs properties 

Material Maximum water uptake Heat of adsorption References 

(kgH2O/kgmaterial) (kJ/mol) 

SAPO-34 0.20 55.5 (Henninger et al. 

2010, 2012) 

AIPO-5 0.24 53.4 (Jänchen et al. 

AIPO-17 0.28 55.4 2005) 

AIPO-18 0.25 55.1 (Henninger et al. 

2010) 

APO-Tric 0.31 53.6 (Ristić et al. 2012) 

2.4.2.2 Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) 
Besides AIPOs and SAPOs, a class of microporous materials known as Metal 

Organic Frameworks (MOFs) has been receiving attention for their promising 

porosity and chemical variability (Küsgens et al. 2009). They are crystalline 

porous materials, made by linking inorganic and organic clusters and metal icons 

with strong bonds (Furukawa et al. 2013). They are interconnected by organic 

ligand molecules with a modular principle. This principle defines the precise pore 

system of the MOFs compared with less ordered materials such as activated 

carbons, porous metal oxides and silica gel (Bon 2017). The potential application 

of MOFs in solar cells, super capacitors, adsorbent chillers, heat pumps and 

thermal energy storage have been reported in several studies (Henninger et al. 

2010, Canivet et al. 2014, Elsayed et al. 2017, Bon 2017). Table 2 - 8 provides 

some MOFs with the characteristic values including pore volume and maximum 

water uptake. 
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Table 2 - 8 Schematic structure and characteristic values of MOFs 

MOFs Schematic Metal Pore Maximum References 

structure nodes volume water 

(cm3/g) uptake 

(kgH2O/kg) 

MIL-100 Al3+/Fe2+ 1.14 0.75 (Jeremias et 

(Al/Fe) al. 2012) 

Al- Al3+ 0.48 0.45 (Jeremias et 

fumarate al. 2014a, 

2014b, 

Henninger et 

al. 2017) 

MIL- Cr3+ 2.02 1.43 (Tanh Jeazet 

101Cr et al. 2013, 

Ehrenmann et 

al. 2011) 

HKUST- Cu2+ 0.72 0.55 (ChemTube3D 

2017) 

CPO- Ni+ 0.21 0.47 (Elsayed et al. 

27(Ni) 2017, Gallo et 

al. 2013) 

Jeremias et al. (2012) reported the appealing characteristic of MIL100(Al, Fe). It 

presents the ability of absorbing up to 0.75 g water vapour per 1 g material. 

Additionally, relatively high hydrothermal cyclic stability has been found with the 

capacity reduced about 2% and 6% after 20 and 40 cycles, respectively. 

Interesting results have been reported in an experimental study on the water 
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adsorption and cyclic performance of the MOFs, HKUST-1 and MIL-100Fe (Rezk 

et al. 2012). Utilising a gravimetric dynamic vapour sorption analyser, HKUST-1 

has shown a 93.2% increase in water vapour uptake compared with that of silica 

gel (evaporating temperature at 5 °C). However, HKUST-1 has exhibited 

significant thermal instability with the hysteresis between adsorption and 

desorption. Additionally, MIL-100Fe has shown a 33% reduction in water uptake 

compared with that of silica gel at the evaporating temperature of 5 °C but an 

improved performance at the evaporating temperature of 12 °C. In a recent 

simulation study (ul Qadir et al. 2017), a multi-walled carbon nanotube/MIL-

100Fe composite adsorbent has been applied in a solar adsorption chiller. A 

maximum cooling power of 455 W/kg and coefficient of performance of 3.9 have 

been reported for the chiller with the composite adsorbent. The findings can serve 

as a potential support for the replacement of the adsorbents such as silica gels, 

activated carbons and zeolites. 

According to the current studies, MOFs are still on a material and laboratory scale 

but have shown promising potential. The advantages and challenges of MOFs 

are stated as follows. 

The advantages of MOFs are: 

• MOFs have an exceptionally high porosity, uniform pore geometry and large 

surface area (up to 5500 m2/g) (Basdogan and Keskin 2015); and 

• High water adsorption capacity reported from 0.45 to 1.43 kgH2O/kgmaterial (Huo 

and Yan 2012, Rezk et al. 2012). 

The challenges of MOFs are: 

• Some MOFs such as HKUST-1 and Zr-MOF have shown thermal instability 

with significant hysteresis between the adsorption and desorption (Rezk et al. 

2012); and other studies have reported a significant decrease in water uptake 

capacity after adsorption (Küsgens et al. 2009, Janiak and Henninger 2013, 

Canivet et al. 2014); 
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• To achieve higher heat and mass transport in heat pumps or chillers, MOFs 

adsorbents require to be shaped into 100 - 200 μm thickness; but the 

preparation procedures are scarce (Jeremias et al. 2014a). 

• Thermal properties of MOFs are limited such as thermal conductivity, heat 

capacity, thermal stability; and 

• There is limited study on the performance of MOFs in thermal energy storage 

technologies. 

2.4.2.3 Zeolites 
Zeolites, commonly used as commercial adsorbents and catalysts, are 

microporous aluminosilicate minerals. The general formula of a zeolite is (Wright 

2008, Yang 2003): 

!!
#
/
$
#"#!$%%&!&' · () 

In the formula, M is the extra-framework charging-balancing cation and Y is the 

species such as water molecules in each unit cell. The structure of zeolite can be 

considered as the frameworks comprising corner-sharing silicate and aluminate 

tetrahedra. 

Zeolites either naturally exist in nature or can be synthesised. There are about 40 

types of natural zeolites and 150 types of artificially synthesised zeolites (Cabeza 

et al. 2017). Due to molecular sieve properties and cation-exchange ability, 

natural zeolites have been used as adsorbents in separation and purification 

including removing hardness and heavy metals of acid waters, high cation 

exchange, water retention, etc. (Sun et al. 2016, Motsi et al. 2009, Wang and 

Peng 2010). Regarding artificially synthesised zeolites, different arrangements 

have led to numerous possibilities. Zeolites created by ion replacement with 

different sizes and charges can improve their storage properties. For thermal 

storage applications studies are normally focused on synthesised zeolites. The 

major zeolites are 4A, 5A, 10X, 13X and Y (Yu et al. 2013). Figure 2 - 21 depicts 

the framework structure of zeolite A and Y (Wang et al. 2009). 
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Figure 2 - 21 (a) Crystal cell of zeolite A and (b) zeolite X/Y (Wang et al. 2009) 

Zeolites, especially types 13X and 4A, have been receiving interest in heat 

storage purposes due to the relatively high water uptake, promising adsorption 

temperature, fast reaction kinetics and cyclic stability (Jänchen et al. 2012, Mette 

et al. 2014b). Table 2 - 9 summaries some key characteristics of zeolites types 

investigated. The water uptake of the zeolite types can achieve over 0.20 

kgH2O/kg. For the adsorption temperature, Mette et al. (2014b) have reported that 

the maximum discharge temperature lift is dependent on the humidity of the air 

flow. During the experiment, zeolite 13X has achieved adsorption temperature at 

68 °C with inlet air flow at 35 °C and a water vapour pressure at 15 mbar. Similar 

results have also been reported in other studies (Jänchen et al. 2004, Gantenbein 

et al. 2008). 
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Table 2 - 9 A summary of characteristics of zeolite types 

Zeolite Maximum Average heat Specific Energy References 

types water uptake of adsorption heat density 

(kgH2O/kg) (kJ/kgH2O) (kJ/(kg·K) (kJ/kg) 

4A 0.22 4400 1.05 1250 (Demir et 

al. 2008) 

0.21 4000 n.a. 530 (Zettl et al. 

2014) 

5A 0.22 4180 1.05 1200 (Demir et 

10A 0.20 4000 n.a. 897 al. 2008) 

13X 0.32 5000 0.88 n.a. (Mette et 

al. 2014b) 

However, relatively lower energy density of zeolites has been reported in several 

studies, ranging from 100 kWh/m3 to 163 kWh/m3 depending on the study 

conditions (N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2009, Rebecca et al. 2016). Figure 2 - 22 gives a 

comparison of zeolites, SAPOs, AIPOs and MOFs with regards to water uptake 

and different desorption temperature (Henninger et al. 2010). Noticeably, zeolites 

with different cations require a relatively high charging temperature to achieve a 

desired water uptake. For a low charging temperature less than 95 °C, zeolites 

have shown no increase or even smaller amount of water uptake compared with 

silica gel. When increasing the desorption temperature to 140 °C, the water 

uptake of zeolite Li-Y and zeolite LaNa-Y has been increased by 71%. With 

regards to AIPO-18 and SAPO-34, they have shown great potential in water 

uptake performance. At the low desorption temperature, water uptake of SAPO-

34 and AIPO-18 is about 2 and 4 times higher respectively than silica gel. For the 

Cu-BTC, as a class of MOFs, a sample shows the highest water uptake capacity 

at about 324 gH2O/kgmaterial for desorption temperature at 140 °C. 
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Figure 2 - 22 Water uptake of thermochemical materials (Henninger et al. 2010) 

2.4.3 Composite thermochemical materials 
To improve the performance of solid absorption materials, recent research in 

thermochemical material has led to composite materials. In literature, the 

composite materials are called composite salt porous matrix (CSPM) or salt in 

matrix (SIM) (Aristov 2007). It is called selective water sorbets (SWS) when the 

sorbate is water (Henninger et al. 2012, Freni et al. 2012, Aristov et al. 2000). 

Figure 2 - 23 illustrates the interaction between water and a composite material. 

A composite material consists of at least two materials of which one is a host 

matrix (such as silica gel, zeolite, alumina, aerogel, expanded natural graphite 

and expanded vermiculite); the other can be an inorganic salt (such as LiCl, CaCl2, 

MgCl2, MgSO4, and LiNO3). The inorganic salt is placed inside the pores of the 

host matrix (Okunev et al. 2008). The approaches to producing composite 

materials can be mixture, impregnation, and consolidation (Wang et al. 2009, 

Tian et al. 2012). There are three mechanisms taking place when water contacts 

the host matrix (Gordeeva et al. 2009). The first is the chemical reaction between 
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the salt and water. The second is the liquid absorption and sorbate transport. The 

third is the liquid adsorption on the surface of the host matrix. 

Figure 2 - 23 Water absorption mechanism on salt (Aristov 2007) 

Advantages of the composites in comparison with the pure salt hydrates and solid 

adsorption are: 

• Thermal conductivity improvement compared to pure salt hydrate; 

• Theoretical energy storage density improvement compared to solid 

adsorption materials such as zeolites and silica gel; 

• Stability enhancement in hydration/dehydration cycles; and 

• Create the potential for matching targeted system operating conditions and 

perform optimum performance. 

The improvement in thermal conductivity is because of the increase in surface 

area (Fopah Lele et al. 2015, Aydin et al. 2015). Table 2 - 10 gives the properties 

of some promising matrices (Aydin et al. 2015). Noticeability, the specific surface 

area of activated carbon is superior to the other materials, about twice that of 

silica gel. However, the required charging temperature of active carbon is over 
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150 °C. For the composites, an experiment on expanded natural graphite with 

CaCl2·nNH3 shows the thermal conductivity can increase to over 7 W/(m·K) 

(Wang et al. 2006). Thermal conductivity at 7.65 W/(m·K) has been reported in 

the study of a composite formed by SrBr2 and expanded natural graphite (Zhao 

et al. 2016). In terms of metal form, in an experiment, the thermal conductivity of 

a composite has increased from 1 W/(m·K) to about 20 W/(m·K) by using 20% 

aluminium of the total composite mass (Askalany et al. 2017). 

Table 2 - 10 Comparison of some host matrix (Aydin et al. 2015) 

Specific Pore Charging Thermal Cost (£/kg) 

surface area volume temperature conductivity 

(m2/g) (cm3/g) (°C) (W/m·K) 

Vermiculite 8 - 10 2.8 50 - 80 0.064 0.16 - 33 

Silica gel 750 - 850 1 130 - 150 0.174 0.67 - 1.01 

Zeolite 550 - 600 0.17 > 200 0.2 - 0.4 1.25 - 1.67 

Activated 1500 - 1700 2 150 - 180 0.15 - 0.5 0.38 - 3.8 

carbon 

Expanded 0.073 100 - 200 24 - 470 1.37 - 1.9 

natural 18 - 22 

graphite 

Activated 150 - 300 44 160 - 220 1.4 - 2.5 0.74 - 1.25 

alumina 

Table 2 - 11 summarises some latest studies in composite materials for 

thermochemical energy storage. The composite shows improvement in energy 

density, stability and adaptability in system operating conditions. Hongois et al. 

(2011) have tested the hydration and dehydration cycles of a composite, MgSO4 

15 - 25 wt% integrated in zeolite 13X, for long-term thermal storage. The results 

from thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC) have shown that almost 80% of the water content in the composite can be 

dehydrated at 150 °C. During sorption, the temperature lift at 30 °C has been 
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reached. A volumetric energy density of the composite has been measured at 0.6 

GJ/m3 which is 47% more than that of zeolite 13X. For the cyclic stability, micro-

calorimetry measurements have shown that the energy density remains at this 

level for 3 hydration/dehydration cycles. In another study conducted by Yu et al. 

(2015), a composite is developed by using activated carbon as host matrix, 

mixing with expanded natural graphite to improve heat transfer and adding silica 

solution to enhance mechanical strength. Additionally, to integrate the energy 

storage in variable heat sources (Jiang et al. 2017), a multilevel composite 

combined with MnCl2, CaCl2 and NH4Cl has been investigated. Apart from the 

improvements in pure solid absorption materials, however, research in composite 

thermochemical materials is currently at the material level. The current studies 

are to find suitable composite materials for suitable application temperature, 

hydrothermal stability, energy density, reaction kinetics, etc. 
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Table 2 - 11 A summary of the latest studies on composite thermochemical energy storage materials 

Studies Study aim Matrix Salt Energy Hydration, Findings 

storage dehydration 

density temperature 

(kWh/m3) (°C) 

62 

(Hongois Characterisation of Zeolite 13X MgSO4 15 - 25 166 20, 150 • Optimum percentage of MgSO4 is 15 
et al. zeolite/MgSO4 wt% wt%. 
2011) composite • Energy density remains at the reported 

level for over 3 cycles. 

(Zamengo Enhance thermal Expanded Mg(OH)2 n.a. 120, 400 • Thermal conductivity has been improved 
et al. conductivity of graphite from 0.2 to 0.4 W/(m·K). 
2013) Mg(OH)2 • The composite has shown a constant 

performance for 24 cycles. 

(Zhang et Characterisation Vermiculite SrBr2, 10 - 40 105.36 50, 211 • Water uptake has been improved from 
al. 2016) the hydration and wt% 0.3 kgH2O/kg of SrBr2 to 0.53 kgH2O/kg of 

dehydration of the composite. 

(Courbon 

et al. 

SrBr2/Vermiculite Silica gel SrBr2 58 wt% 203 20 - 80, 170 • The composite provides relatively high 

energy density storage at 203 kWh/m3 . 
2017) • It performs stable for over 14 cycles. 
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(Jabbari- Hydrothermal Silica gel, CaCl2 576 - n.a., 150 

Hichri et characteristics of alumina, 746 

al. 2017) CaCl2 in the three and kJ/kg 

host matrices. bentonite 

(Yu et al. Search and Activated LiCl n.a. n.a., 180 

2015) prepare the carbon as 

suitable matrix for host matrix, 

LiCl as heat expanded 

storage purposes graphite 

and silica 

solution as 

binders 

(Jiang et Investigate the Expanded MnCl2+CaCl2+ 1802 - n.a., 180 

al. 2017) sorption graphite NH4Cl, 1949 

characteristics of CaCl2+NH4Cl kJ/kg 

bi-salt and tri-salt 

composites 

• Silica gel/CaCl2 has shown the best 

performance in water uptake (0.27 

kgH2O/kg) and energy storage density 

(746 kJ/kg). 

• Silica gel is suggested as a better host 

matrix compared with alumina and 

bentonite. 

• Activated carbon has been reported as 

a better choice of host matrix for LiCl 

compared with silica gel. 

• The thermal conductivity of the 

composite has been reached at 2.83 

W/m·K, 14 times higher than that of 

loose packed activated carbon/LiCl. 

• The multilevel composites have shown 

the potential for energy storage of 

variable heat sources. 



 

 
 

 

 

     
        

         

           

          

            

      

        

           

         

          

         

         

          

         

 

        

        

          

         

         

             

            

            

          

           

           

         

            

         

         

         

2.4.4 Liquid sorption thermochemical materials 
Table 2 - 12 illustrates the theoretical energy storage density, required charging 

temperature and price of some liquid/gas thermochemical materials (Hui et al. 

2011, N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2009, N’Tsoukpoe, KE Edem et al. 2012). The LiCl, LiBr 

and KOH solutions stand out in their high energy storage density. However, the 

price of the LiCl and LiBr solutions are 14 times higher than that of the CaCl2 

solution. For CaCl2 solution, the energy storage density is relatively low at 119 

kWh/m3. Additionally, for the NH3/H2O, the energy storage system should operate 

at high pressure (610 kPa) compared with the that of the LiCl/H2O, LiBr/H2O, 

NaOH/H2O and KOH/H2O (Hui et al. 2011). Considering the relatively high 

pressure, the design of NH3/H2O system should be conducted properly to avoid 

leakage. In addition to solar energy storage, the working pair NH3/H2O has also 

been applied in electricity load shifting with a diurnal energy storage system for 

cooling in summer, heating in winter or providing with domestic hot water (Xu et 

al. 2007). However, a low energy density has been calculated at 34.8 kWh/m3. 

It is hard to achieve the temperature required for residential application, being 

one major drawback of liquid sorption. The main reasons are relatively low energy 

output and low concentration difference of solution between sorption and 

desorption. For energy output, it is closely linked to the solution flow rate. 

According to a numerical study of a solar heat storage system using LiBr 

(N’Tsoukpoe, KE Edem et al. 2012), a low solution flow rate in desorption can 

lead to insufficient regeneration of the solution; however, when the flow rate is 

too high, the heat provided to the solution mainly contributes to the increase of 

solution temperature rather than the desorption process. An optimum flow rate at 

0.006 L/s has been identified in the study. For the absorption process, the solution 

flow rate should be as low as possible with sufficient distribution to the heat 

exchange. In terms of solution concentration difference between sorption and 

desorption, it should be maintained below 10% to avoid crystallisation in strong 

solution (Yu et al. 2014). However, energy storage ability of liquid sorption 

technology owes to the solution concentration difference of sorbate attached to 

sorbent in sorption and desorption processes. In the absorption experiment 
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(N’Tsoukpoe, Kokouvi Edem et al. 2012), low concentration difference at only 1% 

to 1.7 wt% solution concentration change has been achieved; the achieved 

absorption temperature has been recorded at around 30 °C. Additionally, to 

improve the energy storage density, crystallisation in salt solutions during the 

storage phase has been suggested (Yu et al. 2014). N’Tsoukpoe et al. (2013) 

have developed and investigated a closed system that allows crystallisation 

within the salt solution storage tank. However, the crystallisation management in 

desorption and solution flow is key which increases the system complexity and 

requires further investigation. 

Table 2 - 12 Theoretical energy storage density and reaction temperature of 

liquid/gas thermochemical materials (Hui et al. 2011) 

Thermochemical materials Theoretical Charging Price (£/kg, 

energy temperature purity ≥ 99%) 

density (kWh/m3) (°C) 

LiCl(solution)/H2O 400 154 5.06 

LiBr(solution)/H2O 313 72 4.22 

KOH(solution)/H2O 313 63 1.01 

NaOH(solution)/H2O 154 50 2.53 

CaCl2(solution)/H2O 119 44.8 0.29 

H2O(solution)/NH3 98 155.5 0.34 

2.4.5 Conclusions for the review on thermochemical energy storage 
materials 
A review of thermochemical energy storage materials has been conducted. 

These materials have been reported as promising in thermochemical energy 

storage, such as SrBr2 (N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2016, Lele 2015), MgCl2 (Zondag et al. 

2010) and CaCl2 (Edem N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2015. In the review, characteristics of 

the materials have been presented including theoretical energy storage density, 

water uptake capability, adsorption and desorption temperature, cyclic stability 

and related issues in applications. 
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With regards to chemical reaction/solid absorption materials, the main advantage 

is the relatively high theoretical energy density, ranging from 480 - 780 kWh/m3. 

However, drawbacks of the materials can limit their performance in 

hydration/dehydration cycles, including melting at 48 - 52 °C (MgSO4), 

overhydration (CaCl2 and MgCl2), slow reaction kinetics (CuSO4 and MgSO4), 

and toxicity or formation of toxic products (Na2S, MgCl2, and CuSO4). 

Adsorption materials are more hydrothermally stable. However, the energy 

density is relatively lower ranging from 100 - 280 kWh/m3. The energy density is 

closely linked to water uptake capacity and desorption temperature (Henninger 

et al. 2010). AIPOs, SAPOs and MOFs have a promising water uptake capacity 

and require lower desorption temperature than zeolites. However, research on 

these materials is at the material level and system cost can be significant. Zeolites 

are commercially available and, especially for zeolite 13X and 4A, have been 

investigated as promising thermochemical materials (Janchen et al. 2015, 

Kerskes et al. 2012, Mette et al. 2014a). 

When it comes to composite materials, finding a suitable host matrix and salt 

hydrate pairs is critical. To solve the issues of salt hydrates, improvements have 

been reported in thermal conductivity, stability and adaptability of application 

conditions. However, the research on composites is at the material scale. 

Investigation of composites performance in system level under practical climate 

conditions should be conducted. 

For liquid sorption materials, the main issue is that with the desorption 

temperature it is hard to achieve the required temperature for domestic heating. 

Energy density can be increased by allowing solution crystallisation in the storage 

step, whilst investigation is due to be conducted in the increased system 

complexity and crystallisation management in desorption and fluid flow. 

In total, different thermochemical energy storage materials have advantages and 

drawbacks. To find the most suitable material for the current study, 
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considerations should be made on material characteristics and background of the 

application including climate conditions and achieving target. 

2.5 Selection of a thermochemical energy storage material 

According to the review of the currently used thermochemical energy storage 

materials, this section illustrates the selection of the most suitable material for this 

study. This study formulates a 2 step selection to achieve the goal. The first step 

focuses on the safety, price and availability of a potential material. The second 

step is to further locate the most suitable thermochemical material according to 

the intended application and available resources. In this study, targeting the 

building application, especially space heating, it covers energy density of a 

material, application charging and discharging temperatures, and considers 

durability in charging and discharging operation cycles. 

In order to illustrate the selection clearly, Table 2 - 13 presents the selection 

criteria and three-point score principle. Scores from 1 to 3 have been given to the 

potential materials according to their characteristics illustrated in the review. A 

score of 3 shows that a material meets the criteria. A score of 2 means that a 

material meets the criteria, but it may perform inferior to another material in that 

aspect. Whilst a score of 1 is for a material that cannot meet the criteria unless 

taking significant measures to mitigate a risk. Figure 2 - 24 presents the material 

selection using the criteria and scores. 

In the first step of the selection, the materials such as SrBr2, MgCl2, Na2S and 

CuSO4 have been eliminated since toxic products (H2S or HCl) can be formed in 

sorption/desorption cycles or the material can cause skin irritation. SAPOs, MOFs 

and composites have been excluded because of their low availability and high 

price. Composites aim to overcome the issues of salt hydrates, but most of the 

studies has been focusing on the materials. Researches are ongoing to find a 

suitable host matrix and salt hydrates pairs for different conditions. When it comes 

to the second step, considerations have been taken on the factors including 

energy storage density, applicable charging and discharging temperature, and 
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other issues in the applications such as cyclability and reliability. Specifically, with 

respect to energy storage density, Figure 2 - 25 shows the desorption 

temperature with the energy density as reported in literature. Salt hydrates 

provide relatively high theoretical energy density ranging from 600 kWh/m3 to 800 

kWh/m3. However, partly due to their own issues and inconveniences as stated, 

the achieved energy density in some studies significantly falls from the theoretical 

values to about 230 kWh/m3 (N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2009). With regards to liquid 

sorption materials, although allowing solution crystallisation in the storage step 

can be developed (Yu et al. 2014, N’Tsoukpoe et al. 2013), crystallisation 

management requires in-depth investigation, adding to the system complexity. 

For solid adsorption materials like zeolites, energy density around 200 kWh/m3 

has been achieved in some experiments (Rebecca et al. 2016, Tatsidjodoung et 

al. 2016), and a relatively higher desorption temperature from 150 °C to 180 °C 

is applicable (Henninger et al. 2010). Zeolites also show fast reaction kinetics, 

good cyclic stability and suitable adsorption temperature for domestic heating. 

Therefore, according to the considerations, zeolites are the most promising 

materials for the current study. 
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Table 2 - 13 Thermochemical material selection criteria and scores 

Note: The selection criteria are conducted according to Table 2 - 6, Table 2 - 11, Section 2.4.2, and Section 2.4.4. 
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1st material selection 
2nd material selection criteria 

Thermochemical criteria 

materials 
Safety 

Price and 

availability 
Energy density 

Applicable charging and 

discharging temperature 
Durability 

MgSO4 1 3 3 3 1 

MgCl2 1 3 3 3 1 

Na2S 1 2 3 3 1 

CuSO4 1 2 3 3 1 

CaCl2 1 2 3 3 1 

Na2S 1 3 3 3 1 

SrBr2 1 2 3 3 1 

LaCl3 1 1 2 3 1 

AIPOs, SAPOs, MOFs - 1 2 3 -

Zeolites 3 3 2 3 3 

Composites 3 1 2 3 2 

Liquid materials like LiCl 
1 1 2 2 2 

solution 



 

 
 

 

 
         

 

 
          

   

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - 24 Thermochemical energy storage material selection framework 

Figure 2 - 25 Comparison of the reviewed materials with regards to energy 
density and desorption temperature 
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2.6 Chapter summary 

This chapter has presented the current status of thermochemical energy storage 

as applied in buildings. With respect to the thermochemical reactor, researchers 

aim to develop a reactor with high energy storage density along with effective 

heat and mass transfer. For the open reactors, it is seen that the novel geometry 

design, effective interaction between reactants, and reactor segmentations are 

the effective methods to improve the reactor performance. For the closed reactors, 

the reviewed studies have shown a wider selection of thermochemical materials 

and variable operation conditions. However, the reactor studies have revealed 

the challenges in heat losses, inadequate heat and mass transfer, and charging 

and discharging performance. 

The chapter has also reviewed the thermochemical materials including chemical 

reaction, solid adsorbents, composites and liquid sorption materials. Different 

thermochemical energy storage materials have advantages and drawbacks. It 

has found that the chemical reaction materials such as MgSO4 stand out in the 

theoretical energy density ranging from 480 kWh/m3 to 780 kWh/m3. However, 

the issues are overhydration (CaCl2 and MgCl2), producing toxic gases (Na2S 

and MgCl2), and melting at a low temperature (MgSO4). With the liquid sorption 

materials such as CaCl2 solutions it is difficult to achieve the required domestic 

heating temperature. The composite materials have been presenting some 

promising results, but the research is to develop the suitable host matrix and salt 

hydrate pairs. Adsorption materials are hydrothermally stable with a relatively 

smaller energy density from 100 kWh/m3 to 280 kWh/m3. To select the suitable 

material, the study has formulated the material selection criteria from being easy 

to handle to the charging and discharging temperatures. It has selected zeolites 

as the thermochemical material for the study. 

With the conducted review, this study is to carry out a theoretical study of a 

thermochemical reactor. 
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CHAPTER 3: THEORETICAL STUDY OF A THERMOCHEMICAL 
REACTOR 

3.1 Overview 

This chapter presents the theoretical study of a thermochemical reactor applied 

in residential buildings. It starts with a thermochemical energy storage system 

with a heat source, energy storage section, and heat and moisture supply section. 

Then it goes deeper into the reactor and presents the mathematical conversation 

equations and theoretical foundations of the heat and mass transfer. 

3.2 Thermochemical energy storage as applied in residential buildings 

Figure 3 - 1 presents an open thermochemical energy storage system applied in 

residential buildings. There are three components in the system including heat 

source, storage and moisture supply, and heat supply. The heat source is 

comprised of solar collectors such as parabolic troughs. For the storage sector, 

the main component is the thermochemical reactor. For the heat supply sector, 

air and water supply are integrated in the system. 
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Figure 3 - 1 Schematic of the proposed thermochemical energy storage system 

With respect to the operation, in charging, the adsorbent dehydrates with the 

assist of the solar collectors. In sunny times, the solar collectors heat the air by 

absorbing solar radiation (Bellos et al. 2016, Good et al. 2014). The air then flows 

to the reactor when it reaches to the charging temperature. The adsorbent 

increases temperature and releases water vapour which is extracted by the air 

flow. The air from the reactor flows through a heat exchanger where it preheats 

the inlet air before it leaves to the environment. The process is endothermic and 

allows energy to be stored in the reactor. 

In this case, the solar collectors generate thermal energy !!̇ " to the air flow. A 

part of the energy losses in the distribution to the reactor !#$""̇,&→(. A part of the 

energy transfers to the storage section !")̇ . A part is the energy loss through the 
̇reactor air outlet !#$"",$*)#+). The equation can be given as follows: 

̇ ̇ ̇ ̇ 3. 1 !!" = !#$"",&→( + !") + !#$"",$*)#+)
where the energy generated by the heat source is: 

!!̇ " = %̇, ∙ '-,, ∙ (),,& − ),,.+ 3. 2 
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The distribution energy loss involves conduction and convection through duct 

walls, which reduces the air flow temperature. The energy loss is given as follows: 

!#$""̇,&→( = %̇, ∙ '-,, ∙ (),,& − ),,(+ 3. 3 

For the energy transferred to the storage section !")̇ , in charging, it includes the 
energy stored by the adsorbent, sensible heat gain and energy loss of the storage 

section. 

!,")̇
/0+123 )1,0"5+11+6 )$ 1+,7)$1 

= -!"+0
8+0"9:#+ !+,) )1,0"5+1 )$ 1+,7)$1 

3. 4 
+ !.#$""// ,̇7!,110//

/0+123 #$"" )!1$*2! 1+,7)$1 )$ ,;:9+0) 90 7!,12902 

+ -̇!,6"
<6"$1-)9$0 +0+123 ")$1+6 :3 )!+ ,6"$1:+0) 

The sensible heat transfer of the storage section is the sensible energy 

accumulated in the reactor, adsorbent and water. 

!"+0 = !17) + !" + != 3. 5 

The !17) is the sensible energy accumulated in the reactor components such as 
the reactor containers, metal water pipes and adsorbent. It can be calculated by 

the relevant mass, specific heat capacity, and the temperature difference 

between the component and the ambient. 

!"+0 = %17) ∙ '-,17) ∙ ()17),7!,1 − ),;:+ + %" ∙ '-," ∙ ()",7!,1 − ),;:+ 

+ %= ∙ '-,= ∙ ()=,7!,1 − ),;:+ 
3. 6 

For energy loss from the reactor to ambient !#$"",̇7!,1, convection and radiation 

heat transfer are considered. 
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!.#$""// ,̇7!,110//
/0+123 #$"" 51$; )!+ 1+,7)$1 )$ ,;:9+0) 90 7!,12902 

= ℎ 17) ∙ 317) ∙ ()17),7!,1 − ),;:+ 3. 7 .////////0////////1 
/0+123 #$"" $5 1+,7)$1 >9, 7$0>+7)9$0 

+ 4 ∙ 5 ∙ 317) ∙ ()17),7!,1? − ),;: 
?+./////////0/////////1 

/0+123 #$"" $5 1+,7)$1 >9, 1,69,)9$0 

For the adsorbents, the energy transferred to the adsorbent leads to the removal 

of water from the adsorbent to the air flow. The energy stored in the adsorbent 
̇!,6" can be calculated by the multiplication of the enthalpy of adsorption ∆7, the 

rate of water uptake 8̇ , and the adsorbent mass. 

̇ ∙ ̇!,6" = 9.7@/A/@/!B/@/"/#$%/∙//)/A0)"#/$%//−/7//@A/@/!/, /)A1E: .01̇ ), 87!,1 

/0)!,#-3 $5 ,6"$1-)9$0 1,)+ $5 =,)+1 *-),F+ 3. 8 
∙ %,"
<6"$1:+0) ;,"" 

The enthalpy of adsorption of the adsorbent is a function of water uptake. 

Relatively more energy is stored in the adsorbent material when it becomes dry. 

7@A@!,)AE represents the thermodynamic potential at the initial charging state 

when ; = 0 and the adsorbent water uptake is 8 = 8E. When the charging time 
increases to ; = ;7!,1, the water uptake reduces to 8 = 8 − 87!̇,1 ∙ ;7!,1 with the 

rate of water uptake at 8̇7!,1 . The corresponding thermodynamic potential 

becomes 7@A@!B@̇"#$%∙), )A)"#$% 
. The change in thermodynamic potential or 

enthalpy is the enthalpy of adsorption. The fundamentals enthalpy of adsorption 

is illustrated in section 3.4.5. 

With respect to the air taken out the water vapour from the adsorbent, the 

absolute humidity ϕ increases with the removal of water from adsorbent, 
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8̇ ∙ %".01 
G,)+ $5 =,)+1 1+;$>+6 51$; )!+ ,6"$1:+0) 

= (ϕ,,? − ϕ,,(+ 3. 9 .///0///1 
H!,02+ $5 ,:"$#*)+ !*;969)3 $5 ,91 5#$= 

∙ %,̇, ∙ 0.001 
I,"" 5#$= 1,)+ $5 ,91 

where the absolute humidity of air at the inlet of the reactor equals to the ambient. 

ϕ,,( = ϕ,,,;: 3. 10 

Therefore, the absolute humidity of air flow leaving the reactor is 

8̇ ∙ %"ϕ,,? = ϕ,,( + ∙ 1000 3. 11 
%̇, 

Once a charging process reaches to a final state, the reactor is isolated from the 

ambient except for the heat transfer to the ambient. The heat loss in between a 

charging and discharging process can be considered as heat loss 

!#$"",7!,1→69"7!,1. 

!#$"",7!,1→̇ 66J"7!,1 = ℎ 17) ∙ 317) ∙ ()17),7!,1 − ),;:+ +.////////0////////1 
/0+123 #$"" $5 1+,7)$1 >9, 7$0>+7)9$0 

3. 12 
4 ∙ 5 ∙ 317) ∙ ()17),7!,1? − ),;: 

?+./////////0/////////1 
/0+123 #$"" $5 1+,7)$1 >9, 1,69,)9$0 

where )17),7!,1 is the temperature at the end of the charging process. 

In cold times, when the end user requires space heating, the stored energy can 

be released through the rehydration of the thermochemical material using the 

water vapour of the air flow passing through the reactor. Shown in Figure 3 - 2, 

moisture can be provided by the humidifier and added into the air flow. The humid 

air flows to the reactor where the exothermic reaction takes place. The released 

adsorption heat is extracted from the reactor by the air and water flow depending 

on the operational strategy. Additionally, the air from the house can be taken to 

the system to achieve relatively higher reactor inlet air temperature. 
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Figure 3 - 2 The thermochemical energy storage system in discharging 

The adsorption process takes place where adsorption energy is released from 

the adsorbent material. The energy can be transferred to the air flow, water flow, 

the reactor, and energy loss to the ambient, given as the following equation: 
̇ ̇ ̇ ̇!,6" = !, + != + !" + !17) + !#$"",6J"7!,1 3. 13 

where the adsorption energy release !,6" is because of the change of enthalpy 

of adsorption. It can be described by using the enthalpy of adsorption, rate of 

water uptake in discharging, and the adsorbent mass in equation. 
̇ = @7@A@!B@̇ ̇ ̇!,6" .//////"#/$%/∙)/"#/$%/,/)/A/E /−/7/@/A/@0!B/@/"#/$%/∙)/"#/$%/K/@/&'("//#$%//∙),/)/A/)&'("//#/$%1A 

/0)!,#-3 $5 ,6"$1-)9$0 
3. 14 

∙ .86J"7/0̇ !/,11 ∙ %,"
G,)+ $5 =,)+1 *-),F+ <6"$1:+0) ;,"" 

Theoretically, the water uptake remains constant between charging and 

discharging. Thus, the water uptake is 8 = 8E − 8̇7!,1 ∙ ;7!,1 at the beginning of 

the discharging when ; = 0 . During discharging, the water uptake of the 

adsorbent increases with the rate at 86J"7̇ !,1. At discharging time ; = ;69"7!,1, the 
water uptake has increased to 8 = 8E − 8̇7!,1 ∙ ;7!,1 + 8̇69"7!,1 ∙ ;. 
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The adsorption energy transfers to the air flow, solid adsorbent, water, and 

reactor components flow via heat conduction and convection, which can be 

expressed as follows. 

!,̇ = %̇, ∙ '-,, ∙ (),,? − ),,(+ 3. 15 

!" = %" ∙ '-," ∙ ()",69"7!,1 − ),;:+ 3. 16 

!17) = %17) ∙ '-,17) ∙ ()17),69"7!,1 − ),;:+ 3. 17 

Regarding the water flow, when switching on the water pump, the adsorption heat 

transfers to water, via the water metal pipe, and can be expressed as follows. 

!=̇ = %=̇ ∙ '-,= ∙ ()=,L − )=,M+ 3. 18 

Additionally, convection and radiation heat transfer are considered for the energy 

loss from the reactor to the ambient. 

!#$""̇ ,6 = ℎ 17) ∙ 317) ∙ ()17),69"7!,1 − ),;:+ + 4 ∙ 5 ∙ 317) 
3. 19 

?+∙ ()17),69"7!,1? − ),;: 

For the mass transfer, the humidifier supplies the moisture to the air flow which 

then transfers to the adsorbent. 

∆ϕ!*;96959+1 = ϕ,,( − ϕ,;: 
3. 20 

(ϕ,,( − ϕ,,?+ ∙ %̇, ∙ 0.001 = 86J"7̇ !,1 ∙ %" 

Therefore, the absolute humidity of air flow leaving the reactor ϕ,,? is 
̇ ∙

ϕ,,? = ϕ,,( − 
86J"7!,1 %" ∙ 1000 3. 21 

%̇, 

3.3 Reactor evaluation parameters 

The reactor can be evaluated by various indicators in literature depending on the 

facilities and operational conditions (Aydin 2016). In literature, reactor evaluation 

parameters are in various aspects to describe the suitability for a specific 

application such as energy density, achieved temperature in discharging, cost, 

thermal power, system size and scalability (Scapino et al. 2017). Since this 
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project focuses on the reactor in charging and discharging, the conversion of heat 

and mass are of significance. For the heat conversion, in both charging and 

discharging, the stored adsorption heat and released useful heat are supplied by 

the heat source in charging. In terms of mass conversion, the actual moisture 

transfer is initiated by the tendency to reaching the equilibrium. Therefore, this 

project applies energy conversion efficiency (ECE) and extent of adsorption (EOA) 

to evaluate the heat and mass transfer for the charging and discharging of the 

reactor. 

With respect to the heat transfer, in charging, part of the energy from the heat 

source converts to the adsorption energy stored in the adsorbent. For a charging 

process, the energy conversion efficiency (ECEchar) is defined as the ratio of 

adsorption energy to the energy provided by the heat source. 

!,6"BCB7!,1 = 
!!

̇ 

" 
× 100% 3. 22 ̇ 

In discharging, part of the energy from the adsorption energy is supplied to the 

end user as useful heat, represented by the sum of !=̇ and !,̇ . In a discharging 
process, the energy conversion efficiency (ECEdischar) is defined as the ratio of 

the useful heat to the energy provided by the heat source. 

!,̇ + !̇=BCB69"7!,1 = × 100% 3. 23 ̇!!" 

The ratio ECEdischar is more inclusive than using the ratio of useful heat to the 

stored adsorption heat as it involves the heat conversion starting from the heat 

source (Kuznik et al. 2019, Gondre 2017). 

Regarding the mass transfer, the extent of adsorption (EOA) is used to describe 

the adsorption advancement. As shown in Figure 3 - 3, when the adsorbent is in 

a complete hydration state, the EOA is defined as 100%. At the other end of the 

process, the EOA is 0% when the adsorbent is in dehydration. 
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Figure 3 - 3 Illustration of the extent of adsorption 

The EOA can be calculated by the actual amount of mass transfer to the charging 

equilibrium and the maximum mass transfer that can be achieved, as given in 3. 

24. 

(8) − 8+N,7!,1+ ∙ %"BF3 = × 100% 3. 24 
(8+N,69"7!,1 − 8+N,7!,1+ ∙ %" 

The maximum amount of mass transfer is determined by the water uptake at EOA 

100% and EOA 0%. For the adsorbent in equilibrium with discharging and 

charging conditions, the water uptake is 8+N,69"7!,1 and 8+N,7!,1 , respectively. 

The maximum amount of mass transfer for the adsorbent mass %" is 

(8+N,69"7!,1 − 8+N,7!,1+ ∙ %" . For a charging or discharging process, the actual 

water uptake 8) can be obtained and the amount of mass transfer to the charging 

equilibrium is (8) − 8+N,7!,1+ ∙ %". 

3.4 Fundamental elements of the reactor theoretical study 

This section presents definitions of key elements in the reactor theoretical study, 

including porosity, effectively fluid velocity, adsorption kinetics, adsorption 

equilibrium and enthalpy of adsorption of zeolite 13X. 

3.4.1 Porosity 

The porosity G of a porous media is the fraction of the volume of voids over the 
total volume of the medium. G:+6 is the bed macroscopic porosity. It represents 
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the fraction of the volume of voids outside of zeolite particles over the volume of 

adsorbent bed (Tatsidjodoung et al. 2016). 

G:+6 = 0.39 3. 25 

Different from the bed macroscopic porosity, G-,1)97#+ is the particle mesoscopic 

porosity. Generally, an adsorbent particle consists of relatively smaller primary 

particles. The mesoscopic porosity is focused on the volume of voids inside the 

zeolite particles (Ergun 1952). 

G-,1)97#+ = 0.32 3. 26 

The total volume which can be occupied by air flow is the total porosity G (Solmus 
et al. 2012). 

G = G:+6 + (1 − G:+6) ∙ G-,1)97#+ 3. 27 

3.4.2 Effective fluid velocity 

For a porous medium, the effective fluid velocity can be considered as the 

volumetric flow rate divided by the cross-sectional area. The effective fluid 

velocity is also called superficial velocity. It can be determined by Darcy’s 

equation (Daïan 2014b). 

NMNNN,⃗ = − 
P 
∙ RSTUNNNNNNNNNN⃗ (V) 3. 28 

Q 

Here, RSTUNNNNNNNNNN⃗ (V) is the pressure gradient in the air flow direction, P is the 

permeability of the adsorbent bed, and Q is the dynamic viscosity of the air flow. 

Darcy’s equation is valid when the Reynolds number of the fluid is in the range of 

10 (Fanchi 2002). The Reynolds number is calculated by the fluid density W, (1.2 

kg/m3), dynamic viscosity Q (1.8E-5 N·s/m2), superficial velocity and 

characteristic length X. 
W, ∙ M, ∙ XY4 = 3. 29 

Q 
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Although it is complicated to calculate the velocity and characteristic length, an 

estimation of this can be given to calculate the range of the Reynolds number. 

With respect to the porous medium, the fluid air flows through the interstices 

between the adsorbent particles and also flows into a particle. The Reynolds 

number achieves maximum for the flow between particles since both the velocity 

and characteristic length are larger than the flow within a particle. The estimated 

Reynolds number is around 11, which is suitable for using Darcy’s equation. 

The permeability depends on the geometry of the porous medium. Kozeny and 

Carman have presented the following equation to calculate the permeability of 

porous media (Daïan 2014b). 
(U& ∙ G:+6P = 3. 30 

180 ∙ (1 − G:+6)& 

where G:+6 is the bed porosity and U is the average adsorbent particle diameter. 

The constant 180 has been obtained to provide the best fit with experimental tests. 

According to the studies, the Carman-Kozeny equation provides reasonable 

permeability estimates for periodic packs of spheres (Kärger 1996) and random 

packing of spheres (Valdes-Parada et al. 2009). 

The dynamic viscosity of air Q represents its resistance to shearing flows. Since 

the dynamic viscosity of air at 180 °C is 40% higher than that of 20 °C, its 

dependence to air temperature cannot be assumed to be negligible. The 

correlation in equation 3. 31 has been used to calculate the value (Kuznik et al. 

2019). 

Q(),) = 4.564 × 10BO × ), + 4.745 × 10BL 3. 31 

3.4.3 Adsorption kinetics 

As presented earlier, during an adsorption process, adsorbate molecules attach 

to the external surface of the adsorbent, followed by the internal diffusion of the 

adsorbate moving into the micropores. Adsorption kinetics is used to describe the 

rate of the adsorption (Largitte and Pasquier 2016), which can be achieved 
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through different mathematical expressions such diffusion model and linear 

driving force (LDF) model. 

Compared to the linear driving force (LDF) model, the diffusion model is more 

rigorous to describe adsorbate transport within the adsorbent particle (Sircar and 

Hufton 2000). It is able to describe the local rates of adsorption at the particle 

level. However, it is complex and requires more computing resources (Gondre 

2017). The LDF model is simple and analytical for the adsorption process. 

Although the LDF model cannot describe the local rates of adsorption at particle 

level, the investigation in the microscopic scale is beyond the scope of the project. 

The LDF model is used in this project for adsorption kinetics since it provides 

physical consistency and it is frequently used for practical analysis (Sircar and 

Hufton 2000). 

The LDF model, originally proposed by Glueckauf and Coates (1947), gives the 

rate of water uptake in equation 3. 32, 
U8 

= _; ∙ (8+N − 8)+ 3. 32 
U; 

where 8+N is the equilibrium water uptake of adsorbent at time ; in terms of air 

water vapour pressure and adsorbent temperature )" ; 8) is the actual water 
uptake of zeolite at time ;. The coefficient _; is the effective LDF mass transfer 

coefficient which is obtained from experimental data (Glueckauf 1955) with a 

function of adsorbent particle radius S and diffusivity +̀. 
` + _; = 15 3. 33 
S& 

The equivalent diffusivity can be expressed as (Gondre 2017): 

+̀ = `E ∙ 4ab 9−
B,7): 3. 34 
Y)" 

where `E is the reference diffusivity and B,7) is the activation energy 
(Tatsidjodoung et al. 2016). 
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3.4.4 Adsorption equilibrium 

Adsorption data is commonly presented in the form of adsorption isotherms. An 

adsorption isotherm is used to describe when a quantity of gas or vapour is 

adsorbed by a porous media under a constant temperature and adsorbate 

pressure. Isotherms can be divided into 5 forms, known as Types I to V, as given 

in Figure 3 - 4 (Brunauer et al. 1940). 

Figure 3 - 4 Types of equilibrium isotherms (Brunauer et al. 1940) 

Type I isotherm is applicable to the formation of a single monolayer of adsorbate 

on the adsorbent surface (Thomas and Crittenden 1998). The isotherm is 

observed when the pore sizes of adsorbent are not much larger than the 

adsorbate molecule diameter. Types II and III isotherms are observed when 

adsorbents have a wide range of pore sizes (Gondre 2017). They do not exhibit 

a saturation limit. Adsorbate forms successive layers leading to capillary 

condensation in the large pores which displays a higher adsorption capacity. For 

Type III isotherm, adsorbate and adsorbent are relatively weak and it shows a 

convex curve with respect to the partial pressure axis (Donohue and Aranovich 

1998). Type IV isotherm is similar to Type II isotherm, but the adsorption 

completes near to the relative pressure of unity. Type V isotherm is similar to 

Type III isotherm and saturation is observed at a point when the relative pressure 

is increased. 
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Corresponding to the adsorption isotherm, a variety of isotherm equations have 

been proposed such as the Langmuir isotherm (Liu 2006), the Freundlich 

isotherm (Foo and Hameed 2010), the BET theory (Brunauer et al. 1938), 

Polanyi’s potential theory (Hutson and Yang 1997), etc. For the application of 

zeolite and water vapour, the Dubinin-Astakhov (DA) equation has been used 

and validated in a number of studies (Mette et al. 2014b, Semprini et al. 2017, 

Oh et al. 2017, Wu et al. 2009). 

The Dubinin-Astakhov (DA) equation has been adopted from Polanyi’s potential 

theory where an essential parameter is 3,6, given by (Hutson and Yang 1997): 

3,6 = Y=)"Xc 9V
VE: 3. 35 
= 

where V is the partial water vapour pressure, VE is the saturation pressure, and = 

Y= is the specific gas constant of water vapour. 

The equation is built on the adsorption to be a process of volume filling, arriving 

at the following expression: 
0 

e = eE4ab f−9
3,6: g 3. 36 B,6 

where eE is the maximum adsorption volume and e is the volume that can be 

filled when the relative pressure is V ⁄VE . B,6 is the characteristic energy of =

adsorption; c is heterogeneity factor related to pore distribution. 

The water uptake at equilibrium state, defined as the ratio of the mass of the 

adsorbate water adsorbed to the mass of the dry adsorbent zeolite at an 

equilibrium state, is calculated by the equation: 

8+N = WP&Q ∙ e 3. 37 

where WP&Q is the density of the adsorbed water and e is the specific volume to 

be adsorbed. 

The water density calculation has been reported by several equations in literature 

(Nikolaev and Dubinin 1958, Semprini et al. 2017, Cook and Basmadjian 1964, 
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Krese et al. 2018). In selection of the density equation, Nagel et al. (2015) have 

reported that for energy storage application, a general mathematical expression 

for an accurate fit of experimentally observed curve should be applied. For this 

study, the density model is given as the equation 3. 38 (Mugele 2005) since it has 

been observed experimentally (Mette et al. 2014b) and reported to perform well 

in the comparative analysis study of different adsorbate density models (Nagel et 

al. 2015). 

WP&Q = 
W&EH 3. 38 1 + i&EH ∙ ()" − 293.15) 

where the W&EH is the moisture density at 20 °C and i&EH is the thermal expansion 

coefficient of water vapour at 20 °C. 

3.4.5 Enthalpy of adsorption 

The surface of most adsorbent material, including zeolites, is heterogeneous 

which leads to the variable adsorption energy (Chiou 2003). The adsorption starts 

from the highest-energy sites to the lowest-energy sites. The force field within an 

adsorption site that attracts a water molecule varies significantly with the location. 

Thus, the net enthalpy of adsorption decreases with the increasing water uptake 

in the adsorbent. According to Chiou (2003), a vapour will condense to form a 

liquid adsorbate when the porous adsorbent is exposed to increasing partial 

pressure of a vapour. As shown in Figure 3 - 5, the condensation takes place at 

the highest potential sites until the adsorption potential becomes zero and the 

adsorption space is filled as the ambient pressure becomes saturated. 
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Figure 3 - 5 Schematic illustration of a porous region (Chiou 2003) 

An adsorption process can involve the formation of intermolecular forces, 

hydrogen bonding and covalent forces (Beta et al. 2004, Ooms et al. 1988). For 

a vapour at a given equilibrium, when the vapour is condensed as a liquid 

adsorbate, the net enthalpy of adsorption is the sum of heat of evaporation of the 

liquid and the heat of adsorption due to the potential energy change of adsorption 

(Kim et al. 2016, Rahman et al. 2013). When the adsorption reaches the 

maximum of the adsorbent, the adsorption heat is zero and the enthalpy of 

adsorption equals to the heat of adsorbate condensation. Using the differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analyser (TGA), Kim et al. 

(2016) have obtained the enthalpies of adsorption of various adsorbents including 

zeolite 13X. Figure 3 - 6 depicts the correlation between the enthalpy of 

adsorption and water uptake of zeolite 13X. Using the polynomial fitting of the 

study (Kim et al. 2016), enthalpy of adsorption can be given in the following 

equation. 

7 = 7 × 10R8L − 7 × 10R8 + 3 × 10R8? − 7 × 10L8( + 8999518& 

3. 39 
− 699838 + 6491.3 
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Figure 3 - 6 Enthalpy of adsorption as a function of water uptake of the 
adsorbent zeolite 13X (latent heat of evaporation of water at 30 °C at 2430 

kJ/kg) (Kim et al. 2016) 

3.5 Chapter summary 

This chapter covers the theoretical overview of the reactor for heating 

applications in residential uses. Focusing on the reactor of the thermochemical 

energy storage system, it illustrates heat and mass transfer conversation 

equations of the reactor in charging and discharging processes. For the reactor 

evaluation, the chapter defines energy conversion efficiency (ECE) and extent of 

adsorption (EOA) as the key evaluation parameters. From the point of view of 

macroscopic volume, the chapter presents the expressions of adsorption kinetics 

where the LDF model is used for the physical consistency and simplicity. This 

chapter has also presented the types of adsorption isotherm and the application 

of the Dubinin-Astakhov (DA) equation for zeolite 13X and vapour adsorption. It 

has illustrated the theoretical basis of enthalpy of adsorption and gives a 

correlation of enthalpy of adsorption as a function of water uptake for zeolite 13X. 

The chapter provides theoretical foundation for developing a numerical model of 

a thermochemical reactor which is presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4: DESIGN AND NUMERICAL MODEL OF A THREE-
PHASE THERMOCHEMICAL REACTOR 

4.1 Overview 

Thermochemical reactor is a vital component in a thermochemical energy storage 

system. This chapter proposes a three-phase thermochemical reactor and 

develops a numerical model of the reactor. The major work of the chapter 

includes the design of the three-phase thermochemical reactor development of a 

reactor numerical model. 

4.2 Design of a three-phase thermochemical reactor 

4.2.1 Structure and dimensions 

With the reactor development opportunities presented in chapter 2, this study 

proposes a thermochemical reactor named three-phase thermochemical reactor. 

The critical components are thermochemical material container, water pipe and 

thermochemical material. Figure 4 - 1 presents illustrations of the reactor 

container. As shown in Figure 4 - 1(a), the container is in the trapezoid shape. To 

increase the hollow area for the air flowing to the container, a number of gaps 

have been created on the left and right side of the trapezoid container. The gaps 

and trapezoid shape provide a robust material support and removes the 

application of perforated mesh. To improve the flexibility, multiple containers can 

be aligned in a row or scaled up to layers according to the thermochemical 

material capacity. Additionally, a water pipe has been integrated in the container 

and immersed in the thermochemical material, as shown in Figure 4 - 1(c). The 

water pipe travels through the material containers from one to the other. 
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Figure 4 - 1 The reactor design: (a) the container, (b) multiple containers, (c) 
integration with water pipe 

The dimensions of the reactor have been presented in Figure 4 - 2. The reactor 

container is 480 mm (length) × 100 mm (width) × 100 mm (height). The water 

pipe diameter is 16 mm located at the centre of the container cross section. The 

gap is 4 mm and the distance between any two gaps is 4 mm. The 4 mm gap is 

determined by the available zeolite 13X particle diameter at 5 mm to ensure the 

zeolite particles stay inside of the container. The distance between any two gaps 

is 4 mm to ensure the accuracy of the gaps during manufacturing. 

Figure 4 - 2 Reactor dimensions: (a) top view, (b) side view, (c) cross section 
view 
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To enhance the heat transfer within the reactor, fins are integrated with the water 

pipe, as the illustration and diameters shown in Figure 4 - 3. In the project, the 

reactor with and without fins are named as fin pipe reactor and smooth pipe 

reactor, respectively. 

Figure 4 - 3 Illustration of the fin pipe reactor: (a) the fin pipe reactor, (b) cross 
section view, (c) air flow and water flow 

4.2.2 Charging and discharging processes 

Figure 4 - 4 depicts the air and water flow within the reactor. With respect to a 

charging process, when the solid adsorbent is saturated, heat is required to 

regenerate the material by extracting its moisture. The heated air from a heat 

source can be introduced to the reactor. The thermochemical material 

temperature dehydrates gradually as the air travels across the reactor. 

In a discharging process, the air flow is to supply moisture to the material, 

initiating to the adsorption process. Meanwhile, the fluid pipe acts as the heat sink 

to extract the adsorption energy out of the reactor. As shown in Figure 4 - 4, when 

air flows through the reactor, moisture transfers from the air to the 

thermochemical material, initiating the adsorption process with adsorption energy 

being released from the thermochemical material. The material and air will be 

heated by the released adsorption energy. The air then travels to the next 

container. Since the air has been heated to a relatively higher temperature than 

that of the inlet air, in the next container the heat transfers to the solid adsorbent. 

The adsorbent temperature is improved due to the temperature difference 
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between the solid and inlet air. This leads to an improvement in the mass transfer 

coefficient of the solid, boosting the adsorption process. The water flow circulates 

through the containers, extracting the released heat. The water can either flow 

through the reactor containers at a certain flow rate or be stationary depending 

on the discharging control strategy. 

Figure 4 - 4 Cross section of the three-phase thermochemical reactor without 
insulation and thermochemical materials 

4.2.3 Innovations and advantages of the design 

The proposed reactor features several advantages which can be summarised as 

follows. 

• The reactor container provides robust thermochemical material support and 

also contributes to reducing the air flow resistance. 

• Fins have been integrated into the reactor to improve the heat and mass 

transfer within the reactor. 

• The three-phase design enables the water flow to extract heat from inside of 

the reactor in a discharging process. The air flow can also be used as the heat 

sink in discharging. This enhances feasibility of the reactor. 
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• In between charging and discharging processes, sensible heat of the reactor 

can be extracted by the water flow to the end user while the thermochemical 

material retains the chemical potential. This contributes to reducing heat 

losses in a charging and discharging cycle. 

• Due to the segmentation design, the reactor can be scaled up depending on 

the required thermochemical material volume and thermal power. 

4.3 Numerical modelling 

4.3.1 Calculation method 

Figure 4 - 5 illustrates the calculation method of the three-phase reactor model. 

It consists of air flow, water flow and solid thermochemical material. “Finite 

element” is used to transfer the reactor into numerous “differential” divisions 

where equations of heat and mass balance are applied to each calculation 

element. As presented in Figure 4 - 5(b), the whole calculation can be assumed 

to be integrated with unlimited elements with respect to the water flow direction, 

such as i-1, i, and i+1. Then to take the air flow into consideration, the element is 

further divided into sub-elements, such as the j-1, j, and j+1. The size of each 

element is width j., length j&, and height 7.. Newton iteration is used to achieve 
the equilibrium state of heat and mass transfer process. The equations provided 

in the numerical model are to be solved by using the software Matlab. 
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Figure 4 - 5 Illustration of the calculation method: (a) reactor illustrations (b) 
divisions in the calculation method 

The heat transfer within the reactor is induced by temperature difference of water, 

air flow, and solid adsorbent. For instance, if the water temperature is higher than 

the adsorbent and air, heat is transferred from water to the adsorbent and air flow, 

as presented in Figure 4 - 6. When there is temperature difference between air 

flow and adsorbent, the heat transfer between the two is considered. 
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Figure 4 - 6 Heat transfer details in the reactor 

To simplify the numerical simulation process, the following assumptions have 

been made: 

• Zeolite particles share the same property in the reactor and a unique bed 

porosity is used in the model; 

• Physical properties of zeolite such as thermal conductivity and specific heat 

capacity do not vary with temperature; 

• Radiative heat transfer, conductive heat transfer between adsorbent particles, 

work done by pressure changes and viscous dissipation are neglected; 

• The humid air is assumed to be ideal gas with the composition of dry air and 

vapour; 

• The external wall of the reactor is assumed adiabatic; and 

• Thermal resistance of the metal water pipe is neglected. 

4.3.2 Heat transfer between solid adsorbent and air 

Regarding convective heat transfer between solid adsorbent and air flow, the heat 

transfer rate can be written as: 
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Uk"→, = ()" − ),,90+/(Y7$06 + Y7$0>) ∙ U3",, 4. 1 

The thermal resistance takes account of the conductive heat transfer within an 

adsorbent particle and convective heat transfer between the adsorbent particle 

and air flow at its adsorbent surface. 

An adsorbent particle, as presented in Figure 4 - 7, is covered by the adsorbent 

skin. Under the skin, it contains numerous microparticles shown in Figure 4 - 7(a) 

and (b). Any microparticle presents a distance to the adsorbent skin. Since the 

conductive resistance Y7$06 is determined by the microparticle conductivity m and 

the distance between the microparticle and adsorbent skin, the microparticles are 

simplified into a mean microparticles with internal radius S and distance between 
the microparticle and skin n (Figure 4 - 7(c)). 

Figure 4 - 7 (a) SEM images of zeolite particles; (b) schematic of an adsorbent 
particle; (c) a simplified adsorbent particle with a microparticle (adopted from 

(Akhtar et al. 2014, Gondre 2017)) 

The mean distance n is calculated by assuming that the total volume of 

microparticles equals the space between the microparticles and the particle skin 

(Gondre 2017). The equation of the volume is given in equation 4. 2. 
(4 4 
−
4 4. 2 

3oS
( = 3o 9

U
2: 3oS

( 
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where the mean microparticles radius S can be calculated by using adsorbent 

particle diameter U and the distance n, i.e. S = 6 − n, therefore, the distance n
& 

can be written in the equation 4. 3. 
U

n = 2 91 − 
1 
: 4. 3 )√2

The conductive heat transfer resistance within the adsorbent particle can be 

written as equation 4. 4. 
n U

=Y7$06 m 
= 2m 

91 − )√
1
2
: 4. 4 

In terms of the convective heat transfer coefficient ℎ",, = 1⁄Y7$0> for solid 

adsorbent and air flow. It depends on adsorbent particle diameter and air flow 

velocity. When the bed porosity is around 0.4, Wakao and Kagei (1982) have 

presented a correlation for the convective heat transfer, given in equation 4. 5.  
ℎ",,U 

= (2 + 1.1VS./(Y4E.L+ 4. 5 
m, 

With respect to the bed porosity ranging from 0.2 to 0.9, Kuwahara et al. (2001) 

have proposed a correlation which has been reported to agree well with available 

experiment data. The correlation has been given in equation 4. 6. Considering 

the relatively wider application range of bed porosity, this correlation is used in 

the present study. 

ℎ",,U 4(1 − G:+6) 1 

m, 
= q1 + r + 2 (1 − G:+6)

.⁄&Y4E.LVS.⁄( 4. 6 
G:+6 

Thus the convective heat transfer resistance can be obtained and written in 

equation 4. 7. 
1 U

= =Y7$0> ℎ",, q91 + 
4(1 − G:+6): + 

1 ⁄(r 
4. 7 

m, 2 (1 − G:+6)
.⁄&Y4E.LVS.G:+6 
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Therefore the thermal resistance between air and adsorbent is written in equation 

4. 8. 
U 
91 − 

1
Y7$06 + Y7$0> = :2m )√2

U 4. 8 
+ 

m, q91 + 
4(1 − G:+6): + 

1
2 (1 − G:+6).⁄&Y4E.LVS.⁄(rG:+6 

The contact area for the air and solid adsorbent in the calculation elementary cell 

U3",, can be calculated by the multiplication of the volume of the elementary cell 

and specific surface area of air and solid adsorbent. The specific surface area 

T,," (m2/m3) for spherical particles can be evaluated by equation 4. 9 (Mhimid 

1998). 

T,," = 
6(1 − 

U 

G) 4. 9 

Thus 

U3",, = T,," ∙ j. ∙ j& ∙ 7. 4. 10 

4.3.3 Heat transfer between air and water flow 

When water is heated by the reactor, the heat transfer from the air, via metal pipe, 

to water can be written as: 

1 s 1
Uk,→= = (),,90 − )=,90+/ q + + r 4. 11 

ℎ=,; ∙ U3= m; ∙ U3= ℎ;,, ∙ U3;,, 

where the contact area of water and the metal tube is U3= and the contact area 
Vof metal tube and air flow is U3;,, . The term is the conductive thermal 

W*∙6<+ 

resistance of the metal pipe. Considering the pipe thickness is minimum and the 

thermal conductivity of the pipe is much larger than the adsorbent, the thermal 

resistance of the pipe is negligible. Thus, the heat transfer rate can be expressed 

as: 

1 1
Uk,→= = (),,90 − )=,90+/ q + r 4. 12 

ℎ=,; ∙ U3= ℎ;,, ∙ U3;,, 
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where ℎ=,; and ℎ;,, are the heat transfer coefficient of water flow within the 

metal pipe and heat transfer coefficient of air flow across the metal pipe, 

respectively. The two terms can be evaluated by their Nusselt number. 

Nusselt number of water flow 

The equations for calculating the Nusselt number of water flow is determined by 

whether it is laminar flow or turbulent flow. To identify the status, the critical 

Reynolds number is 2300. In terms of laminar flow, Sieder and Tate have given 

the equation according to their experimental data (R. Welty et al. 1970), 

expressed as: 
.⁄( E..?

9
Q= 4. 13 tM= = 1.86 9V4

`
j: Q;

: 

where the Peclet Number V4 can be calculated with the Reynolds and Prandtl 

number. 

V4 = Y4 ∙ VS 4. 14 

When the water flow is turbulent flow, the Nusselt number can be calculated by 

the equation proposed by Dittus and Boelter (R. Welty et al. 1970), expressed as: 

tM= 

c = 0.3 xyS 'ℎTSRvcR ;ℎ4 TUzyS{4c; 4. 15 
= 0.023Y4E.OVS0 uv;ℎ w c = 0.4 xyS Uvz'ℎTSRvcR ;ℎ4 TUzyS{4c; 

where the Reynolds, Prandtl and Nusselt number is referred to: 

Y4 = 9
M` 4. 16 
| : 

= 

-VS = }
Q 

~ 4. 17 m = 

tM= = 9
ℎ`
: 4. 18 

m = 

Therefore, the heat transfer coefficient of water flow is calculated by: 
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ℎ=,; 

E.O 0
0.023m= }

M`~ }Q'-~ 4. 19 
| m c = 0.3 xyS 'ℎTSRvcR bSy'4zz = = = uv;ℎ w` c = 0.4 xyS Uvz'ℎTSRvcR bSy'4zz 

Nusselt number of air flow through the metal pipe 

Considering air flowing over the metal pipe embedded in porous medium, as 

shown in Figure 4 - 8, the Nusselt number can be expressed as (Donald A. and 

Adrian B. 2013): 

tMX = 1.015(Y4VS)X
.⁄& 4. 20 

Figure 4 - 8 Illustration of air flow over the pipe embedded in porous medium 

Therefore, the convective heat transfer coefficient ℎ;,, can be calculated with the 

equation 4. 21. 

M,`'-,, 
.⁄& 

m, ∙ 1.015 9
W,

m, 
: 4. 21 

ℎ;,, = ` 

4.3.4 Heat transfer between water and solid adsorbent 

Since the adsorbent particles contact with the metal pipe, considerations should 

be given to the conductive heat transfer between the metal pipe and adsorbent 

and the convective heat transfer of the water. Similar to the heat transfer between 

air and water, thermal resistance of the pipe is negligible. The heat transfer can 

be written as: 

1 n
Uk"→= = ()" − )=,90+/ q + r 4. 22 

ℎ=,; ∙ U3= m ∙ U3;," 
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where the contact area of solid adsorbent and metal tube is U3;,". 

4.3.5 Heat transfer between air and fin 

With respect to air and fin, the Nusselt number is given by (Donald A. and Adrian 

B. 2013): 
.⁄&tM590 = 1.329(Y4VS)590 

4. 23 

W,M,j5Y4 = 4. 24 
Q, 

Q, -,,VS = 4. 25 m, 

The convective heat transfer coefficient can be calculated with equation 4. 26. 

M,j5'-,, 
.⁄& 

m,1.329 9
W,

m, 
: 4. 26 

=ℎ590,, j590 

It is noted that there is similarity between tMX and tM590. But in each case, it is 

the dimension that is aligned with the flow direction which is used as the length 

scale of the Nusselt and Peclet number. The length scale used in the equation 4. 

21 is the pipe diameter and the length scale used in the equation 4. 24 is the fin 

length. 

4.3.6 Mass balance between solid adsorbent and air 

For both charging and discharging process, moisture transfers between the 

adsorbent zeolite and the air flow. The change of mass for the adsorbent can be 

obtained from the LDF model, as given in equation 3. 32. The change of mass 

for air can be calculated by the specific humidity of the inlet and outlet air for a 

calculation element. 

− 
U8

%̇ , ∙ (ϕ,,$*) − ϕ,,90+ ∙ 0.001 = ./U;0∙/%1".////////0////////1 / / 4. 27 
H!,02+ $5 ;,"" 5$1 ,91 H!,02+ $5 ;,"" 5$1 Y+$#9)+ 
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4.4 Chapter summary 

The chapter has proposed a three-phase thermochemical reactor to address the 

current research gaps of the reactors. It has presented the reactor illustrations 

and operations in charging and discharging. The reactor features trapezoidal 

containers with gaps to allow air flow and provides robust support for the 

thermochemical material. It is also integrated with water pipes to provide heat 

output from air and water in discharging. Fins are also integrated in the reactor to 

enhance the heat transfer. According to the proposed design, the chapter 

develops a numerical model to describe the heat and mass transfer of the reactor 

in charging and discharging. Considerations have been made on the heat and 

mass conservation of the air, water and solid thermochemical material. The 

numerical model is to be validated in Chapter 6 which serves as the tool for the 

reactor configuration study and investigations. The following Chapter 5 is the 

experimentation of the proposed reactor, which provides the original data for the 

numerical model validation. 
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CHAPTER 5: EXPERIMENTATION OF THE THREE-PHASE 
THERMOCHEMICAL REACTOR 

5.1 Overview 

Using zeolite 13X as the thermochemical material, the study has carried out 

experimental tests to investigate the reactor’s charging and discharging 

performance. The experimentation has been conducted at the School of 

Mechanical Engineering, Beijing Institute of Technology from December 2018 to 

March 2019. We thank the Beijing Institute of Technology for their support of the 

project. 

According to the established conceptual design of the thermochemical reactor, 

this chapter illustrates the development of the experimental rig and the 

experimentation of the reactor. The performance of the reactor in charging and 

discharging processes has been presented. Additionally, the chapter has tested 

the effect of some key parameters on the reactor performance. 

5.2 Design of the experimental rig 

To evaluate the reactor, an experimental rig has been developed. The schematic 

illustration of the experimental rig is depicted in Figure 5 - 1. Air from the 

environment, can be pumped by the fan and driven through the platform. First, it 

travels across the heat exchanger where the ambient air can be heated by the air 

leaving the system. Then air travels through the air duct heater. Upon the reactor 

entrance, the air flow is directed into the reactor. When the air leaves the reactors, 

it heads to the air-to-air heat exchanger where the sensible heat of the exhaust 

air transfers to the intake air. Driven by a water pump, the copper pipes direct the 

water through the material container and then circulate it to a water tank. 
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Figure 5 - 1 Schematic illustration of the developed experimental platform 

The layout of experimental setup in a 60.12 m2 laboratory is presented in Figure 

5 - 2. The air inlet and outlet of the setup are placed next to the windows to get a 

relatively constant inlet air temperature and to release the heated exhaust air out 

of the laboratory during a charging test. Considering the safety risks, the control 

cabinet is placed at the far side of the electric heater so a person cannot 

approach the heater during an operation. 
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Figure 5 - 2 Layout of the experimental rig in the laboratory 

5.3 Specifications of the reactor, experimental rig and instrumentation 

5.3.1 The reactor 

The reactor container has been built according to the design, as shown in Figure 

5 - 3. The study selects 5 mm thick stainless steel plates to guarantee structural 

stability during the experiment. The manufacturing applies a laser cutting 

machine to cut out the gaps before bending the plate to the trapezoid shape. To 

maintain gap accuracy during the cutting, each gap has been separated into 3 

sections with a 4 mm distance between any sections. 
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Figure 5 - 3 Pictures of the reactor: (a) the reactor design, (b) the built reactor 

The study has constructed 8 containers and divided them into 2 reactor segments, 

one for smooth pipe and another for fin pipe, as shown in Figure 5 - 4. It also 

presents the air flow direction. The containers of smooth pipe reactor with the air 

flow direction are named as ‘S1’, ‘S2’, ‘S3’, and ‘S4’. Similarly, ‘F1’, F2’, ‘F3’, and 

‘F4’ represents the containers of fin pipe reactor in line with the air flow direction. 

Additionally, glass wool insulation at 50 mm thickness is embedded into the 

external structure. 
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Figure 5 - 4 Containers without zeolite 13X in the smooth pipe and fin pipe 
reactor 

5.3.2 Environment simulation system 

To conduct parametrical measurement of the reactor in charging and discharging 

processes, an environment simulation system has been constructed, as shown 

in Figure 5 - 5. It consists of an ultrasonic humidifier, a fan, an electric heater, a 

plate heat exchanger and air duct valves. 
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Figure 5 - 5 An overview of the environment simulation system in the 
experimental rig: (a) air intake and exhaust, (b) front view with embedded 

smooth and fin pipe reactor 

The selection of the components has considered the experimental test 

conditions and the zeolite used in the experiment. For instance, to achieve a 

relatively high temperature in charging, the electric heater can achieve a 

maximum 300 °C output air with 15 kW. Considering the amount of zeolite 13X 

used in the reactor, the humidifier capacity is 6 kg/hour. The details and 

specifications of the key components are listed in Table 5 - 1. 

Table 5 - 1 Specifications of the environment simulation system 

Component Specifications Quantity 

Ultrasonic Type: DRS-06A, humidification capacity: 6 1 

humidifier kg/hour, Power: 0.6 kW 

Fan Airflow rate: 2000 m3/h, Pressure: 2000 Pa, 1 

Power: 2.2 kW, 3.2 amps, 380 V 

Air duct heater Power: 15 kW 1 

Plate heat Dimensions: 500(W)*500(L)*360(H) 1 

exchanger Plate distance: 5 mm 

Duct/ fittings Galvanised steel duct 400 mm*300 mm, 90- 15 m 

degree elbows 

Air duct valve Dimensions: 500 mm*150 mm, 400 mm*300 mm 4 
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5.3.3 Water pipes and fin pipes 

Figure 5 - 6 presents the water flow system built in the testing rig. Driven by a 

pump, water flows from the water tank to the smooth or fin pipe reactor before 

returning to the tank. To control the water flow to one reactor, isolation valves 

have been installed at the inlet and outlet of each reactor. The water flow is in 

indirect contact with the air flow and thermochemical material. Table 5 - 2 gives 

the main components and specification of the water flow system. The water tank 

has been designed and built with an internal float valve to maintain the water level. 

Figure 5 - 6 Illustration of water flow in the experimental rig 
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Table 5 - 2 Specifications of the components in the water flow 

Component Specifications Quantity 

Pump Aulank WD-016, head: 36 m, maximum flow 1 
rate: 10 L/min 

Water tank Dimension: 500 mm * 500 mm * 900 mm, 1 
insulation: 50 mm glass wool 

Isolation valve Yongheng valve 22 mm 6 

Copper pipe Outer diameter: 22 mm, total length: 15 m 1 

Copper solder ring Straight coupling 22 mm, equal 90°C elbow 20 

22 mm 

Copper sheet Dimension: 0.8 mm * 300 mm * 300 mm 5 

Additionally, the study has built the fin pipe reactor. Fins have been cut out from 

copper sheets according to the fin dimensions in Figure 4 - 3. Then using a punch 

die tool, a hole is punched at the centre of the fin according to the pipe diameter. 

Specifically, as shown in Figure 5 - 7(a), an extended contact area has been 

created around the hole to increase the contact between the fin the pipe. After 

inserting the pipe through the fin, a clip has been used to secure the fin location 

(see Figure 5 - 7(b)). The distance between any two fins is 30 mm. 

Figure 5 - 7 Picture of the fin and fin pipe: (a) fin with extended contact area, (b) 
fin pipe with clips to secure the position 
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5.3.4 Parameter measurement, instrumentation, and data acquisition 

The parameters recorded in the experiment are air temperature, air flow rate, air 

humidity and air pressure with respect to the ambient and material temperature. 

Figure 5 - 8 presents the instrumentation in the air duct. 

Figure 5 - 8 Instrumentation in the air duct: (a) air velocity, humidity and 
thermocouple at the system inlet, (b) humidity sensor at the reactor inlet, (c) 
thermocouple at the reactor inlet, (d) thermocouple at the reactor outlet 

The installation positions have been selected at the centre of the air duct to 

ensure the measurement of the stabilised air flow. Figure 5 - 9 gives an example 

of the instrumentation positions in the air duct. 
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Figure 5 - 9 Picture of the instrumentations in the air duct 

To measure the zeolite temperature, each reactor container has been integrated 

with 6 thermocouples. The locations have been depicted in Figure 5 - 10. Since 

the air and water can flow through the reactor, temperature sensor locations have 

been separated along the air and water travel paths. Besides the temperature 

sensors inserted in the zeolite, thermocouples have been attached to the metal 

water pipe at the water inlet and outlet of each container. The thermocouples 

record the water pipe temperature and partly represent the water temperature. 

When constructing the reactor, the resources were limited to integrate 

thermocouples into the water pipe without leakages. The thermocouples have 

been fixed on the exterior of the water pipe. 
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Figure 5 - 10 Illustration of thermocouples in the reactor: location of 
thermocouples for a reactor container (a) and cross section view (b), (c) reactor 

cover with thermocouple holes, (d) thermocouple with rubber stopper 

The applied sensors in the experiment have been carefully selected to meet the 

operation conditions in the tests such as a relatively high temperature at 180 °C 

and air relative humidity above 90%. Table 5 - 3 summarises the specifications 

of the measurement instruments. To achieve accurate measurement of air, 

zeolite 13X and water, all the measurement instruments have been calibrated 

prior to the experimental tests. 
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Table 5 - 3 Specification of the instrumentations 
Instrument Specifications 
Thermocouple Manufacture: Sailing Technology, China 

Quantity 
64 

Model: PT100 

Range: - 200-500 °C 

Accuracy: 3% 

Humidity 
sensor 

Manufacture: E+E, Engerwitzdorf, Austria 

Model: EM1900 

5 

Range: 0-100 % 

Accuracy: 3% 

Pressure 
sensor 

Manufacture: Setra System, Boxborough, US 

Range: 0-1000 Pa 

2 

Accuracy: 1% 

Air velocity 
sensor 

Manufacture: E+E, Engerwitzdorf, Austria 

Model: EE660 

4 

Range: 0-100 m/s 

Accuracy: 3% 

Water flow 
meter 

Manufacture: Sailing Technology, China 

Accuracy: 3% 

1 

The communication of control and data acquisition is shown in Figure 5 - 11. To 

adjust the operation status of fan and water pump, two frequency inverters have 

been installed. To achieve a target air temperature, a proportional integral 

derivative (PID) controller has been used which links the electric heater and a 

specific thermocouple located at the inlet of the reactor. During a test, the PID 

control maintains the temperature of the inlet air at the target value. Regarding 

the data acquisition, 2 data loggers, Kunlun Tianchen TPC1061Ti, have been 

used to record the data from the instrumentations such as thermocouples, 

pressure sensors, humidity sensors and air velocity sensors. All the controls and 

communication is fed back to the primary monitor located at the control cabinet. 

Additionally, the data is sent to the computer for data recording and system 

control such as adjusting air flow rate, target temperature of the electric heater 

and water flow rate. 
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Figure 5 - 11 Diagram for experimental rig control and data acquisition 

5.3.5 Reactor performance evaluation indicators 

In the experiment, energetic and hydrothermal performance of the reactor has 

been investigated. 

In charging process, the thermal energy transferred to the adsorbent can be 

expressed as: 
̇ 5. 1 !7!,1,, = %̇ , ∙ '-,, ∙ (),,90 − ),,$*)+ 

The cumulative thermal energy input over a charging duration ;7 is calculated 

with the equation 5. 2. 

!)$),#,90 = �
)"
%̇ ,'-,, (),,90 − ),,$*)+U; 5. 2 

E 

Similar to a charging process, in discharging, the thermal energy of air can be 

expressed as: 

!6J"7!̇ ,1,, = %̇ , ∙ '-,, ∙ (),,$*) − ),,90+ 5. 3 

For air and water output in discharging, the cumulative thermal energy over a 

discharging process ;69"7!,1 is calculated with the equation 5. 4. 
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)&'("#$%
!)$),#,$*) = � %̇ ,'-,, (),,$*) − ),,90+U; 

E 5. 4 
)&'("#$% 

+ � %̇ ='-,= ()=,$*) − )=,90+U; 
E 

5.4 Evaluation and results discussions 

The study has conducted charging and discharging tests to investigate the 

performance of the reactor. A total of 9 tests of 5 hours each have been carried 

out. As given in Table 5 - 4, the tests investigate the reactor performance under 

different charging temperature, the effect of inlet air flow rate and the comparison 

between smooth and fin pipe reactor. Table 5 - 5 presents a summary of the 

experimental results. 

Table 5 - 4 Operating conditions for charging and discharging tests 

Test No. Charging/ Duration Inlet air Air mass Relative 

Discharging (hour) temperature flow rate humidity of 

(°C) (kg/s) inlet air (%) 

Test 1 Charging 120 0.045 Ambient 

Test 2 Discharging 20 0.02 95% 

Test 3 Charging 140 0.045 Ambient 

Test 4 Discharging 20 0.02 95% 

Test 5 Charging 5 180 0.045 Ambient 

Test 6 Discharging 20 0.024 95% 

Test 7 Discharging 25 0.015 95% 

Test 8 Discharging 25 0.018 95% 

Test 9 Discharging 25 0.02 95% 
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Table 5 - 5 Overall summary of the results of the experimental tests 
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Instantaneous heat input 

Test 
No. 

Reactor 
type 

Outlet air 
temperature !!,#$% 
(°C) 

Inlet and outlet air 
temperature difference
∆! (°C) 

in charging and heat 
output of air in 
discharging
#&,! (W) 

Cumulative 
energy #%#%!' 
(Wh) 

Energy 
density 
(Wh/g) 

Peak Average Peak Average Peak Average 

Test 1 Smooth 
Fin 

96.23 
89.56 

68.99 
68.17 

88.16 
89.04 

46.35 
47.17 

1332.93 
1346.26 

700.82 
713.27 

3504.12 
3566.38 

0.18 
0.18 

Test 2 Smooth 
Fin 

54.04 
51.35 

45.99 
42.45 

33.73 
31.14 

26.31 
22.77 

707.79 
509.945 

304.27 
397.84 

1523.87 
1989.21 

0.07 
0.10 

Test 3 Smooth 
Fin 

108.80 
103.63 

74.53 
76.39 

96.30 
94.54 

56.33 
54.47 

1456.08 
1429.37 

851.74 
823.51 

4265.83 
4124.45 

0.21 
0.21 

Test 4 Smooth 
Fin 

56.72 
39.26 

48.31 
30.33 

42.67 
39.26 

34.27 
29.55 

645.17 
593.56 

518.09 
458.58 

2594.77 
2296.71 

0.13 
0.12 

Test 5 Smooth 
Fin 

172.43 
171.27 

149.44 
142.40 

91.44 
114.24 

8.89 
15.94 

1382.55 
1727.26 

134.46 
240.97 

672.315 
1204.86 

0.03 
0.06 

Test 6 Smooth 
Fin 

67.65 
77.23 

42.37 
45.61 

46.81 
52.15 

20.12 
21.15 

1415.58 
1577.07 

608.54 
639.46 

3047.75 
3197.29 

0.15 
0.16 

Test 7 Smooth 
Fin 

72.04 
74.75 

43.18 
47.69 

44.62 
47.28 

16.13 
20.65 

674.70 
714.87 

243.88 
312.16 

1219.41 
1560.79 

0.06 
0.08 

Test 8 Smooth 76.29 46.70 52.20 20.95 947.15 380.14 1900.68 0.10 
Fin 64.32 40.73 40.87 17.32 741.52 314.26 1571.31 0.08 

Test 9 Smooth 
Fin 

67.65 
77.23 

42.40 
45.61 

46.81 
52.15 

20.15 
21.15 

943.72 
1051.38 

406.31 
426.31 

2031.57 
2131.52 

0.10 
0.11 



 

 

 

     

           

             

         

          

 

        

            

            

           

              

         

           

               

            

                  

5.4.1 The charging tests under different charging temperature 

The reactor has been charged with inlet air temperature at 120 °C (Test 1) and 

at 140 °C (Test 3). Figure 5 - 12 gives the temperature profiles of zeolite 13X in 

the smooth pipe reactor and the inlet air temperature during charging. The 

containers are named according to the indications in Figure 5 - 4. 

With respect to the zeolite temperature, it increases gradually during charging 

(see Figure 5 - 12). When charging the reactor at 120 °C, container 1 reaches 

120 °C in 4.5 hours, container 2 reaches 115.3 °C, container 3 at 105.5 °C and 

container 4 at 93.6 °C. When charging the reactor at 140 °C, container 1 reaches 

140 °C in 4.6 hours with container 2 at 133.4 °C, container 3 at 120.8 °C and 

container 4 at 106.08 °C. For both cases, container 4 achieves the lowest 

temperature in the reactor. For charging at 140 °C, the temperature of container 

4 surpasses that of container 3 in charging at 120 °C in 4.58 hours at 105.9 °C. 

Similarly, for charging at 140 °C, the temperature of containers 3 and 2 surpass 

that of containers 2 and 1 in 3.28 hours at 110.7 °C and in 1.78 hours at 108.8 °C. 
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Figure 5 - 12 Temperature of zeolite 13X in the smooth pipe reactor in charging 

with inlet air at 120 °C (Test 1) and 140 °C (Test 3) 

Figure 5 - 13 depicts the thermal energy of the containers in the smooth pipe 

reactor under charging at 120 °C and 140 °C. Container 1 achieves the peak 

thermal energy at around 1094 W at 120 °C and 1181 W at 140 °C. The thermal 

energy of the other containers reach to 400 W. At the beginning of the charging 

process, for Container 1, the thermal energy at 140 °C is relatively lower than that 

of the 120 °C for the inlet air temperature difference of the two cases. For the 

140 °C case, the inlet temperature fluctuates at the beginning of the charging 

process, causing delay for the inlet air temperature reaching its target value. 
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Figure 5 - 13 Comparison of the thermal energy of the smooth pipe reactor in 

charging at 120 °C (Test 1) and 140 °C (Test 3) 

5.4.2 The discharging tests with different charging temperature 

The reactor discharging performance under different charging temperature has 

been presented in Figure 5 - 14. This figure shows the peak reactor outlet air 

temperature in Test 2, Test 4 and Test 6. The tests are the discharging cases 

when the reactors have been charged with inlet air at 120 °C, 140 °C and 180 °C. 

Noticeably, increasing the charging temperature leads to relatively higher reactor 

outlet air temperature in discharging. With the reactor being charged with 180 °C 

inlet air, for Test 6, the smooth pipe and fin pipe reactor achieves the peak outlet 

air temperature at 67.65 °C and 77.23 °C, respectively, over 20 °C higher than 

charging with inlet air at 120 °C. The increase in charging temperature has 

improved the outlet air temperature in discharging, regardless of the integration 

of fins. Higher charging temperature contributes to removing relatively more 

moisture from the zeolites, increasing the energy release in discharging. However, 

the fin pipe reactor at Test 4 shows the lowest peak outlet temperature at 

39.26 °C. This is due to air leakage in the air flow system where air leakage has 
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reduced the reactor moisture intake. The air leakage issue has been fixed before 

conducting Test 5 and Test 6. For Test 6, the fin pipe reactor achieves a superior 

performance with the reactor outlet air temperature at 7 °C higher than the 

smooth pipe reactor. The integration of fins enhances the reactor heat transfer, 

increasing the overall reactor temperature in discharging. Thus the fin pipe 

reactor has achieved a higher outlet air temperature than the smooth pipe reactor. 

Figure 5 - 14 The peak reactor outlet air temperature in the discharging cases 

with different charging temperature 

5.4.3 The comparison of fin and smooth pipe reactor in charging 

Figure 5 - 15 gives a comparison of the average zeolite temperature of fin and 

smooth pipe reactor under the inlet air temperature at 180 °C in charging (Test 

5). Obviously, Container 1 and Container 2 of the fin pipe reactor achieve 

relatively higher temperature levels than that of the smooth pipe reactor. The 

temperature profile of Container 3 in both reactors is comparable. In 1 hour, 

Container 1, Container 2, Container 3 and Container 4 of the fin pipe reactor 

reach to 180.9 °C, 166.5 °C, 144.2 °C and 116.8 °C respectively. For the smooth 

pipe reactor, Container 1, Container 2, Container 3 and Container 4 reach to 

173.7 °C, 155.3 °C, 137.2 °C and 128.8 °C respectively. Fins direct the heat 
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across the containers and help the zeolite 13X reach a relatively higher 

temperature level, improving the reactor charging performance. 

The relatively higher temperature in the fin pipe reactor improves the desorption 

process in the charging process, causing relatively more energy being stored in 

the zeolite 13X. This can be reflected from the relatively smaller temperature 

increases of Container 3 and Container 4 in the fin pipe reactor. Container 4 in 

the fin pipe reactor has shown a relatively smaller temperature than that of the 

smooth pipe reactor. Additionally, Figure 5 - 16 gives a comparison of the 

temperature gradient. Container 3 and Container 4 of fin pipe reactor present a 

relatively lower temperature gradient than the smooth pipe reactor in 0.3 hours. 

Figure 5 - 15 Comparison of the average zeolite temperature in the fin pipe and 

smooth pipe reactor in charging (Test 5) 
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Figure 5 - 16 Temperature gradient from 0 to 1 hour 

5.4.4 Discharging performance under different inlet air mass flow rate 

Figure 5 - 17 illustrates the average zeolite temperature and outlet air 

temperature of the smooth pipe reactor in discharging under different inlet air 

mass flow rate at 0.015 kg/s, 0.018 kg/s, and 0.02 kg/s (Test 7, Test 8 and Test 

9). The relatively larger inlet air mass flow rate increases the zeolite temperature 

in discharging. When the air mass flowrate is increased from 0.015 kg/s to 0.018 

kg/s, the peak zeolite temperature in container 4 has been lifted by 4 °C and the 

average thermal power of the reactor has been increased by 56%. However, 

when the air mass flow rate increases to 0.02 kg/s, the peak reactor outlet air 

temperature reduces to 67.65 °C, 4.39 °C reduction based on the 0.015 kg/s 

value. 
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Figure 5 - 17 Zeolite and outlet air temperature of the smooth pipe reactor at 

different inlet air mass flow rate (Test 7, Test 8, and Test 9) 

5.4.5 Water pipe temperature in discharging tests 

The water pump can be switched on to use water for heat extraction in the 

discharging processes. To investigate the water temperature lift, discharging 

tests have been conducted for the smooth and fin pipe reactors with the water 

flow rate at 0.12 L/min. Figure 5 - 18 illustrates the water pipe temperature lift 

profiles of the smooth and fin pipe reactors under different inlet air mass flow rate. 

The water pipe temperature lift is the water pipe temperature difference between 

the outlet and inlet of a reactor. 
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Figure 5 - 18 Water pipe temperature lift for smooth and fin pipe reactor under 

different inlet air mass flow rate 

The fin pipe reactor has shown a superior performance in water temperature lift 

with 1.8 °C to 4 °C higher than that of the smooth pipe reactor. Specifically, the 

fin pipe reactor achieves the peak water temperature lift at 6.3 °C in 0.7 hours 

with inlet air mass flow rate at 0.015 kg/s. However, the peak water temperature 

lift for the smooth pipe reactor is 3.5 °C in 0.4 hours with inlet air mass flow rate 

at 0.018 kg/s. The value is relatively lower than the level for residential building 

application, indicating the potential in optimising the reactor operation strategy. 

5.5 Limitations of the experimental tests 

The limitations and sources of possible errors in the experimental tests are 

highlighted as follows. 

• The water temperature increment is relatively small in the experimental tests. 

This may be caused by the water pipe thermocouple positions which are fixed 
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to the water pipe exterior. Also, the reactor temperature and water flow rate in 

discharging should be justified. 

• The fins are tightly fitted on the water pipes rather than casting or extrusion, 

which introduces thermal contact resistance at the interface. 

• No humidity measurement is presented in the study since the humidity 

sensors require further calibration to produce reliable data. 

• The experimental conditions may experience the fluctuation of ambient 

temperature, which causes a difference between the experiment and 

simulation results. 

• Errors in measuring and interpolation of the data. 

• The thermocouples in the reactor may not represent the temperature 

developed above or under the location of the thermocouples. 

5.6 Chapter summary 

This chapter has illustrated the experimental rig and experimental tests of the 

proposed reactor. According to the experimental tests, the results are highlighted 

as follows. 

• The increase in the charging temperature lifts the outlet air temperature in 

discharging. After charging the reactor at 180 °C, the following discharging 

process has achieved the peak outlet air temperature at 67.65 °C and 

77.23 °C for smooth and fin pipe reactors respectively, which is over 20 °C 

higher than the reactor charging at 120 °C. For the smooth pipe reactor, the 

corresponding thermal energy generation has been lifted from 1523.8 Wh with 

charging temperature at 120 °C to 3047.7 Wh with charging temperature at 

180 °C. The fin pipe reactor has achieved a slightly higher thermal energy 

generation from 1989.2 Wh with charging temperature at 120 °C to 3197.3 

Wh with charging temperature at 180 °C. 

• The fin pipe reactor has shown superior performance than the smooth pipe 

reactor in both charging and discharging processes. In charging, under the 

inlet air temperature at 180 °C, the fin pipe reactor has shown a significant 

increase in the zeolite temperature gradient of the thermochemical material. 
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For instance, Container 1 achieves the temperature gradient at 0.15 °C/s for 

fin pipe reactor and 0.11 °C/s for smooth pipe reactor. In discharging, the fin 

pipe reactor achieves relatively larger water temperature lift. With inlet water 

at around 20 °C at 0.015 kg/s, the fin pipe reactor provides water temperature 

lift at 1.8 °C to 4 °C higher than that of the smooth pipe reactor. For the outlet 

air temperature in Test 6, the fin pipe reactor has achieved the peak value at 

77.2 °C with nearly 10 °C higher than that of the smooth pipe reactor. 

• Increasing the inlet air mass flow rate can improve the reactor outlet air 
temperature. However, an excessive inlet air mass flow rate will reduce the 

outlet air temperature. For the smooth pipe reactor, for instance, the peak 

outlet air temperature has been increased from 71.9 °C to 75.6 °C when 

increasing the air mass flow rate from 0.015 kg/s to 0.018 kg/s. However, it 

reduces to 67.6 °C when the air mass flow rate increases to 0.02 kg/s. 
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CHAPTER 6: NUMERICAL PERFORMANCE INVESTIGATION 
OF THE THREE-PHASE THERMOCHEMICAL REACTOR 

6.1 Overview 

This chapter investigates a three-phase thermochemical reactor through an 

experimentally validated numerical model. According to the investigations, this 

chapter also provides the reactor configuration suggestions. The main work in the 

chapter includes: 

• Validation of the two dimensional thermochemical reactor numerical model; 

• Evaluating the sensitive parameters in the numerical model that affects the 

results; 

• Investigating the effect of air and adsorbent parameters on the reactor 

charging and discharging processes; 

• Evaluating the reactor configuration effect on the charging and discharging 

processes; and 

• Provide suggestions in design a thermochemical reactor with considerations. 

6.2 Numerical model validation 

To illustrate the degree of which the numerical model represents the actual world 

for the intended applicability, numerical model validation is conducted. This 

section compares the computed results with the experimental values in charging 

and discharging cases. Figure 6 - 1 illustrates the flow chart of the numerical 

simulation and validation. It presents the input parameters and calculation 

methods in the numerical modelling. For the validation, 7 comparison cases are 

conducted. The conditions of the cases are presented in 

Table 6 - 1. For charging, Case 1 and Case 2 are the charging experiment of the 

smooth pipe reactor and fin pipe reactor, respectively. For the smooth pipe 

reactor, Case 3 is the discharging with humidified ambient inlet air; and Case 4 

is the discharging under the conditions of Case 3 with water circulation. For the 

fin pipe reactor, Case 5 is the discharging with humidified ambient inlet air; Case 
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6 is the discharging with humidified and preheated air at 50 °C; and Case 7 is the 

discharging under the conditions of Case 6, but it turns on water circulation when 

the reactor achieves peak temperature. It is noted that during a charging process, 

the zeolite temperature is used for both the experimental and numerical results. 

During a discharging process, the outlet air temperature is used as the results. 

Figure 6 - 1 Flow chart of the simulation model and validation 
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Table 6 - 1 Operating conditions for charging and discharging the reactor 

Parameter Charging 
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

Discharging 
Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 

Reactor type 
Ambient 

Smooth 
21.33 

Fin 
23.62 

Smooth 
18.52 22.75 13.08 

Fin 
13.21 21.18 

temperature 
Air flow rate 0.045 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.045 0.045 0.045 
(kg/s) 

Charging 
inlet air 

110.7 180.4 - - - - -

temperature 
(°C) 

Discharging 
inlet 

- - 18.52 22.75 25.23 50 50 

temperature 
(°C) 

Duration (h) 
Water flow 

6 
-

5 
-

2 
-

4 
0.12 

2 
-

6 
-

2 
0.12 

rate (L/min) 

6.2.1 Numerical model validation in charging 

Case 1 and Case 2 

Figure 6 - 2 and Figure 6 - 3 show the comparison between the experimental and 

numerical results for the reactor outlet temperature during the charging study of 

the smooth and fin pipe reactor, respectively. The discrepancy between the 

experimental and numerical results of the cases is seen when the temperature is 

rising to the charging inlet temperature. For Case 1, the maximum temperature 

discrepancy during this stage reaches 25 °C. After the reactor temperature 

increases to 72 °C, a good agreement is obtained. For Case 2, the maximum 

temperature difference reaches 21.9 °C and a good agreement is achieved with 

the increasing of the reactor temperature. The temperature discrepancy can be 

attributed to the following. 

• Heat loss from the reactor components to the environment has not been 

considered in the numerical model. 
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• Initial water content of zeolite in the charging test has not been identified. The 

difference in initial water content leads to different adsorption kinetics in the 

linear driving force model. 

Figure 6 - 2 Measured and simulated adsorbent temperature of the smooth pipe 

reactor in charging (Case 1) 
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Figure 6 - 3 Measured and simulated adsorbent temperature of the fin pipe 

reactor in charging (Case 2) 

6.2.2 Numerical model validation in discharging 

Case 3 and Case 4 

Regarding discharging, for the smooth pipe reactor, the comparison between 

computing values and experimental measurements are presented in Figure 6 - 4 

and Figure 6 - 5. Figure 6 - 4 is Case 3 where the reactor has been discharging 

with the air at ambient temperature without water output. Figure 6 - 5 is the reactor 

with water supply and it shows the water temperature (Case 4). Both figures show 

good agreement between simulation results and experimental measurements. 

The maximum temperature discrepancy for Case 3 is 8 °C and for Case 4 is 

1.8 °C during the temperature rising stage. For Case 4, the experimental water 

data shows fluctuations in the beginning of the discharging. The water has been 

turned off and the water pipes have directed heat from the adsorbent. 
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Figure 6 - 4 Measured and simulated smooth pipe reactor outlet air temperature 

in discharging with humidified ambient air (Case 3) 

Figure 6 - 5 Measured and simulated smooth pipe reactor outlet water 

temperature (Case 4) 
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Case 5 and Case 6 

Figure 6 - 6 is case 5 where the fin pipe reactor has been discharged with air at 

ambient temperature, while Figure 6 - 7 is for discharging with preheated air at 

50 °C. Both figures have shown good agreement between the experimental and 

numerical results. For the numerical data, the reactor outlet temperature achieves 

the peak discharging temperature faster than the values obtained in the 

experiment. The maximum temperature discrepancy has been observed during 

the temperature rising stage at 10 °C and 7 °C, respectively. Specifically, in 

Figure 6 - 7, the temperature profile presents a noticeable difference for the 

discharging after 4.3 hours, because the air duct heater has been switched off 

after 4.3 hours. In experimental tests, the residual heat from the heater continues 

to preheat the air. While in the numerical model, the transitional stage has not 

been considered. 

Figure 6 - 6 Measured and simulated fin pipe reactor outlet air temperature in 

discharging with humidified ambient air (Case 5) 
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Figure 6 - 7 Measured and simulated fin pipe reactor outlet air temperature in 

discharging with heated air (Case 6) 

Case 7 

Under the conditions of Case 6, water circulation has been switched on when the 

zeolite temperature reaches the peak value at 68 °C. Figure 6 - 8 illustrates the 

comparison between the measured and computing values of water temperature 

at the inlet and outlet of the reactor. An unstable temperature profile in the 

measurement has been witnessed, because the heat from zeolite has been 

transferred to the metal pipe and water before 0.55 hours when the water 

circulation has been switched off. The transitional stage in the experiment has 

not been taken into the validation. After this stage, the water circulation pump has 

been switched on and the inlet and outlet temperature profiles become stable at 

25 °C and 30 °C, respectively. The simulation outlet water temperature is 

relatively stable because of the axis scale and the relatively constant adsorbent 

temperature backed by the inlet air. When comparing the experimental data with 

the computing values, the maximum temperature difference is 9.6 °C during 0.6 

to 0.8 hours when the measurements are reducing to a relatively stable value at 
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around 30 °C. After 0.8 hours, the temperature discrepancy drops to 1.1°C. The 

contributions to the discrepancy can be: 

• Themetal pipe energy accumulation has not been considered in the numerical 

model. 

• In the experiment, thermocouples are attached to the outside of the metal pipe. 

The measured pipe temperature has been considered to be the water 

temperature. 

Figure 6 - 8 Measured and simulated fin pipe reactor inlet and outlet water 

temperature (Case 7) 

6.2.3 Statistical analysis of the model validation 

When validating the numerical model by the experimental results, the correlation 

between the numerical and experimental data is presented with the coefficient of 

correlation. It measures how well the two sets of data are related and can be 

calculated with the following equation (Shukla et al. 2008): 

"#$ "#$ "#$#∑"#% %"&" − ∑"#% (%")∑"#% (&")!! = 
& 

6. 1 
"#$ "#$ "#$ "#$*# ∑"#% %"& − +∑"#% %",

&*# ∑"#% &"& − +∑"#% &", 
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Where there are # observations and forecast data %" represents one of the 
forecast data obtained from the numerical model, &" represents an observed 
experimental data. 

Additionally, the root mean square of percent error (RMSPE) has been applied to 

the model validation which measures the percentage difference between the 

forecast data and observed values, given in the following expression (Guarino et 

al. 2017): 

"#$ & 

"#% &" 
6. 2 -./01 = 2#

14 5&" − %"6 × 100 

The numerical model has been validated by comparing the computing values with 

the experimental results. Detailed statistical analysis is given in Table 6 - 2. The 

values of the coefficient of correlation and root mean square percentage error 

have been calculated for validating the model for the three-phase 

thermochemical reactor. The maximum root mean square percent error is for 

Case 2 at 12.78%. As reported in literature, the acceptable error is 14% (Shukla 

et al. 2008, Allouche et al. 2016) or the average error of less than 12% (Dolado 

et al. 2011). Therefore, there is a good agreement between the computed and 

measured results in both the charging and discharging processes. 

Table 6 - 2 Statistical analysis in the model validation 

Parameter Value 

Charging Discharging 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 

Coefficient of 

correlation 
0.96 0.98 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.95 -

Root mean 

square percent 

error (RMSPE) 

12.29% 12.78% 7.64% 3.67% 12.79% 10.53% 6.02% 
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6.3 Parameters sensitivity analysis 

Three parameters have been identified as sensible on the reactor temperature 

profile, the reference diffusivity 9', heterogeneity factor : and initial water uptake 

;'. These parameters are critical to adsorption isotherm and adsorption kinetics 
which affect the amount of heat charged or discharged from the adsorbent. The 

literature has reported uncertainty of the parameters. For instance, for the 

heterogeneity factor, in general, value of : < 2 are for heterogeneous carbons 

and value of : > 2 are for highly homogeneous carbons. However, Dubinin and 

Astakhov (1971), the suggested approximate value for zeolites is 4 to 6. While 

other literatures suggest the value ranging from 0.5 to 2 (Cortés et al. 2010). With 

respect to the reference diffusivity 9' , variations occur in different calculation 

method (Sircar and Hufton 2000) and molar fraction (Gorbach et al. 2004). For 

the initial water uptake, different experiment tests may start from different initial 

water uptake, affecting the adsorption kinetics and mass transfer scenario. This 

section presents how these parameters influence the reactor temperature profiles. 

The reactor outlet temperature is the zeolite temperature in charging, and the 

outlet air temperature in discharging. The base conditions can be referred to 

Table 6 - 3. 

6.3.1 Effect of reference diffusivity 

In charging, as shown in Figure 6 - 9(a), the reference diffusivity influences the 

elevation of temperature profile with respect to the charging time. Relatively larger 

reference diffusivity reduces the time required for the reactor reaching the 

charging inlet temperature. With the charging duration from 0 to 1 hour, the 

reactor outlet temperature increases to 80 °C ~ 95 °C for diffusivity from 2e-6 

m2/s to 4e-6 m2/s while it increases to around 60 °C for diffusivity from 2e-7 m2/s 

to 4e-7 m2/s. In discharging, as shown in Figure 6 - 9(b), reference diffusivity 

ranging from 2e-7 m2/s to 4e-7 m2/s leads to less than 5 °C increase in reactor 

outlet temperature. When the diffusivity increases from 2e-6 m2/s to 4e-6 m2/s, 

the reactor temperature outlet increases significantly. Additionally, the steepness 

of the temperature profiles has been influenced by the diffusivity. According to 

the linear driving force model, the mass transfer coefficient increases with the rise 
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of diffusivity. Therefore, relatively larger amount of adsorption energy has been 

released, increasing the reactor outlet air temperature. The reference diffusivity 

used in the numerical modelling of the study is 2e-6 m2/s. 

Figure 6 - 9 Influence of reference diffusivity to the temperature profile in (a) 

charging and (b) discharging 

6.3.2 Effect of heterogeneity factor 

Different heterogeneity factors for zeolite 13X have been reported in literatures 

(Dubinin and Astakhov 1971, Cortés et al. 2010). The results presented below 

illustrate the effect of the heterogeneity factor to the reactor outlet temperature 

(Figure 6 - 10). The heterogeneity factor : has been investigated from 0.5 to 6. 

At the beginning of the charging duration, there is a steep lift in the temperature 

profiles. The steepness has been enhanced by the increase of the heterogeneity 

factor. At relatively larger heterogeneity factor, the reactor outlet temperature 

reaches to the heat source temperature in a reduced amount of time. In terms of 

discharging, heterogeneity factor affects the level of peak outlet air temperature 

and the slope of the temperature profiles. The heterogeneity factor used in the 

numerical modelling of the study is 1.55. 
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Figure 6 - 10 Influence of heterogeneity factor to the temperature profile in (a) 

charging and (b) discharging 

6.3.3 Effect of initial water uptake 

The effect of initial water uptake of zeolite 13X has been evaluated, as shown in 

Figure 6 - 11. In terms of charging, a relatively smaller initial water uptake 

increases the steepness of the outlet temperature profile and leads to a relatively 

higher temperature level within the first hour of charging. During the process, the 

margins among the reached temperature levels are reducing. However, when the 

initial water uptake is larger than 0.20 kgH2O/kgzeolite, the outlet temperature profile 

starts dropping significantly in the first hour of charging. When the charging 

duration goes up to the 7th hour, all temperature profiles increase to the target 

charging temperature. Therefore, the initial water uptake is critical for the reactor 

temperature increasing at the start of a charging process. With respect to 

discharging, however, a relatively larger initial water uptake reduces the reactor 

outlet air temperature drastically from around 55 °C to less than 20 °C, as shown 

in Figure 6 - 11(b). The initial water uptake at 0.15 kgH2O/kgzeolite can reach the 

peak discharging temperature under the current simulation conditions. The 

straight temperature profile indicates the adsorption energy is continuously 

transferring to the reactor within the 2 hours discharging session. However, when 

the initial water uptake increases to 0.30 kgH2O/kgzeolite, the temperature profile 

has been reaching the ambient temperature. The initial water uptake used in the 
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charging simulation is 0.33 kgH2O/kgzeolite and in the discharging is 0.17 

kgH2O/kgzeolite. 

Figure 6 - 11 Influence of initial water uptake to the temperature profile in (a) 

charging and (b) discharging 

6.4 The effect of air and adsorbent parameters on the reactor 

The adsorption process takes place between the air and adsorbent. The 

parameters of air and adsorbent affect the reactor evaluation parameters, energy 

conversion efficiency (ECE) and extent of adsorption (EOA). According to the 

validated numerical model, this section investigates how a parameter of air and 

adsorbent affects the reactor’s charging and discharging processes. The 

investigated parameters are inlet air temperature, air flow rate, inlet air relative 

humidity, adsorbent particle diameter, reactor bed porosity, and charging and 

discharging duration. The numerical model of the smooth pipe reactor has been 

applied in the investigation. The effect of the pipe on the reactor’s charging and 

discharging is minimum since the size of the water pipe is relatively small and the 

water is unmoving. 

Table 6 - 3 presents the initial and operative conditions of the analysis. The base 

conditions are referred to the validated zeolite adsorption models (Tatsidjodoung 

et al. 2016, Mette et al. 2014b). The discharging base conditions are inlet air 

temperature at 20 °C, air flow rate at 0.045 kg/s, relative humidity at 95%. The 
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discharging base conditions led to the adsorbent water uptake of 0.33 

kgH2O/kgzeolite when EOA reaches 100%. The water uptake is the initial water 

uptake of a charging process. The base conditions of a charging process are the 

air flow rate at 0.045 kg/s and inlet air temperature at 180 °C. Each charging 

duration is 4 hours. The charging base conditions lead to the adsorbent water 

uptake reducing to 0.19 kgH2O/kgzeolite. The water uptake is the initial water uptake 

for a discharging process. Then a discharging evolution is conducted with the 

discharging base conditions. Each discharging duration is 4 hours. 
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Table 6 - 3 Initial and operative conditions in the numerical analysis 

Parameter Symbol Value Unit Reference 

Bed porosity !!"# 0.39 - (Tatsidjodoung 

Zeolite particle " $%&'()*" 0.20 W/(m·K) et al. 2016) 

conductivity 

Activation energy #%)' 29.5 kJ/mol 

Reference diffusivity $+ 2e-6 m2/s 

Maximum adsorption 
volume 
Characteristic energy of 

%+ 

#%# 

0.34e-3 

1.1923e3 

m3/kgadsorbent 

kJ/kgH2O 

(Mette et al. 

2014b) 

adsorption in adsorption 

equilibrium 

Zeolite particle diameter & 4.0e-3 m (Hengyi 

Chemical 

2018) 

Particle !$%&'()*" 0.32 - (Sun et al. 

Porosity 1995) 

Dry air density ρ% 1.177 kg/m3 (R. Welty et al. 

Air thermal conductivity " % 2.62e-2 W/(m∙K) 1970) 

Operative base conditions 

Ambient temperature 20 °C 

Inlet air temperature in 180 °C 

charging 

Inlet air mass flowrate in 0.045 kg/s 

charging and discharging 

Initial water uptake of - 0.33 kgH2O/kgzeolite 

zeolite 13X in charging 

Initial temperature of 20 °C 

zeolite 13X in charging 

and discharging 

Inlet air relative humidity 95 % 
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6.4.1 Impact of inlet air temperature 

To evaluate impact of the intake air temperature, simulations have been 

conducted with intake air temperature ranging from 60 °C to 200 °C while other 

parameters remain as the base conditions. Figure 6 - 12 illustrates the evaluation 

parameters with the varying inlet air temperature in charging. 

Figure 6 - 12 The reactor evaluation parameters with varying inlet air 

temperature in charging 

The ECEchar increases and the EOA decreases with the increasing inlet air 

temperature. It shows that a higher inlet air temperature reaches a lower 

adsorbent water uptake. When the adsorbent reaches a higher temperature, the 

adsorption potential ?() and equivalent diffusivity 9* increases, which leads to a 

larger mass transfer coefficient @+. According to the linear driving force model, 
the increase in mass transfer coefficient leads to a larger rate of water uptake 

A;⁄AB. Therefore, increasing the inlet air temperature contributes to relatively 
larger amount of energy storage in the adsorbent. However, the relatively low 

inlet air temperature below 100 °C can be ineffective in a charging process. 

According to the analysis, the inlet air temperature at 100 °C has led to the 
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ECEchar and EOA at 15.3% and 75.9%, respectively. The relatively high EOA from 

a charging process can be unfavourable for the following discharging. 

Figure 6 - 13 gives the reactor evaluation parameters with the varying inlet 

temperature in discharging. The inlet air temperature has been increasing from 

20 °C to 70 °C with the other parameters remaining as base conditions. 

Figure 6 - 13 The reactor evaluation parameters with varying inlet air 

temperature in discharging 

The ECEdischar decreases with the increasing inlet air temperature because 

relatively smaller air temperature lift has been achieved. When increasing the 

inlet air temperature, relatively more heat transfers to the adsorbent due to the 

temperature difference between the air and the adsorbent. It reduces the air 

temperature lift from the reactor. However, raising the inlet air temperature 

increases adsorbent temperature, which leads to a larger mass transfer 

coefficient @+. According to the LDF model, it increases the rate of water uptake 
and contributes to the increase of EOA. In this evaluation, the EOA has increased 

from 51.8% to 56.6% with the inlet air temperature increasing from 20 °C to 40 

°C. However, the EOA reduces with the inlet air at over 50 °C. This is because 
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the increase of adsorbent temperature constrains the discharging capability by 

reducing the equilibrium water uptake ;*, . The equilibrium water uptake ;*, 

reduced at a higher temperature. Thus, relatively less moisture is adsorbed in the 

reactor. 

6.4.2 Impact of air flow rate 

In addition to intake air temperature, the effect of air flow rate has been conducted. 

As shown in Figure 6 - 14, ECEchar and EOA reduce with the increasing air mass 

flow rate. With the air mass flow rate increasing to 0.19 kg/s, ECEchar and EOA 

reduces to 9.6% to 11.2%, respectively. It shows that an increase in moisture 

transfer has been achieved at a larger air mass flow rate. Since the moisture 

transfer is initiated by the vapour pressure difference between the air flow and 

solid adsorbent, the vapour pressure difference remains at a relatively higher 

level when there is relatively larger amount of air mass flow. 

Figure 6 - 14 The reactor evaluation parameters with varying air mass flow rate 

in charging 

Figure 6 - 15 shows the ECEdischar and EOA with the increasing air mass flow rate 

in discharging. Both profiles remain relatively stable with the average ECEdischar 
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at 11.8% and the average EOA at 51.1%. This shows that, in discharging, 

increasing the air flow rate may not have a strong effect in increasing the amount 

of moisture absorbed in the reactor. This has resulted from the reduction of 

adsorbent temperature. Although increasing the air mass flow rate leads to an 

increasing amount of moisture supply, it reduces the adsorbent temperature 

since the inlet air temperature is lower than the adsorbent temperature. In this 

analysis, when increasing the air mass flow rate from 0.19 kg/s to 0.3 kg/s, the 

peak and average adsorbent temperature has been reduced by 33 °C and 12 °C, 

respectively. It leads to the decrease of mass transfer coefficient @+ and rate of 

water uptake A;⁄AB. 

Figure 6 - 15 The reactor evaluation parameters with varying air mass flow rate 

in discharging 

6.4.3 Impact of inlet air relative humidity 

Since moisture transfers between air flow and solid adsorbent, the inlet air relative 

humidity can affect the reactor performance. Figure 6 - 16 illustrates the 

simulation results where the inlet air relative humidity varies from 10% to 90% 

with other parameters remaining as the base conditions. 
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Figure 6 - 16 The reactor evaluation parameters with varying inlet air relative 

humidity in charging 

The rise of the inlet air relative humidity reduces ECEchar and increases EOA. 

With respect to ECEchar, it reduces from 29.8% to about 23.1%. For the EOA, it 

increases from 34.8% to around 43.4%. The increase in inlet air relative humidity 

leads to a larger vapour pressure in the air. It increases adsorption volumeD in 

the adsorbent, resulting in a larger water uptake at equilibrium state ;*. Since the 
rate of water uptake A;⁄AB is determined by the difference between the ;* and 

the actual water uptake ;, the increase of equilibrium water uptake ;* leads to 

relatively lower rate of water uptake A;⁄AB and lower amount of moisture transfer. 
Although increasing the inlet air relative humidity is unfavourable to a charging 

process, the impact is relatively insignificant because the adsorbent temperature 

plays a dominant role in charging. 

For a discharging process, Figure 6 - 17 depicts the ECEdischar and EOA with the 

inlet air relative humidity varying from 10% to 90%. Both parameters increase 

with the rising relative humidity from 1.7% to 11.9% for ECEdischar and from 42.1% 

to 52.1% for EOA. Since the mass transfer is initiated by the vapour pressure 
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difference between air and adsorbent, improving the inlet air relative humidity 

allows an increasing amount of moisture transfer. 

Figure 6 - 17 The reactor evaluation parameters with varying inlet air relative 

humidity in discharging 

6.4.4 Impact of adsorbent particle diameter 

To evaluate the impact of adsorbent particle diameter on evaluation parameters, 

analysis has been conducted on varying the particle diameter from 3.5 mm to 6 

mm with other parameters remaining as the base conditions. The simulation 

results are shown in Figure 6 - 18. 
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Figure 6 - 18 The reactor evaluation parameters with varying adsorbent particle 

diameter in charging 

For charging, a larger particle diameter achieves a smaller ECEchar and a larger 

EOA. The ECEchar reduces from 28.3% at 3.5 mm to 24.4% at 6 mm. The EOA 

increases from 34.9% at 3.5 mm to 41.8% at 6 mm. This shows the reduction of 

the amount of moisture transfer with the increasing particle diameter. The particle 

diameters links to the mass transfer coefficient @+, where the decrease of particle 
diameters achieves a larger @+ . The mass transfer coefficient @+ then 

contributes to a larger rate of water uptake A;⁄AB , promoting the moisture 
transfer. Besides the contribution to charging, a smaller particle diameter can 

achieve a more extensive discharging. As show in Figure 6 - 19, in the 

discharging analysis, the particle diameter at 3.5 mm achieves ECEdischar and 

EOA at 20.6% and 60.7%, respectively. 
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Figure 6 - 19 The reactor evaluation parameters with varying adsorbent particle 

diameter in discharging 

6.4.5 Impact of reactor bed porosity 

Reactor bed porosity provides the void fraction inside the reactor. When other 

parameters remain as the base conditions, analysis has been conducted by 

increasing the bed porosity from 0.3 to 0.7. Figure 6 - 20 depicts the evaluation 

parameters in charging. The ECEchar and EOA decrease drastically with the 

increasing bed porosity. The ECEchar drops from 26.7% at porosity of 0.3 to 0.5% 

at porosity of 0.7. The corresponding EOA decreases from 40.8% to 1.2%, 

respectively. The decrease of EOA shows an extensive amount of moisture has 

been extracted from the adsorbent. This is closely linked to the increase in air 

flows through the adsorbent. In detail, bed permeability has been increased when 

increasing the bed porosity value. According to the study, the permeability of bed 

porosity 0.6 is 23 times higher than that of the 0.3. Following the increase of 

permeability, air velocity has been improved accordingly. Therefore, under the 

same amount of charging duration, a relatively larger amount of air has travelled 

through the adsorbent, improving the moisture transfer. However, the increase of 
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air flow rate leads to the decrease of ECEchar by increasing the thermal energy 

input to the reactor. 

Figure 6 - 20 The reactor evaluation parameters with varying reactor bed 

porosity in charging 

Figure 6 - 21 shows the evaluation parameters in discharging with increasing bed 

porosity. Unlike the charging analysis, both parameters remain almost constant 

in discharging. This is caused by the increase of air flow and decrease of mass 

transfer coefficient @+. The increase of bed porosity leads to air flow rate increase. 
When air flow rate is relatively slow and the time for the mass transfer is relatively 

long, the air flow tends to become in equilibrium with the adsorbent. With the 

increase of air flow rate, the vapour pressure difference between the air and 

adsorbent becomes relatively larger which promotes the moisture transfer. 

However, the adsorbent temperature decreases with the increase of air flow rate 

because the heat transfers from the adsorbent to the air. This leads to the 

decrease of mass transfer coefficient @+ . In this analysis, the average mass 

transfer coefficient @+ has reduced by 26.7% with the porosity increasing from 

0.3 to 0.7, which constrains the moisture transfer. In this analysis, the moisture 
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transfer elevation by the air flow and limitation from the mass transfer coefficient 

@+ has resulted in relatively stable evaluation parameters. 

Figure 6 - 21 The reactor evaluation parameters with varying reactor bed 

porosity in discharging 

6.4.6 Impact of charging and discharging duration 

In addition to the parameters of air flow and solid adsorbent, the duration in 

charging and discharging can affect the evaluation parameters. In this study, the 

effect of charging duration has been investigated for the charging duration from 

0.5 hour to 5.5 hours with other conditions remaining as the base conditions 

(Figure 6 - 22). 
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Figure 6 - 22 The reactor evaluation parameters with charging duration 

The ECEchar increases from 3.9% for 0.5 hour to 31.1% for 5.5 hours. The EOA 

decreases from 89.4% for 0.5 hour to 28.1% for 5.5 hours. Besides the decrease 

of EOA, the change of EOA reduces with the increasing charging duration. The 

EOA reduces by 30.3% for charging duration from 0.5 hour to 2.5 hours and it 

reduces by 20.2% for charging duration from 2.5 hours to 4.5 hours. When the 

adsorbent reduces water uptake, a charging process requires increasing time 

consumption as the adsorbent approaches to the charging equilibrium. 

Figure 6 - 23 depicts the rate of water uptake with the increase of charging 

duration along with the reactor bed length. Air travels through the reactor bed 

length and the peak rate of water uptake A;⁄AB for each duration has been 
marked in the figure. Dehydration occurs from the side of the inlet air to the exit. 

Therefore, with the charging time increases, the peak rate of water uptake moves 

along the bed length. However, for the time step of 1 hour, the distance of the 

A;⁄AB peaks (dash line in the figure) narrows when the charging time increases. 
This is because when the adsorbent is being dehydrated, it is losing vapour to 

the air flow, reducing the vapour pressure difference between the air and 

adsorbent. Therefore, it takes an increasing time consumption to proceed a 

charging process as the adsorbent becomes dehydrated. 
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Figure 6 - 23 Rate of water uptake with the charging durations in the reactor 

For the effect of discharging duration, Figure 6 - 24 depicts the evaluation 

parameters with the discharging duration increasing from 0.5 hour to 5.5 hours. 

In this analysis, both ECEdischar and EOA increase with the increase of discharging 

duration. Both parameters are nearly proportional to the discharging duration, 

because the inlet moisture is the main factor limiting the increase of the evaluation 

parameters in discharging. The adsorbent adsorbs the inlet water vapour until it 

achieves a certain amount of water uptake. 
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Figure 6 - 24 The reactor evaluation parameters with discharging duration 

6.4.7 Interactions of the air and adsorbent parameters 

Figure 6 - 25 shows the interactions of air and adsorbent parameters in charging 

and discharging processes. Parameters linked by the lines indicate a close 

correlation. The change of a parameter leads to the change of the other. A larger 

width of the lines indicates a relatively higher level of influence from one 

parameter to the other. For instance, the influence of bed porosity to permeability 

is relatively larger to the particle diameter. 
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Figure 6 - 25 Interaction of parameters in charging and discharging 

The interactions apply to both charging and discharging processes. With respect 

to a charging process, for example, the rise of adsorbent temperature E is -

initiated by the air temperature E(. The E leads to the increase of mass transfer -

coefficient F+ and rate of water uptake change A;⁄AB , improving the mass 
transfer and allowing relatively more energy to be stored in the adsorbent. 

Meanwhile, the increase of E leads to the decrease of equilibrium water uptake -

;* , contributing to the rise of A;⁄AB. Additionally, the actual water uptake ;, 
determined by adsorbent initial condition and charging condition, affects the 

A;⁄AB during a charging process. For a discharging process, the air temperature 
E( influences the adsorbent temperature E which can increase the mass transfer -

coefficient F+ and decrease the equilibrium water uptake ;*,. The mass transfer 
boosted by the increasing F+ and hindered by the decreasing ;*, ultimately 

results in the rate of water uptake A;⁄AB. 
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6.5 The three-phase reactor configuration effects and operation conditions 

on the evaluation indicators 

Besides the investigation of air and adsorbent parameter’s effect on the 

evaluation parameters, the study has conducted a configuration analysis on the 

three-phase reactor. The configuration study is to present and evaluate the three-

phase reactor in both charging and discharging processes. The investigation 

includes geometric and operational parameters of the reactor including the 

integration of fins, fin pitches, reactor length and width, inlet air temperature and 

water flow rate. The evaluation indicators have been used for charging and 

discharging analysis, as given in Table 6 - 4. 

Table 6 - 4 Evaluation indicators in the configuration analysis 

Definition Unit 

Charging 

Time consumption for the EOA from 100% to 20% Hour 

ECEchar % 

Discharging 

Average outlet air temperature °C 

Average outlet water temperature °C 

EOA % 

ECEdischar % 

The initial and operative conditions follow Table 6 - 3. Each evaluation includes 

a charging process and two discharging processes. The charging process starts 

from EOA at 100%, which is determined by the discharging base conditions. A 

charging process terminates when the EOA reaches 20% to store a relatively 

large amount of adsorption energy for the following discharging. The ECEchar and 

time consumption are the evaluation indicators in charging. For the first 

discharging process, the reactor operates in the air supply mode by using the 

reactor outlet air as the useful heat without water supply. For the second 

discharging process, the reactor operates in air and water supply mode by using 

air and water as useful heat. Each discharging process starts from the EOA at 
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20% with the operative conditions of Table 6 - 3 for 4 hours. The evaluation 

indicators in discharging are the average outlet air and water temperature, EOA 

at the end of discharging, and ECEdischar. 

6.5.1 The effect of fin pitches on the evaluation indicators 

The effect of fin pitches has been studied by varying the fin pitch from 10 mm to 

50 mm in charging and discharging processes. For charging, Figure 6 - 26 

presents the ECEchar and time consumption of the fin pipe reactor under different 

fin pitches. According to Figure 6 - 26, smaller fin pitches leads to less time 

consumption and larger ECEchar, making the reactor more efficient in charging. 

From fin pitches of 50 mm to 10 mm, the ECEchar has been increased by 38.4% 

and the time consumption has been reduced by 37.1%. Reducing the fin pitches 

increases the number of fins in the reactor, improving the heat and mass transfer. 

The fins contribute to the increase of adsorbent temperature, rate of water uptake 

and mass transfer coefficient. Figure 6 - 27 depicts the overview of the fin pipe 

reactor temperature distribution in charging. It shows the fins direct the heat 

across the reactor, increasing the zeolite temperature significantly. Comparing 

with smooth pipe reactor, the average reactor temperature achieves 31% higher 

for the fin pipe reactor. 

Figure 6 - 26 ECEchar and time consumption with varying fin pitches in charging 
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Figure 6 - 27 The fin pipe reactor temperature in charging 

In terms of discharging, evaluation has been conducted for the reactor in air 

supply and air and water supply mode with varying fin pitches from 10 mm to 50 

mm. Figure 6 - 28 gives the ECEdischar and EOA and Figure 6 - 29 shows the 

average outlet air and water temperature. Both ECEdischar and EOA are relatively 

higher in the air supply mode than the air and water supply mode. This is because 

without heat extraction of the water flow, the reactor temperature is higher in air 

supply mode which has enhanced the adsorption process. Relatively more 

moisture has been transferred to the zeolites, leading to a higher EOA and 

ECEdischar. The water temperature increment is relatively small for the ECEdischar 

in air and water supply mode. For the air mode, when reducing the fin pitches 

from 50 mm to 10 mm, the ECEdischar and EOA reduce from 31.2% to 21.7% and 

from 53.1% to 50.9%, respectively. It shows that relatively less adsorption energy 

has been released when reducing the fin pitches, because reducing fin pitches 

leads to relatively smaller air outlet temperature. Since the inlet air temperature 
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can be lower than the adsorbent temperature, increasing the number of fins 

reduces the adsorbent temperature. When reducing the fin pitches, the adsorbent 

temperature is more likely to be affected by the initial conditions. As seen from 

Figure 6 - 29, for both air and air and water supply modes, the average outlet 

temperature increases with the increase of fin pitches. For the air and water 

supply mode, the water outlet increases from 20.3 °C at 10 mm fin pitch to 21.7 °C 

at 50 mm fin pitch. The reactor has achieved a relatively small outlet water 

temperature lift. This is mainly attributed to operational parameters such as inlet 

air temperature and flow rate. For the average outlet air temperature, the reactor 

achieves a relatively lower level than the air mode for the cooling effect of the 

water flow. The reactor with 50 mm fin pitch achieves the highest at 46.5 °C which 

gradually reduces with the fin pitches and achieves at 28.8 °C at 10 mm fin pitch. 

Figure 6 - 28 ECEdischar and EOA of the reactor with varying fin pitches in 

discharging in air supply mode and air and water supply mode 
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Figure 6 - 29 The average outlet air and water temperature with varying fin 

pitches in discharging in air supply mode and air and water supply mode 

6.5.2 The effect of gap size on the evaluation indicators 

The effect of varying the gap size has been evaluated with other parameters 

remaining as the initial conditions. According to the diameter of the zeolite particle, 

the gap size has been varying from 1 mm to 5 mm. Figure 6 - 30 illustrates the 

reactor ECEchar and time consumption with the varying gap size. The gap size 

increase has increased the thermal energy input of air and reduced the time 

consumption to reach the target EOA of 20% in charging. Increasing the gap size 

allows a relatively larger amount of air to travel through the reactor. It leads to 

higher temperature increase of the adsorbent and improves the mass transfer 

performance. As shown in the time consumption, the gap size of 5 mm has 

reduced the charging time by 30% comparing with gap size of 1 mm. For the 

ECEchar, the increase of gap size from 1 mm to 5 mm has reduced it from 55.8% 

to 47.1%. 
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Figure 6 - 30 ECEchar and time consumption with varying gap sizes in charging 

For discharging, when the reactor operates in air supply mode and air and water 

supply mode, Figure 6 - 31 shows the average outlet air temperature with the 

varying gap sizes. For the air mode, the average outlet air temperature of the 

reactor increases with the increasing gap size and peaks at 53.4 °C with 2 mm 

before decreasing to 35.7 °C with 5 mm gap size. For the air and water supply 

mode, the reactor shows a similar trend in the air temperature profile and the 

water temperature reduces with the gap size increase. The 1 mm gap size 

achieves the average outlet water temperature at 21.5 °C, which reduces to 

20.9 °C at 5 mm gap size. Figure 6 - 32 shows the ECEdischar and EOA with the 

varying gap size. The ECEdischar in air mode peaks at 31.1% at 2 mm gap size 

and drops to 18.6% at 5 mm gap size. In air and water mode, ECEdischar achieves 

the highest at 24.9% at 1 mm and reduces to 15.4% at 5 mm gap size. For the 

EOA, the reactor in air mode achieves a larger value at 54.6% at 5 mm gap size 

compared to the 51.7% in air and water mode with the same gap size. Increasing 

the gap size allows relatively more moisture to transfer to the adsorbent. This 

increases the water vapour pressure difference between the air and adsorbent 

which increases the EOA. However, the increasing gap size also enhances the 

cooling effect from the inlet air, reducing the adsorbent temperature and rate of 

water uptake. In this study, the gap size at 2 mm achieves the highest average 
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rate of water uptake at 6.97E-6 kgH2O/(kgzeolite·s) in discharging. Therefore, 

increasing the gap sizes leads to a larger EOA but an excessive gap size 

constrains the reactor achieving a relatively high output temperature. 

Figure 6 - 31 The average outlet air and water temperature with varying gap 

sizes in discharging in air mode and air and water mode 
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Figure 6 - 32 ECEdischar and EOA of the reactor with varying gap sizes in 

discharging in air supply mode and air and water supply mode 

6.5.3 The effect of reactor width and length on the evaluation indicators 

The effect of reactor bed length and width have been evaluated. The reactor bed 

length has been varying from 0.2 m to 0.5 m. Meanwhile, the corresponding bed 

width has been varying from 0.5 m to 0.2 m, as given in Table 6 - 5. 

Table 6 - 5 The reactor configuration with varying bed length and width 

Configuration Reactor bed length (m) Reactor bed width (m) 

R1 0.20 0.50 

R2 0.25 0.40 

R3 0.30 0.33 

R4 0.35 0.29 

R5 0.40 0.25 

R6 0.45 0.22 

R7 0.50 0.20 
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The reactor charging performance with respect to the bed length and width 

configurations has been given in Figure 6 - 33. The time consumption increases 

and the ECEchar decreases with the increase of reactor bed length. For the 

configuration R5, the ECEchar has reduced to 30.4% and the time consumption 

has been increased to 5.4 hours. When increasing the reactor bed length, it 

increases the time for the air to travel across the reactor. This reduces the 

desorption moving from the air entrance to the exit. 

Figure 6 - 33 ECEchar and time consumption with varying bed length and width 

in charging 

With respect to discharging, Figure 6 - 34 shows the average outlet air 

temperature of the reactor in air supply mode and air and water supply mode. 

Similar to the charging condition, for the air supply mode, the average outlet air 

temperature reduces with the increase of bed length. It decreases from 48.5 °C 

for R1 to 42.7 °C for R5. In discharging, since the water vapour pressure of air 

reduces along the bed length, the reaction intensity reduces with the increasing 

bed length. The adsorption heat is more likely to be retained in the reactor with 

the increasing bed length. The air temperature in air and water supply mode has 

presented a similar trend. For the water flow, increasing the bed length reduces 

the water flow heat contact area within the reactor for the reducing reactor bed 
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width. The water temperature reduces with the increasing bed length from 21.1 °C 

to 20.3 °C. Figure 6 - 35 shows the ECEdischar and EOA of the reactor in the air 

and air and water supply modes. Since the average rate of water uptake in 

discharging drops with the increasing reactor bed length, for the air supply mode 

from R1 to R7, the ECEdischar and EOA reduce from 29.9% to 5.2% and from 51.5% 

to 30.4%, respectively. For the air and water supply mode, the ECEdischar and 

EOA reduce to 5.2% and 30.4% at the bed length and width configuration R7. 

Figure 6 - 34 The average outlet air and water temperature with varying bed 

length and width in discharging in air supply and air and water supply mode 
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Figure 6 - 35 ECEdischar and EOA of the reactor with varying bed length and 

width in discharging in air supply and air and water supply mode 

6.5.4 The effect of inlet air temperature on the evaluation indicators 

The reactor discharging performance under varying inlet air temperature has 

been evaluated. Figure 6 - 36 shows the average outlet air and water profiles for 

the reactor in air supply and air and water supply mode. The reactor outlet air and 

water temperature increase with the increase of inlet air temperature. For air 

supply mode, the average outlet air temperature increases from 48.3 °C with inlet 

air at 20 °C to 71.9 °C with inlet air at 50 °C. Similarly, for the air and water supply 

mode, the average outlet air increases from 34.8 °C with inlet air at 20 °C to 

58.4 °C with inlet air at 50 °C. The average outlet water has been increased from 

21.1 °C to 25.1 °C with inlet air at 50 °C. For the reactor in air and water supply 

mode, the increase of the outlet air temperature becomes relatively smaller than 

that of the air supply mode, since an increasing part of the adsorption energy has 

been taken by the water flow. 
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Figure 6 - 36 The average outlet air and water temperature with varying inlet air 

temperature in discharging in air supply and air and water supply mode 

Figure 6 - 37 shows the ECEdischar and EOA of the reactor in discharging with the 

vary inlet air temperature. For the both modes, the ECEdischar increases with the 

increase of inlet air temperature. The air supply and air and water supply mode 

achieve the peak ECEdischar at 38.6% and 28.3% with the inlet air at 50 °C, 

respectively. The EOA for both modes increases with the inlet air temperature 

and then decreases with the inlet air at over 30 °C. The peak EOA for the air and 

air and water supply mode is 56.5% and 55.7%, respectively. The decreases of 

EOA under a relatively high inlet air temperature results from the reduction of the 

average rate of water uptake. The adsorbent rate of uptake reduces with the 

adsorbent at a higher temperature. For the air supply mode, the average rate of 

uptake reaches 5.33E-6 kgH2O/(kgzeolite·s) with the inlet air at 30 °C and reduces 

to 4.89E-6 kgH2O/(kgzeolite·s) with the inlet air at 50 °C. 
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Figure 6 - 37 ECEdischar and EOA of the reactor with varying inlet air temperature 

in discharging in air supply and air and water supply mode 

6.5.5 The effect of inlet air relative humidity on the evaluation indicators 

Evaluation has been conducted on the effect of inlet air relative humidity on the 

reactor discharging performance in both air supply and air and water supply mode. 

Figure 6 - 38 shows the average outlet air and water temperature profiles. For 

the air supply mode, the average outlet air temperature has been lifted from 

24.3 °C to 48.5 °C with the relative humidity increase from 15% to 95%. For the 

air and water supply mode, with the same relative humidity increase, the 

corresponding outlet air temperature increases from 22.4 °C to 34.8 °C. The 

increase in the inlet air relative humidity has a relatively significant effect on 

achieving a higher outlet air temperature. Figure 6 - 39 shows the ECEdischar and 

EOA of the reactor in the two supply modes. Both ECEdischar and EOA increase 

with the increase of inlet air relative humidity, because the increase of moisture 

content in the inlet air promotes the adsorption process. In the evaluation, in air 

supply mode, the average rate of water uptake increases from 4.38E-6 
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kgH2O/(kgzeolite·s) to 6.73E-6 kgH2O/(kgzeolite·s) with the inlet air relative humidity 

increasing from 55% to 95%. 

Figure 6 - 38 The average outlet air and water temperature with varying inlet air 

relative humidity in discharging in air supply and air and water supply mode 
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Figure 6 - 39 ECEdischar and EOA of the reactor with varying inlet air relative 

humidity in discharging in air supply and air and water supply mode 

6.5.6 The effect of water flow rate on the evaluation indicators 

The effect of water flow rate on the reactor evaluation parameters has been 

evaluated as shown in Figure 6 - 40 and Figure 6 - 41. The water flow rate has 

been varied from 0.02 L/min to 0.21 L/min. Both outlet air and water temperature 

reduce with increasing water flow rate due to the increasing cooling effect from 

the inlet water. For the outlet water temperature, it reduces from 21.6 °C at 0.12 

L/min to 20.7 °C at 0.21 L/min. The outlet air temperature has witnessed a slight 

decrease from 34.81 °C at 0.12 L/min to 33.45 °C at 0.21 L/min. The ECEdischar 

and EOA achieve a relatively stable profile with the average ECEdischar at 19.5% 

and the average EOA at 51.5%. 
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Figure 6 - 40 Average outlet air and water temperature for the reactor in 

discharging with varying water flow rates in air and water supply mode 

Figure 6 - 41 ECEdischar and EOA of the reactor with varying water flow rates in 

discharging in air and water supply mode 
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6.5.7 Reactor design considerations 

This section presents the sizing and design considerations to obtain a reactor 

with relatively high evaluation indicators. The data produced in this study can 

serve as a decision-making tool for a designer with a specific design priority. This 

study has presented the reactor evaluation indicators in charging and discharging. 

For a charging process to achieve a specific EOA, it includes ECEchar and time 

consumption. For a discharging process, it covers the reactor in air supply and 

air and water supply mode, including air and water temperature, ECEdischar, and 

EOA. 

Figure 6 - 42 shows systematic design steps with a central consideration and the 

reactor performance indicators (Mohammadzadeh Kowsari et al. 2018). The 

design and decision-making steps can be suggested as follows. 

• Step 1: Determine a central consideration for the thermochemical reactor. 

• Step 2: Select the reactor bed length and width. 

• Step 3: Determine the other reactor performance indicators in the charging 

and discharging process. 

• Step 4: Evaluate an obtained performance indicator if it is located in the 

desirable range. 

• Step 5: In the case of a performance indicator being undesirable, propose a 

corrected value and input into Figure 6 - 42 as the central consideration and 

then repeat the steps. 
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Figure 6 - 42 Schematic of a three-phase thermochemical reactor design 

considerations 

Table 6 - 6 presents examples in application of the steps to determine the 

thermochemical reactor configurations. If selecting the highest EOA in 

discharging as the central consideration, the other reactor performance indicators 

can be obtained and the reactor configuration can be determined as listed in the 

first column of Table 6 - 6. However, if the average outlet air temperature is lower 

than the expectation, it can be input as the central consideration and repeat the 

process to determine the reactor configurations and evaluation indicators as the 

second and third column of Table 6 - 6. Similarly, if the lowest time consumption 

in charging is a critical consideration, it can be considered as the central 

consideration to obtain the reactor configuration and the evaluation indicators. 
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Table 6 - 6 An example of the reactor evaluation indicators according to the configurations and central consideration 

176 

The central consideration 

Evaluation indicators The highest EOA The highest average outlet air 
temperature 

The lowest time 
consumption in 
charging 

Reactor bed length (m) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
The reactor Reactor bed width (m) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
geometry Fin pitches (mm) 30 50 50 10 

Gap size (mm) 4 2 2.4 5 
Evaluation Time consumption (h) 2.5 2.7 2.7 1.8 
indicators in 
charging ECEchar (%) 49.2 53.1 51.2 65.6 

Air supply mode 
ECEdischar (%) 21.5 31.1 32.1 21.7 
EOA (%) 54.2 48.3 49.1 50.9 

Evaluation 
indicators in 
discharging 

Average outlet air temperature in air 
supply mode (°C) 

ECEdischar (%) 
EOA (%) 

48.5 53.4 

Air and water supply mode 
17.6 24.3 
51.9 48.9 

54.2 

22.5 
50.2 

41.9 

13.8 
49.3 

Average outlet air temperature in air 
and water supply mode (°C) 34.8 41.3 41 30.6 

Average outlet water temperature in 
air and water supply mode (°C) 21.1 21.2 21.2 21.4 



 

 
 

   

 

 

        

         

           

        

        

       

 

 

   

       

       

             

       

           

       

      

 

      

          

        

          

           

    

        

        

         

        

            

6.6 Sources of errors 

Numerical analysis 

• The boundary conditions are consistent during the numerical analysis. 

However, it can be transient in an experiment. 

• There are errors because of the assumptions made in the numerical analysis. 

• In the operations and configurations effect analysis, the study has analysed 

the effect of one variate keeping other parameters fixed. This method does 

not show how the interactions of the parameters affect the reactor 

performance. 

6.7 Chapter summary 

This chapter presents the investigation of a three-phase thermochemical reactor 

through the experimentally validated numerical model. The software Matlab has 

been used to solve the equations and provide the evaluation of the heat and mass 

transfer. Original measurements obtained from the experimental tests are used 

to validate the numerical model. Good agreement between the computing value 

and experimental measurements are obtained through the validation cases, 

including charging and discharging tests. 

Followed by the validation, the chapter has presented the parameter sensitivity 

analysis, the effect of air and adsorbent parameters, and the reactor configuration 

study. The key outcomes of the chapter are summarised as follows. 

• There is a fair agreement between the numerical and experimental values in 

the cases of charging and discharging with the root mean square percent error 

ranging from 6.02% to 12.78%. 

• Reference diffusivity, heterogeneity factor and initial water uptake can affect 

the numerical calculation results significantly. The application of the 

parameters should be adjusted to produce convincing computing values. 

• For the inlet air temperature, a higher inlet air temperature is desirable in 

charging. The inlet air below 100 °C can be ineffective as the simulation found 
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the EOA at 75.9%. In discharging, increasing the inlet air temperature 

increases output temperature but causes only a minor increase to the EOA. 

Therefore, a higher inlet air temperature in discharging is not cost-effective 

unless waste heat or heat recovery is available. 

• The air mass flow rate is critical to a charging process but it can be less 

significant to the discharging process. In charging, when the air flow rate 

increases from 0.05 kg/s to 0.19 kg/s, the EOA reduces from 38.1%% to 

11.2%. A higher air mass flow rate can be used to accelerate a charging 

process. However, an excessive value can cause unfavourable ECEchar with 

a slight change of EOA for the mass flow rate at over 0.08 kg/s. In discharging, 

increasing the air flow rate can reduce the adsorbent temperature and reduce 

the mass transfer coefficient. In this analysis, when increasing the air mass 

flow rate from 0.19 kg/s to 0.3 kg/s, the average adsorbent temperature 

reduces by 12 °C. 

• The inlet air relative humidity is insignificant to the reactor’s charging 

performance since the charging temperature plays a vital role. However, in 

discharging, a larger inlet air relative humidity leads to a larger EOA and 

ECEdischar, especially for the relative humidity from 10% to 40%. The inlet 

relative humidity around 40% is suggested and the humidification methods 

can be investigated for the energy consumption and reactor’s discharging 

performance. 

• A smaller particle diameter is suggested as it leads to a larger mass transfer 

coefficient in both charging and discharging. It promotes the reactor’s 

discharging performance but it has less impact on the charging process. In 

discharging, reducing the particle diameter from 6 mm to 3 mm increases the 

ECEdischar and EOA by 12.8% and 12.7%, respectively. 

• In charging, a larger reactor bed porosity leads to the improvement of mass 

transfer. However, in discharging, it has less improvement since it reduces 

the adsorbent temperature. According to the analysis, the reactor bed porosity 

needs to be over 0.4 to achieve a relatively high mass transfer in charging. 

The bed porosity is closely linked to the packing of the adsorbent particles in 
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the reactor. In addition to randomly packing, the packing status can be further 

investigated for the reactor performance improvement. 

• Regarding the charging and discharging duration, the increase of charging 

duration leads to a less improvement in moisture transfer as the adsorbent 

approaches to the charging equilibrium. However, the increase of discharging 

duration promotes the discharging process since the limiting factor is the inlet 

moisture content. This leads to the further investigations in effective 

humidification methods. 

Regarding the configuration analysis, the study has investigated the fin pipe 

reactor under various reactor configurations and operations. Investigations in 

charging and discharging in air supply and water supply mode have been 

conducted. It covers the effect of fin pitches, gap size, reactor width and length, 

inlet air temperature and relative humidity, and inlet water flow rate. The results 

are summarised as follows. 

• Integrating fins into the reactor increases the average adsorbent temperature 

by 31% compared with the smooth pipe reactor in charging. 

• Reducing the fin pitches improves the charging performance by enhancing 

the heat transfer. However, in discharging, it makes the reactor more sensitive 

to the inlet air. In air supply mode discharging, when reducing the fin pitch 

from 50 mm to 10 mm, the average outlet air temperature drops from 54.6 °C 

to 35.5 °C and the ECEdischar reduces from 31.2% to 21.7%. 

• In charging, increasing the gap size has a slight improvement to the reactor 

charging performance. In discharging, increasing the gap sizes enhances the 

cooling effect from the inlet air which reduces the adsorbent temperature. Gap 

size ranging from 2 mm to 3 mm is suggested for a relatively high ECEdischar 
and outlet temperature in both air supply and air and water supply modes. 

• A smaller bed length or a smaller air travel path is desirable. When increasing 

the bed length from 0.2 m to 0.5 m, the charging time consumption has 

increased by 126% and the average outlet air temperature has reduced by 

11.8% in the air supply and 19.2% in the water supply mode. 
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• Relevant considerations in the thermochemical reactor design and 

configuration have been discussed. A reactor design scheme has been 

proposed according to the evaluations in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Conclusions 

The aim of the research is to develop and investigate a thermochemical reactor 

for residential building applications. The aim is successfully achieved through 

conducting the objectives as presented in Chapter 1. The main findings of the 

research are highlighted in this chapter. 

The study has found that the thermochemical reactor requires improvements in 

structure optimisations, heat and mass transfer enhancements, improving the 

flexibility in discharging, operational condition investigations and reducing heat 

losses. The effective methods are reactor segmentations, adding air diffusers, 

creating air paths, inducing air flow into thermochemical materials, adjusting the 

reactor temperature and pressure, etc. Also, for the thermochemical materials, 

the study has found that further developments are needed to obtain suitable 

thermochemical material for the built environment. A material selection 

framework with selection criteria has been applied in the study. 

Following the literature review, the study has conducted a theoretical study on a 

thermochemical reactor to serve as a foundation for the reactor and numerical 

model. It illustrates the principles of the heat and mass of a reactor in charging 

and discharging. According to the heat and mass conversions of the reactor, the 

study has proposed the energy conversion efficiency (ECE) and extent of 

adsorption (EOA) as the reactor evaluation parameters. It has also presented the 

enthalpy of adsorption of zeolites 13X, the LDF model for the adsorption kinetics 

and the Dubinin-Astakhov equation for zeolite 13X and water vapour adsorption. 

To address the drawbacks of the thermochemical reactor, the study has proposed 

a three-phase thermochemical reactor. The reactor innovates in the trapezoid-

shaped container for the robust material support and air gaps for air flow. It also 

features heat extraction of air and water flow. Fins have been integrated to 
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enhance heat and mass transfer. According to the reactor, the study has 

presented a numerical model to represent the reactor in charging and discharging. 

The numerical model involves heat and mass transfer of the air, solid adsorbent 

and water. Finite element method has been used in the calculation method and 

the software Matlab has been proposed to solve the equations. 

To investigate the reactor under laboratory conditions and provide experimental 

data for the numerical model validation, the study has conducted the reactor 

experimental tests in charging and discharging. The findings of the experimental 

tests are concluded as follows. 

• Integration of fins improves the reactor charging and discharging performance. 

In charging, the fin pipe reactor presents a significant increase in the 

thermochemical material temperature. In discharging, the outlet air 

temperature peaks at 77.2 °C, nearly 10 °C higher than the smooth pipe 

reactor. For the reactor in air and water supply mode, the fin pipe reactor 

presents the water temperature lift from 1.8 °C to 4 °C higher than the smooth 

pipe reactor. 

• A higher inlet air temperature in charging improves the reactor performance. 

The tests have found that the material energy density has increased from 0.18 

Wh/g to 0.21 Wh/g with the charging inlet air temperature increasing from 

120 °C to 140 °C. With the charging at 180 °C, the discharging tests have 

shown an over 20 °C increase in the reactor temperature compared to the 

charging at 120 °C. 

• The inlet air mass flow rate is critical to the reactor outlet air temperature in 

discharging tests, and adjustments of air mass flow should be made to obtain 

a desirable value. The tests have shown that the peak outlet air temperature 

has increased from 71.9 °C to 75.6 °C by increasing the air flow rate from 

0.015 kg/s to 0.018 kg/s. However, it reduces to 67.6 °C when the air mass 

flow rate increases to 0.02 kg/s. 

Following the experimental testing, the study has validated the numerical model 

by comparing the numerical calculations with the experimental measurements. It 
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has used Matlab to solve the equations and provide the evaluation results. A good 

agreement has been achieved with the root mean square percent error ranging 

from 6.02% to 12.78%. By using the validated numerical model, the study has 

presented the effect of air and adsorbent parameters on charging and discharging. 

The conclusions of the air and adsorbent parameter investigations are 

summarised as follows. 

• Charging and discharging temperatures are critical to the reactor’s 

performance. For charging, a relatively high charging temperature is 

suggested. For a future study, a heat source should be carefully adjusted to 

provide sufficient charging temperature. However, heat source such as the 

evacuated solar collector may not be able to achieve the charging 

temperature of zeolites. This shows the opportunity of investigations around 

a suitable heat source and a reactor’s charging performance. For discharging, 

increasing the inlet air temperature achieves a higher outlet air temperature. 

This, however, only leads to a minor increase in the reactor’s EOA and it can 

reduce the ECEdischar. This study has found that increasing the inlet air 

temperature reduces the reactor temperature lift and limits the adsorption 

process. A relatively high inlet air temperature is unfavourable to the 

discharging process. 

• The air mass flow rate is critical to a charging process but it can be less 

significant to the discharging process. Operation strategies of air mass flow 

should be focused on the charging process while excessive air mass flow rate 

in discharging may reduce the reactor outlet air temperature. 

• The inlet relative humidity at around 40% is suggested in discharging as the 

discharging performance can be lifted greatly by increasing the inlet humidity 

from 10% to 40%. Relatively higher inlet air relative humidity is not as cost-

effective as increasing energy input from the humidifier. 

• A smaller particle diameter promotes the discharging but it has less impact on 

a charging process. 

• For the bed porosity, it should be over 0.4 to achieve a relatively high mass 

transfer in charging. The reactor bed porosity shows less effect to the 

discharging performance. 
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• Key parameters are interlinked in evaluating the reactor performance. The 

study has presented the interactions of the air and adsorbent parameters in 

charging and discharging. It can serve as a tool to understand the change of 

a parameter to a charging or discharging process. 

Additionally, the study has conducted a configuration study on the fin pipe reactor 

by investigating the reactor under various reactor configurations and operations. 

The conclusions of the configuration study are highlighted as follows. 

• Reducing the fin pitches improves the charging performance but it makes the 

reactor become more sensible to the inlet air temperature in discharging. 

• Increasing the gap size reduces the time consumption in charging slightly. 

However, it has an impact on the discharging performance. An excessive gap 

size of over 3 mm can reduce the outlet air and water temperature. 

• The reactor with relatively smaller air travel path presents a superior 

performance in both charging and discharging. A reactor with relatively short 

air travel path is desirable. 

• Finally, according to the evaluations, the study has proposed a reactor design 

scheme for the design of a three-phase thermochemical reactor to achieve a 

desirable output. 

7.2 Future research challenges 

Thermochemical energy storage has many advantages. To make it attractive for 

various applications in residential buildings, a thermochemical system should 

feature simple concept and configuration, be able to integrate with multiple heat 

sources, have high performance and low cost thermochemical materials, and 

high performance in system processes and operations. Through conducting the 

project, the future research challenges are summarised in this section. 

A study in thermochemical energy storage as applied in buildings should address 

the challenges from the heat source. Regarding the achievable temperature, for 

using solar thermal as the heat source, it may not be easy to reach a desirable 
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charging temperature in the reactor. This study has investigated that using 

thermochemical material like the zeolites requires a relatively high charging 

temperature. Besides, a heat source can be variable depending on the location 

and time of the day. A thermochemical system should also consider the variation 

of the heat source in charging. 

Thermochemical material is essential. Research is required to develop a suitable 

material with sufficient hydrothermal stability, low cost, high thermal conductivity 

and high energy density. Some composite materials have shown promising 

characteristics in water uptake capability, regeneration temperature and 

cyclability. Further research on the material pairs and characterisations would be 

meaningful and necessary. The development of new materials can be linked to 

heat sources in the built environment, not only the solar thermal energy. 

Additionally, a thermochemical energy storage system may feature more than 

one type of material for different charging and discharging scenarios. 

The current study on the thermochemical reactor has revealed reactor 

development opportunities for future studies. A thermochemical reactor can be 

improved from different perspectives including the geometry design, the charging 

and discharging methods, the status of the thermochemical material in the reactor, 

etc. For the reactor geometry design, modifications can be conducted to promote 

the heat and mass transfer, such as increasing the contact area between the 

reactant materials. A reactor should also be efficient in charging and discharging. 

Innovative charging and discharging methods should be proposed. For a packed 

bed reactor using inlet heat air as the method of charging, it is energy intensive 

and time-consuming to regenerate the materials from the side of the air inlet to 

the outlet. Supplying the heat of charging into the materials for regeneration is 

critical. This also applies to the discharging using the humidified inlet air as the 

reaction front has to move from the moisture inlet to the outlet. Also, the status of 

the thermochemical material is key to a reactor in charging and discharging. The 

material status affects the bed porosity and air travel path, which further 

influences the heat and mass transfer in the charging and discharging process. 
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Most of the studies in literature have packed the thermochemical material 

randomly in the reactor. Furthermore, a study should look into the issue of heat 

losses and propose an approach to address the issue. The charging and 

discharging processes result in the heat accumulation in the reactor and the other 

system components. However, the heat will be lost if no action is taken, which 

hinders the system energy efficiency. 

Water has been commonly used as the sorbate for building applications. The 

humidification methods are to be studied with the considerations of the 

discharging methods. Several humidification methods can be used in a study 

such as using ultrasonic humidifiers, bubble columns, spray humidifiers and 

evaporative humidifiers. The different methods can be suitable for specific 

discharging methods with different energy consumption. Additionally, to provide 

water as the sorbate in an adsorption process, liquid water can be supplied to the 

reactor. However, a reactor numerical model should be studied to provide the 

water behaviour in the reactor along with the related heat and mass transfer. 
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Appendix A - Details of the facilities used in the experiment 

Facilities Details Picture 

Fan 

Air to air heat 
exchanger 

Humidifier 

Air volume: 2000 m3/h 

Pressure: 2000 Pa 

Power: 15 kW 

Size: 500(W) * 500(L) * 360(H) 

Plate distance: 5 mm 

Humidification capacity: 6 kg/h 

Power: 5 kW 

Air duct valves 400 mm*300 mm (2 valves) 

500 mm*150 mm (4 valves) 

Water tank Size: 500 mm * 500 mm * 900 mm 

Insulation: 50 mm glass wool 

Water pump Head: 36 m 

Maximum flow rate: 10 L/min 
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Water loop valves Diameter at 22 mm 

Temperature sensor Manufacture: Sailing Technology 
Accuracy: 3% 

Humidity sensor Manufacture: E+E 

Accuracy: 3% 

Pressure sensor Manufacture: Setra 

Accuracy: 1% 

Air velocity sensor Manufacture: E+E 

Accuracy: 3% 

Water flow meter Manufacture: Sailing Technology 

Accuracy: 3% 

Frequency inverter ABB ACS510-01-03A3-4 

Power: 1.1 kW 

Data logger Brand: Kunlun Tianchen 
Accuracy: 0.05% 
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Electric cabinet Control the air duct valves, water 
pump and fan. 

Insulation material 50 mm glass wool 

Stainless steel plates 201 stainless steel -

Thickness: 1.2 mm 
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